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ABSTRACT
Drama has always been part of Svalbard’s vernacular or everyday images. Drama
was central to the serialized whaling prints produced in the Dutch and English printing
shops by the seventeenth and eighteenth century’s graphic artists, who themselves might
not have set foot in the Arctic. These prints soon gained increasing popularity in illiterate
Europe. Svalbard’s resources, adventure, and exploitation became public knowledge.
New names began filling empty spaces on the map prompted by science and exploration.
The navigator’s and cartographer’s coastal sketches were slowly replaced by more
elaborate landscape compositions with halftones and perspective. During the nineteenth
century, professional artists gained access to the islands, most often hired to record
expedition findings. Having proceeded from the particular to the universal, Svalbard’s
vernacular imagery appears as an emotional awakening to the power of being in an arctic
environment that renders an important perspective to our global concerns.
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PREFACE
Vernacular Images from Svalbard

Civilization is a movement and not a condition, a voyage and not a harbor.
A.J. Toynbee.

“Do we need to know absolutely everything?” writes one of the contemporary
artists who in her love for Svalbard has returned at every opportunity to link her artistic
talents with the fascinating light and the topographical peculiarities characteristic of these
islands. The quest for knowledge led the first explorers north in search for a northwest
passage that eventually could expand the European trade possibilities with the Far East.
Svalbard riches, a magnificent and thriving population of whales was discovered, in the
process, by the Dutch Commander Willem Barents. A boom period based on an
international whaling industry followed that lasted for nearly two hundred and fifty years.
The exploitation of the Svalbard waters targeted three short summer months.
Suddenly this arctic world of treacherous ice, unpredictable winds and an unmatched
serene beauty was invaded by hundreds of sailing ships with their international crew of
sailors who by the thousands had been recruited off the modest farms or darker European
streets during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In this confusing multitude of
languages and prevailing customs, these invaders had some interests in common, such as
survival, profit, and a Christian ethic. The degree of the integration of these common
denominators, often made the difference between life and death. It could be a stranded crew
of forlorn sailors in the icepack depending on a passing vessel for their rescue, or an
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instance where a telescope broken in the fall from the crows-nest was to be replaced by the
mere kindness of another ship's captain.
The international trend in the exploitation of the islands was also mirrored in other
smaller economic booms. The Russian fur trapping was an important livelihood over a
period of hundred and fifty years before it came to a halt in 1850, when the Norwegian
hunters and trappers took over. A growing mining industry that took hold at the turn of the
century was initiated and maintained for a decade by US interests. The interplay of this
cosmopolitan groups and their display of courage and survival skills, became the web of
the Svalbard vernacular landscapes from its discovery in 1596.
The islands today are flavored by Norwegian mores and values, expressed through
choice of colors, materials, textures and ethical approach within the framework of a
stringent economy. The islands still hold a spell on the European tourist industry. Svalbard
renders perspective to the European lifestyle and culture, as the West once held on the US,
or as Alaska holds today as an alternative lifestyle to that of a more commonplace western
world.
During the first two hundred and fifty years, the tales of the archipelago’s hardship,
strain and beauty went back to the homelands mostly by word o f mouth. Landscape
sketches made by navigators trained in cartography appear and begin to become more
elaborate with time as they start to develop into more complex drawings incorporating
halftones and perspective as personal observations done by officers off duty.
This type of accademic sketching was continued by professional artists who were hired
particularly during the second half of the nineteenth century to record the Svalbard flora and
fauna, under the auspices of an expedition leader.
However, it was the old whaling prints that brought the Arctic into the European
homes as collectors items stored in cabinets or hung on walls.The whaling prints became a
way to tell about adventures and heroic escapes during the sixteenth, seventeenth and
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eighteenth centuries at a time when illiteracy still prevailed. The Dutch became the
innovators of the many different series of whaling prints that were sold across borders, and
whose images were borrowed freely and reprinted elsewhere.
The French and also the Dutch, who were known for their nineteenth century
Barbizon school of painting, with a long tradition in lush pastoral landscapes with Holstein
cows, huge trees and green pastures, were now faced with the dilemma of reproducing
seascapes with ice floes, whales, polar bears and mountains, none of which they had ever
experienced themselves. Their first images were therefore often thwarted and peculiar,
except for their depiction of sailing ships, which they knew down to the last minute detail.
Prints and oil painting began to appear on the walls in bourgeois offices associated with
the industry and in the executive homes as tokens of success and development. However,
as the riches of the whaling industry began to dwindle away, science became instead the
vehicle to gain a foothold on this far away arctic archipelago.
The Svalbard flora and fauna and geology were put under the microscope for futher
investigation by a siege of scientific investigators, explorers, and adventurers interested in
reaching the North Pole. The particular had become of major interest Distant coastal
sketches of the navigators were replaced by those of the geologists: close-ups of peculiar
rock formations that might one day reveal their riches. There is a change in imagery which
had been chiefly concerned with portraying the aggressive killing of the existing fauna, or
to relay the interplay between these intruding visitors and their new arctic conquests. This
often took the form of drama and the cliffhanger, such as a man portrayed attacked by a
bear but not quite yet rescued by a concerned group of fellow men. Characteristic as well
for the vernacular early prints, is the lack o f portraits or individuality, in a world that must
have presented a conglomeration of human characters, and a variety of expertise and human
dignity. The group and its interaction is the most common focus, where the individual is
portrayed incognito overwhelmed by a spectacular but unfamiliar nature.
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During the nineteenth century’s scientific siege, a realistic recording of the
atmospheric conditions peculiar to the Arctic is focused upon and portrayed with realistic
accuracy such as sundogs, aurora and the eternal twilight Hero images appear of the
leaders, as well a renewed interest in the existing fauna. Animal images begin to appear,
not as prey or as a vehicle to reveal drama and heroism, but simply as living beings,
selfcontained and very much part of the marvellous arctic scenery.
This shift in emphasis is integrated further in the twentieth century vernacular
Svalbard landscapes. Focus shifted from the particular to the universal, shown by the
integration of atmospheric light and its effect on these vast and still serene landscapes.
Svalbard has become a place of arrest, from thought and action from the civilized western
world to contemplate our global and human frailty. Vernacular landscapes from this
archipelago are mirrored in contemporary art as powerful images bordering on the abstract,
in which man is no longer confronted with the verities and vagaries of nature. The
essence is rather an emotional awakening to the power of being, and their messages have
therefore become a visual, colorful haiku in the perspective of the immensity of the arctic
light and vistas.
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INTRODUCTION
The Archipelago of Svalbard: An Historical Overview
Svalbard is an archipelago located in the high Arctic covering a total area of some
62,000 square kilometers (23,958 square miles), one fifth of Norway, its motherland. It
includes Vest Spitsbergen, Nordaustlandet, Barents0ya, Edge0ya, Kong Karl’s Land,
Hopen and Bj0m0ya. This group of large and small islands lies between 74° and 81° N
latitude and 10° and 35° E longitude. The farthest north settlement, New Alesund, is
situated only 11 degrees from the North Pole. Mean temperatures vary from minus 14
degrees Celsius in the winter to plus 6 degrees Celsius in the summer, with extreme
readings of minus 49 degrees Celsius and plus 21 degrees Celsius in the town of
Longyearbyen on Vest Spitsbergen, the largest island. The relatively mild temperatures on
these far north islands are due to the influence of the Gulf Stream that drifts northward
along the coasts of Vest Spitsbergen, making boat traffic possible farther north in the late
fall and early spring. Thus, ordinary tankers can maintain the coal traffic through the ice at
79 degrees north latitude until the month of October, or even longer at times.1
The midnight sun can be seen in Longyearbyen from April 20 until August 20, but
the sun does not appear above the horizon at all between October 28 and February 16.
Svalbard can be characterized as an arctic semi-desert with an annual precipitation of 200
300 millimeters. The wind-chill factor is crucial in this region. A wind velocity of six
Beaufort2 (40 to 50 km/hr) has been the average maximum during the winter months from
November until March.
1 Helge Ingstad, Landet Med De Kalde Kyster (Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk Forlag, 1948), 20.
2 Successive ranges of wind velocities assigned code numbers from 0 to 12 ( or from 0 to 17)
corresponding to names ranging from calm to hurricane. (After the British Admiral, Sir Francis Beaufort
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Svalbard’s ecology is unique. About two-thirds of the land mass is covered by
glaciers. The permafrost can penetrate to a depth of 500 meters. In summer only the
topmost layer of the soil actually thaws, but even so vegetation flourishes, with some 165
species of plants having been identified on Svalbard.
The highest mountain peak in Svalbard is Newton Toppen at 1712 meters (5,616
feet), while a major landmark toward the south is Homsundtind, some 1431 meters (4,694
feet) high. Other well-known mountains around Isfjord, averaging about 610 meters
(2,000 feet) in height, are Alkhomet, Templet, Skansen, and Lykta. Viewed from
Kongsfjord, the mountain ranges named Tre Kroner (Three Crowns) tower over the ice
with peaks averaging around a height of 1219 meters (4,000 feet), among them Svea,
Nora, and Dana. Misery Mountain on Bear Island at 535 meters (1,757) feet, is another
landmark greeting the visitor.
Svalbard’s only tree species is the rare dwarf birch (Betula nana ), which grows to
a maximum height of eight inches as it trails along the ground. The polar willow, which
grows a couple of inches high, is a shrub also native to the islands.
Of the many herbaceous plants in Svalbard, the white flowering scurvy-grass
( Cochlearia maritime), a major source of vitamins in the fight against the dreaded scurvy,
has saved the lives of many. It can be eaten fresh or dried or simply boiled in soup.
Perennial wildflowers, such as the white and yellow dryas (Dryas octopetala), the blue
Jacob’s ladder (Polemonium boreale ), the purple mountain saxrifage (Saxifraga

oppositifoli), and the orange mountain sorrel ( Oxyria digyna) are but a few examples of
the colorful flora that grace the islands during summer. Grasses growing on the wet tundra
are snowgnss(Pfuppsia), bluegrass (Poa), Alkali grass (Puccinellia), pendent grass

(Arctophila), and sabin grass (Pleuropogon).
1774-1857))
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The largest bind colony in the North Atlantic is also found in the archipelago. Birds
nest here by the hundreds of thousands every year. The most common species are fulmars,
auks, and kittiwakes. Reindeer and arctic foxes are often found around the settlements.
Today, polar bears are rarely seen on Svalbard, but there are still about 2,000 of them on
the islands, and travelers in the open country must always be aware of the possibility of
encountering a bear.
Longyearbyen, with its 1,250 inhabitants, is the center of Norwegian activities on
Svalbard. It is a modem town, with coal-mining and tourism being its principal activities. It
has a well-developed infrastructure which includes primary and secondary schools, shops,
cafes and restaurants, a recently established university, an auroral observatory, a library,
museum, church, hospital, dental service, postoffice, bank, and cinema, and last but not
least, a wide range of active clubs and societies. There are eight weekly flights to Tromsp,
Norway, making the airport an efficient point of contact with the rest of the world. Other
communities on the islands at the present are the Russian mining settlements of Pyramiden
and Barentsburg, which together have some 2,000 inhabitants. Ny-Alesund, originally a
mining settlement, is today the center for Norwegian scientific research in Svalbard. The
Norwegian Polar Research Institute has its permanent facilities here, and the population
fluctuates from about ten individuals in winter to more than a hundred during the height of
summer. Svea, fifty kilometers south east of Longyearbyen at the head of Van Mijenfiord,
is another small Norwegian mining settlement, which has been permanently closed down.
A Polish scientific station is located in Homsund. This community has a population
between ten and twenty individuals, varying according to season.
Aside from coal mining, which has been operating on Svalbard continuously since
1906, the Norwegians have managed their radio and meteorological service stations in this
hemisphere for decades. Isfiord Radio, today Svalbard’s telecommunications center, was
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established in 1933, while the Norwegian Meteorological Institute has had permanent
stations on Bear Island since 1918 and on Hopen since 1947.
Professor Anatol Heintz, pioneer paleontologist on Svalbard, summarized the
peculiar fascination this group of islands exerts upon the visitor when he wrote:
He who has once been to Svalbard will always long to return to this Arctic land of
adventure with its rugged, yet often gentle beauty, the am azin g interplay of color, the lure of the
shadowy mists, the strident cries of the birds, the vivid splendor of the Arctic flowers. But no less
than these is the attraction of tranquility and the almost incredible clarity of the air. It is a rare
experience, the feeling of having a whole world to oneself, to enjoy the vistas of the mountains
and valleys, the winding rivers, the wide beaches and the sheltered grassy islets, where no dusty
road, no sign of human habitation disturbs the utter peace of the landscape.3

The old Icelandic chronicles claim that the archipelago was discovered in 1194 and
named Svalbard, meaning in Old Norse “the land with the cold shores.” The ancient

Landnamabok states that “from Langanes on the northeastern coast of Iceland it is four
days’ sailing to Svalbard at the northernmost limits of the ocean.” Although it seems that
the Norsemen knew their way to Svalbard, there are no records preserved of such voyages.
Four centuries later, in 1596, the Dutch rediscovered Svalbard. That year, Willem
Barents set sail with two vessels to seek a short cut to China along the unexplored northern
coast of Asia. On June 9, his ships reached an unknown island far to the north. There the
sailors killed their first polar bear, and the island was named Bear Island. On June 17, they
sighted a much larger island with high, snow-capped peaks. They called it Spitsbergen, a
name inspired by the rugged formation of its mountains.
At this time the number of walrus and polar bears on the beaches and among the ice floes in
these arctic waters seemed countless. An international lot of explorers and whalers now
slaughtered these animals by the thousands. After 1610, the commercial hunting of
3 Anatol

Heintz, Svalbard-Spitsbergen (Oslo: J.W. Eides Forlag, 1961), 18.
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Greenland whales began. In the past these animals had congregated in large sprawling pods
in the fiords and along the coast The pursuit by hunters for whales brought oil to the
European markets and baleen for women’s corsets. It continued for more than 200 years
until the species was close to extermination. Many nations sent their whaling fleets north,
but it was mainly the British and Dutch who invested the most in this adventure and even
fought battles over their commercial rights to certain hunting territories.
The whalers cut the blubber and melted it into oil in huge copper vessels over a
burning fire onshore. Later on, the oil was cooled, siphoned into barrels, and shipped
more than 3,000 kilometers back to European ports. The Dutch established the biggest
settlement in the archipelago for this purpose. In the midst of the seventeenth century, at the
height of this activity, about 1,200 people remained seasonally in their so-called “Blubber
town”, or Smeerenburg, on Amsterdam Island.
The first recorded over-wintering in Svalbard took place in 1630 by a dislocated
British whaling crew of eight men. Abandoned in the “ice-desert” by their captain, they all
miraculously survived the mortal threats of scurvy, frostbite, and hunting accidents. As the
whales began to disappear towards the middle of the eighteenth century, the fabulous
catches became a thing of the past At this time, Russian hunters and trappers, the
Pomores, from the coastal villages around the White Sea, braved voyages across some
2,000 kilometers of the Barents Sea and began to over-winter on the islands. There they
hunted fox, reindeer, polar bear, walrus, and seal, and collected eider down. They often
brought their timber huts with them aboard their primitive sailships, the lodjas, which could
carry twenty-four men at most Their business began to decline in the midst of the
nineteenth century, and Norwegian hunters and trappers took over. In pairs of two and
three they over-wintered in much the same way the Russians had before them, living off
the land under the utmost hardship and spartan conditions. They collected fuel from the
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beach for their wood-burning stoves and also burned coal, collected from the exposed
seams in the cliffs around them.
Svalbard exerts a magnetic attraction for scientific research. The first scientific
expedition to the islands was British, arriving as early as 1773. Norway’s first attempt
followed in 1827 led by B. M. Keilhau, professor in geology at the University of
Christiania, while the famous French La Recherche expeditions came about a decade later.
Other names associated with late nineteenth century research and scientific observations
dating from this time are such scientists as the Swedish professor A. E. Nordenskipld,
Sven Loven, Otto Torrell, A.G. Nathorst and Gerard de Geer. During the early twentieth
century the Norwegian geophysicist Professor Kristian Birkeland accomplished pioneer
work. His 1902 expedition was dedicated to the study of the aurora, the earth’s magnetism,
and the meteorological conditions in this region. Professor Adolf Hoel’s many geological
expeditions to Svalbard began inl907 in the company of Count Albert I of Monaco. Hoel’s
colleague, Professor Werner Werenskiold followed in later expeditions, while
oceanographer and explorer Professor Fridtjof Nansen spent the summer of 1912 on his
schooner Veslem0y, sampling the Svalbard seas. Since then, countless scientific studies of
Svalbard’s flora, fauna, and geology have appeared in the scientific journals and literature.
Over time many companies, both Norwegian and foreign, have tried to mine in
Svalbard. Most of these efforts were relinquished for various reasons. In the 1960s,
however, five mining companies worked in Svalbard; a large Norwegian concern in
Longyearbyen, a somewhat smaller one in Ny-Alesund, and three Soviet-Russian
companies situated in Barentsburg, Grumant byen and Pyramiden. Exploration for oil and
various minerals has also been conducted in the past
The Svalbard mountains reveal almost every era in the long history of the earth,
representing all the main geological systems from Precambrian to the Quaternary.
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Fossilized corals, octopuses, shells, fish, and prehistoric sea monsters prove that at one
time the seas surrounding Svalbard were temperate. The fossilized traces of land plants are
witness to a once sun-loving flora, and fossilized footprints are reminders of a prehistoric
past, when dinosaurs roamed the Northern Hemisphere.
Today, bearded and ringed seals are still common in the fiords, while the
walrus, protected for several decades by law, is a rare sight Shoals o f the smaller whale
species, the white beluga, may occasionally be observed along the shores. Cod, Greenland
shark, and halibut can be fished in the surrounding waters, while red char still inhabit the
many rivers and the rather few inland lakes. Prawns are found in great quantities along the
coast of Spitsbergen.
The many, often large, lagoons, formed where the sea meets the coastal plains, are
characteristic of these islands. The very nutritious marine environment of Svalbard attracts
ninety species of birds to the islands every summer, thirty-six o f which nest there. Only the
ptarmigan remains in the archipelago year round. The snow sparrow is the only other land
bird.
The two indigenous mammals on the islands are the world’s smallest, hardiest
reindeer and the arctic fox, with both blue- and white-coated pups bom from the same
litters. Musk oxen, imported to the islands from Greenland in the early 1930s, are now
extinct in Svalbard. Two species of arctic hare, which were introduced to the islands, have
disappeared as well.
The Svalbard Treaty of February 9,1920,4 gave Norway sovereignty over the
archipelago. Since the treaty came into force on August 14,1925, under the reign of King
Haakon of Norway, Svalbard has been part of that nation. The sysselmann, or governor,

4 The

treaty was signed by the following countries: Great Britain, Denmark, France, Italy, India, Japan,
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and USA.
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holds the supreme authority in the archipelago. The territory forms a parish of its own and
belongs to the North Halogaland diocese in Norway. Norwegian law is valid unless
otherwise stipulated. Of the total area of Svalbard, 6.8 percent is treaty territory (about
1,630 square miles). Of this, 92.3 percent is in Norwegian hands, while the remaining 7.7
percent belongs to Russia. All land, apart from the treaty territory, is Norwegian state
property and cannot be sold, but anyone who finds mineral deposits is allowed to exploit
his discovery on a concession basis.5 The tax assessment is 4 percent of income, far less
than the normal Norwegian tax rates. Furthermore, there are currently no custom charges
or purchase taxes on Svalbard, and a passport is considered unnecessary.

5 Heintz,

1961.
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PART I—THE ARCTIC ATMOSPHERE: FIRST
ENCOUNTERS
Introduction
A passport was not needed to set foot on the Svalbard archipelago, but every visitor
had in his possession a return ticket to the mainland. No one had ever lived permanently on
the islands; here were no indigenous peoples whose lifestyle could be used as a model for
successful survival. Even after the mining boom caught on in the early twentieth century, a
stay for most employees and their families carried the overtones of fleeting adventure rather
than colonization.6 People tended to return to the islands, no matter what hardships they
endured there in the past7 Everyone arrived, perhaps for his own reasons, while
consensus alleged that the unique experience of Svalbard living could not be matched
elsewhere.
The seasonal polar ice prevented regular boat traffic to the archipelago. Major
events in the mining communities were therefore the arrival of the first mail boat in the
spring and the departure of the last ship in the fall.(Fig. 1.1)8 Air transportation, which
began in 1975, brought life on the islands in step with the twentieth century.
For centuries, hunters and trappers had visited the islands during the summers only. The
first recorded over-wintering took place in the early seventeenth century by the whalers.
The Russian trappers followed suit, and later on the Norwegian hunters began to stay the
winters. Of the numerous scientific expeditions to this region, few risked the hazards
winter posed; others returned one summer after another. Only some of the over- wintering

Liv Balstad, North o f the Desolate Sea (London: Souvenir Press, 1958).
7HeIge Ingstad, Landet med De Kalde Kyster (Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk Foriag, 1948).
“Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Within Seven Centimeters o f the Pole. (USSR, 1964).
6
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expeditions had trained artists among them. During the summers , however, andparticulariy
during the last two centuries, artists were often sponsored to accompany the research
expeditions. The artists’ task was to record the geology, flora and fauna and arctic vistas
around them. (Fig. 1.2)9
“The impetus encouraging a greater understanding of nature’s unique aspects
liberated artists, encouraging them to paint previously neglected landscape formations and
atmospheric effects,”10 commented art historian Barbara C. Matilsky, who stressed how
also the nineteenth century French painters searched for the effect of the sublime in their
landscape paintings. Some of these artists began directing their attention towards the Arctic
in order to satisfy this growing nostalgia nurtured by the ideas of such eigthteenth century
philosophers as Jean-Jacques Rousseau, whose yearning for simplicity and life styles
organized in harmony with nature, counteracted the rigors of the political and social arena
of his contemporary France.
Before the use of the camera in the late nineteenth century, Svalbard images are
generally academic in nature and pertained mostly to the seasons of spring, summer, and
fall. There are relatively few early visual images of the dark polar nights, the bright moons,
and the auroral displays, considering that these motifs belong to the daily reality for more
than six long winter months in this region. The practical implications of completing artwork
out of doors in such a climate proved difficult Even after Svalbard became a mecca for
contemporary Scandinavian artists because of its extraordinary peace, its peculiar light, and
its sublime vistas, the colors of summer remained on their favored palette.

9 Per Kyrre Reymert,

“Francois-Auguste Biard. Den Ffjrste Kunstmaler p i Svalbard "Oflor 193 (May 1990):
52-57.
10 Barbara C. Matilsky, “Sublime Landscape Painting in Nineteenth Century France: Alpine and Arctic
Iconography and Their Relationship to Natural History”(Ph.D. dissertation. New York University, 1983),
14.
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Voluntary Over-wintering and Summer Expeditions
The earlier stages o f Svalbard’s history involved two types of over- wintering, the
voluntary and the involuntary. The first category included caretakers of company property,
hunters and trappers, expedition members of various kinds, and more recently, a
predominantly male labor force employed at various mining operations. How well
equipped and organized these groups were depended on the foresight and accountability of
the companies who sponsored their housing and took care of their physical needs during
their stay, in return for a comfortable share of the winter’s harvest The scientific
expeditions had also many sponsors, and their organization, practical ability, and affluence
varied accordingly. The involuntary stay in the Svalbard archipelago occurred, on the other
hand, when the infra structures broke down due to bad weather, lack of good judgement,
difficult environmental conditions, or simply as a result of the frailty of the human body
and mind.

Early Images, Narrative and Descriptive
The very first Svalbard illustrations were cartoon- like, often filled with action.
(Fig. 1.3)u Sailing ships were usually realistically drawn in minute detail.(Fig. 1.4) l2(Fig.
1.5)13 In comparison, however, the artists’ portrayals of the arctic animals were
surprisingly naive and often ill-conceived, as in this drawing of a walrus hunt (Fig. 1.6)14.
The people who appeared among the ice floes were often identical in height and size, like

11 Hakluyt Society, ed. Early Dutch and English Voyages to Spitsbergen the Seventeenth Century. Series 2.
vol. 11, ( London: Bedford Press, 1902) (Jacob Segersz van Der Brugge: “Joumael of Dagh Register,”
Amsterdam: 1634).
12 George Francis Dow, Whale Ships and Whaling. A Pictorial History. New York: Dover Publ. Inc.,
1925.
13 Ibid.
14 Alwin Pedersen, Rosmarus, En Beretning om Hvalrossens Liv og //irforie,(K 0 benhavn: Gyldendal,
1951).
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scattered tin soldiers facing a common enemy. (Fig. 1.7)15 Otherwise ordinary hunting
scenes, or for example the loading of barrels of train oil aboard ships, were given an
element of suspense by incorporating incidents into the main imagery such as a lurking
polar bear, (Fig. 1.8)16 a near drowning among the ice floes, or an overturned boat in the
surf. Here men helped other men, depicting heroic tales, with the artist seldom dwelling on
the individual alone. The earliest imagery still struggled with the obviously extremely
foreign arctic flora and fauna and how man fitted in with it An element of superstition and
mystery was definitely a part of the landscapes, in which man was included, but most often
as a miniscule part of an immense and frozen environment
Imagery appeared most often as illustrations of travel accounts from the earliest
explorations and sporting safaris. Many of these were drawn afterwards by artists in their
homelands,who had not been on the trips, but based their drawings on the memory and
descriptions of expedition members. For example, the English expedition to Svalbard in
1773 under the leadership of Constantine John Phipps had its account illustrated by a
lithographer named Mason. He composed his artwork from landscape sketches made by
the expedition members.17 (Fig.1.9)18

B. Ariov, Svalbard 1596-16501 Historiografisk Lys. Oslo Norsk Polarinstitutt, Meddelser Nr. 109.,
1988.
16 Louwrens Hacquebord and Rene de Bok, Spitzbergen 79 Degrees N.B. (Amsterdam-BrusselrElsevier
Nederland, 1980).
17 Gunnar Weiring, “Kunsten I Polartraktene,” in Polarboken (Oslo, Norway: Gyldendal Norsk Forlag,
1933), 27.
l8Jean Constantin Phipps, Voyage au Pole Borealfait en 1773 par Ordre du Roi d ’Angleterre (Traduit de
I’Anglois). Paris: Saillant & Nyon and Pissot, 1775.
15 Thor
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The Emerging Emphasis on the Sublime in The Arctic Landscape;

La Recherche Project
The British politician and philosopher Edmund Burke19 (1729-97) equated the
sublime with human emotions, particularly those of terror and fear. Provided the individual
was safe from danger, the terrible might of nature could be a source o f pleasure, expressed
by obscurity, darkness, blurriness, gloom within an image, vacuity, solitude, silence,
infinity, vastness, difficulty, light, sound, and color. The German philosopher Immanuel
Kant (1724-1804) expanded on this theme by maintaining in The Critique o f Judgment
(1781)20 that the sublime did not reside in an object or motif, but rather in the mind o f the
beholder. During the process of perception, the mind was activated and stimulated by an
object’s limitless dimensions. The normal bounds of thought were surpassed as the mind
became aware o f its own greatness through the ability to contemplate infinity. A state of
awe and wonder thus elevated both mind and spirit to a transcendent level of
consciousness.21 The French landscape artist Francois-Auguste Biard’s view of Bell
Sound, a lithograph from 1839 (Fig. 1.10)22, may well demonstrate this new tendency in
the apprehension of man amidst the arctic elements.
Under the auspices of the French Commission Scientifique de Nord and under the
leadership of physician and naturalist Paul Gaimard, the Scandinavian countries became the
focus for several French expeditions in the mid 1830s. Their ship, La Recherche, (Fig.
1.11) also sailed north to Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands. During the summers

19 Edmund Burke's early writings concerned aesthetics and philosophy. He entered Parliament in 1765 and
became prime minister. Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790) belongs among his most famous
work.
20 Arne Naess, Filosqflens Historie. (Oslo: Akademisk Forlag, 1953) 421.
21 Matilsky, 5.
22 Leonie d’Aunet, Voyage d'une Femme au Spitzberg (Paris: Librairie de L. Hachette et Cie., 1867).
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of 1838 and 1839,23 La Recherche expedition’s crew of international scientists included
the island of Spitsbergen for a couple of weeks, investigating the geology, botany,
zoology, physics, meteorology, and hydrology of Bell Sound and Magdalene Fiord. The
two well-known marine and landscape painters Auguste Mayer (1805-1890) and
Barthelemy Lauvergne (1805-1871) attended the initial Spitsbergen summer expedition to
document landscapes in Bell Sound. The following summer, the expedition made a second
attempt to explore the region, this time in Magdalene Fiord. Two other painters were hired
aside from Lauvergne, who also was a long time administrative officer in the French Navy.
The world traveler and naturalist Francois- Auguste Biard (1798-1882), joined the staff,
together with Charles Giraud. Unlike the others, Giraud was remembered less for his
artistic contribution to navigational expeditions and for his sublime landscapes than for his
depictions of salon interiors, portraits and genre subjects.24 Some of the artwork from these
Svalbard expeditions was later turned into lithographs and published in the giant edition,

Atlas Pittoresque et Historique, as part of an account of Gaimard’s explorations titled
Voyages en Scandinavie, en Laponie, au Spitzberge et au Feroe. The execution of this
work was relegated to Auguste Mayer, whose thirteen lithographs from Bell Sound were
included as well. His long affiliation with the French navy and his regular exhibitions at
Paris salons secured him later the position of Professor of Drawing at the Ecole Navale in
Brest, France, from 1850 until his death.
Both Mayer’s work and Lauvergne’s ten additonal lithographs presented the arctic
landscape in all its grandeur in the Atlas collection. Man, still very much part of the arctic
vistas, was portrayed very small compared to the overwhelming nature that surrounded
him.(Fig. 1.12)

33Per Kyrre Reymert, “Francois-Auguste Biard. Den fdrste Kunstmaler p i Svalbard,” Ottar (Narvik) 183
(May 1990):52.
24 Matilsky, 144.
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Four other lithographs from Smeerenburg and Bear Island belong also in this
collection. One of these, Briard’s only contribution to this particular atlas, was a heroic
portrayal of their leader Gaimard standing in front of Bear Island’s famous mountain
formation, named the Pearly Gate. This is a 150-200 meter tunnel with a water level of ten
meters which traverses a cape on the southside of the island.(Fig. 1.13)2S
In France, the sublime landscape genre approached maturity during the reign and
patronage of King Louis Phillipe (1830-48). This contributed new vitality to landscape
painting and coincided with the expanding influence of the natural sciences and the
extraordinary impact of naturalism on the French culture. Paris’ Jardin des Plantes and

Ecole des Mines were decorated under the guidance of eminent naturalists. The King was
personally very interested in the northern hemisphere and had traveled incognito to the
Arctic and visited, among other places, the northern Norwegian villages of Nordkapp and
Hav0ysund in 1795.26 Louis Phillipe’s enthusiasm for and interest in arctic research were
manifested in his support for the ambitious Commission Scientifique du Nord, or the socalled La Recherche expeditions. Prominent artists and professionals had also participated
in other naval expeditions to the Arctic and Antarctica, stimulating an interest in the new
iconography of the poles.27
Biard, who was at the time employed as an artist by the King, epitomized the genre
of sublime landscape painting.28 As an artist, explorer and naturalist, he popularized the
arctic landscape14by representing the region’s most awesome moods and physical
features.”29 In fact, art historian Matilsky claimed that Biard’s niche within the history of

25 Per Kyrre Reymert, “Francois-Auguste Biard. Den Fprste Kunstmaler p i Svalbard.” Ottar Nr. 183 (May
J990):52-57.
26 Henrik Vanning, Introduction to “La Recherche Exhibit.” (Spitsbergen Museum, Longyearbyen, March
9, 1995).
37 Matilsky, 142.
28 Ibid., 10.
39 Ibid.
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nineteenth century landscape fits alongside those of the more celebrated exponents of this
genre, Caspar David Friedrich, Frederic Edwin Church, and Joseph Mallord William
Turner.30
The Norwegian painter Gunnar Wefring, among others, praised the quality of the
very carefully executed La Recherche lithographs from Bear Island and Spitsbergen, and
Auguste Mayer’s work in particular. He classified some of the artwork as “ exclusive
pearls”;

beautiful things of high artistic quality, at the same time they solve the intentional

problem of rendering a correct picture of the land itself.”31
Biard was decorated with the French Legion of Honor in 1837. Some of his
previous paintings had contributed to the historical galleries in Versailles. In the 1840s he
accepted a commitment to make a mural of the Arctic in the Museum National d’Histoire
Naturelle in Paris. He painted a panorama of the expedition’s activities in the
Magdalenafiord on four walls in the vestibule to the geological exhibits, which can still be
seen today.32

Narrative, Large Scale Paintings
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, color became more frequent in the
artwork from the Svalbard archipelago. The Austrian officer, arctic explorer, and painter
Julius von Payer, (1841-1915) (Fig. 1.14)33 was the first known professional artist to
over- winter in the Arctic, accompanying with the Koldewey expedition to East Greenland
in 1869-70. Later von Payer and Weyprecht led an Austrian-Hungarian expedition on the
motorship Tegetthoff to Franz Josef Land in 1872-74. They let their vessels drift with the

30 Ibid., 164.
31 Wefring, 28 (translation by TD).
32 Reymert, “Francois-Auguste Biard. Den F0 rste Kunstmaler p i Svalbard,”57.
33 E. Otto Hdbn, “Julius von Payer,” Arctic 44 no.2 (June 1991): 165-166.
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ice towards the east coasts of SvaIbard.(Fig- 1.15)34 In addition to his many black and
white portrayals of expedition life on the ice, von Payer also pioneered the use of color in
his arctic motifs by employing oil pastels. He was well known for his historical paintings,
among them an imagined dramatic finale of the John Franklin expedition. These four
approximately nine by twelve foot paintings were named: The Death o f Franklin,

Abandoning the Vessels, Divine Service on the Ice, and Starvation Cove. They depict the
story of the ordeal suffered by the Firanklin expedition in a style characterized as academic,
representational, narrative, and heroic.35 These works in particular were referred to 36by the
media as “remarkable examples” of the popular “ blockbuster” paintings of the Arctic often
done in the nineteenth century and displayed for profit in private museums. Von Payer
completed the series in 1896; the paintings later traveled throughout Europe and to London
for exhibitions, gaining him considerable fame and honor. As this style became out of
fashion, von Payer’s arctic series were put into storage for many years. In the early 1970s
they were moved to the National Gallery in Ottawa, Canada, and then to Calgary’s
Glenbow Museum. Von Payer also portrayed Erik Raude Land in Greenland in strong
colors, and he included reindeer, musk oxen, and Greenlandic people. The landscape
painter A. Obermuller painted twelve oil canvases after von Payer’s oil pastel sketches,
some of which were composed while the expedition was stranded in the ice east of
Svalbard.

34 Julius von Payer, New Lands within the Arctic Circle. 2 Vols. (London:McMillan and Co., 1874).
35 Glenbow Museum’s Flyer, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 1970s.
36 Ibid.
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The International Multifaceted Approach in Svalbard’s
Documentation
The first Norwegian expedition which included professional artists explored the
Arctic Sea and visited, among other places, Bear Island, Spitsbergen, and Jan Mayen
during the summers of 1876, 1877, and 1878. Professor Henrik Mohn, a talented water
colorist and draftsman and one of the expedition leaders, produced a watercolor of Jan
Mayen with the view of the impressive Beerenberg.37 The German- bom F. W. Schiertz,
who worked as an architect, painter, and teacher in drawing at the art school in Bergen,
also took part in these expeditions. He produced many oil paintings depicting hunting and
trapping scenes with sailing ships and ice floes in the background. Schiertz inspired and
encouraged Fridtjof Nansen’s artistic development during the 1880s, when the latter served
as curator at the museum in Bergen.
Michaloff Wigdehl (1856-1920) ranks among the veterans in the Norwegian
tradition of arctic painters. He was a student at the art school of the now famous
Norwegian painter and colorist Harriet Backer. Wigdehl visited Spitsbergen on three
occasions: during Gunnar Isachsen’s expedition in 1910, Karl Bay’s expedition in 1915,
and Adolf Hoel’s expedition in 1919. Originally from a small farm in one of the most
picturesque parts of northern Norway and intrigued by the Arctic, Wigdehl painted his
Spitsbergen landscapes with strong colors and in realistic forms.(Fig. 1.16)38
Drawing was a form of relaxation for Fridtjof Nansen,(1861-1930) the explorer,
scientist, diplomat, philanthropist, and artist, and he liked to indulge in it also during his
many arctic expeditions. His numerous graphic pen and ink portrayals of the Northern

37 This picture has hung for years in the official Svalbard offices in Oslo.
38 Kathinka Jenssen, Michaloff Wigdehl: Nordlands og Spitsbergens Maler.

(Oslo: Tiden Norsk Forlag,

1979).
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Hemisphere have become classic compositions of their kind. Nansen’s animal studies,
particularly of arctic birds and the polar bear, reflected the sensitivity of a keen observer.
His early oil pastels from the polar ice fields captured the peculiar nordic light as it
integrated the ice and the sea.(Rg. 1.17)39.Fig, 1.18)40
Svalbard continued to draw international attention. The French painter Louis
Tinayre followed the Count of Monaco’s many expeditions to the islands during the years
1898, 1906, and 1907. The English expeditions to Svalbard led by Sir William Martin
Conway in 1896 and 1897 included two artists, Conway’s brother H.E. Conway and A.
D. MacCormick. The two produced many wonderful pen and ink field sketches from their
crossing of Spitsbergen and also an array of water colors.(Fig. 1.19) (Fig. 1.20)41
Aside from some illustrations, very little artwork exists from the early days of the
trappers. Many of the Russians were illiterate, and the Norwegians who followed were,
like their predecessors, probably more interested in survival than dabbling with chalk and
paints. There were some artists among the miners, for example the Finnish painter Jonas
Peson, who spent time working for the King’s Bay Coal Company in Kongsfiord in 1918.
An illustrator and author from northern Norway, Jasper Alexandersen, worked during the
summer of 1919 for Det Store Norske Kullkompani in Longyearbyen. Other employees in
the earlier days in Longyearbyen were men like Holen and Skoglund who painted their
village and church and glaciers around them with strong colors and with a naive, but
charming, simplicity.
The whaling chapters in Svalbard’s history were well-illustrated with countless
compositions in pen and ink(R g.l.21)42 or as more elaborate lithographs. Some of these

39 Fridtjof Nansen, En Ferd til Spitsbergen (Oslo: Jacob Dybwads Foriag,1920).
40 Odd Amesen, “Nansen som Kunstner” Polar-Arboken 1940. (Oslo: Norsk Polarklubb Publ., 1940).
41 Sir William Martin Conway, The First Crossing o f Spitsbergen, (London: J.M. Dent and Co.,1897).
42 Palle Uhd Jepsen, Harpuner i Arktis (Esbjerg: Fiskeri og Sofartsmuseet og forfatteren,1994).
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illustrations were turned into paintings, as professional artists in the homelands tried to
depict the historical grandeur of the whaling fleet at sea. (Fig. 1.2243) Draftsmanship was a
skill mastered by many of the cartographers, officers, and navigators aboard the sailing
ships.(Fig. 1.23144 (1.24)4SMany beautiful landscape sketches of the shorelines originated
during this time, as well as occasional coastal scenes of birds, boats, mountains, and ice
floes.

Leadership and Commission Spell Success
Throughout history, the seasonal welcomes and goodbyes associated with the
annual coming and going of the mother ships certainly brought elation into the otherwise
detached existence of over-wintering whalers, hunters, and trappers. The seven Dutch
members of Captain Jacob Segersz van der Brugge’s crew were portrayed as they bid
civilization farewell from Smeerenburg on Amsterdam Island in 1633, watching their ship
sail back to Holland after a successful whaling season in the archipelago.(1.25)46 These
men were some of the first to challenge the isolation and hardships of the Svalbard winter,
relying exclusively on their own resources. From the perspective of the 1930s, the
contemporary artist van der Walle portrayed them with their hands buried deep in their
pockets, with thoughtful gazes focused on the vanishing whaling fleet while a consoling
arm rested on the shoulder of the youngest member of the group. The composition of a
seventeenth century etching of this same incident expressed feelings of resignation

Munzing. Der Historische Walfang in Bildem, (Herford: Koehlers Verlagsgesellschaft, 1987).
Scoresby, An Account o f the Arctic Regions with a History and Description o f the Northern
Whale-Fishery. 2 vols. (London: Archibald Constable, 1820. Reprint, New York: Augustus M. Kelley,
((Publ. 1969).
45 A.E Nordenski0 ld and Otto Torell, Die Schwedischen Expeditionen nach Spitzbergen und Baren -Eiland
ausgefiihrt in den Jahren 1861,1864, und 1868. Lena: Hermann Eostenoble, 1869).
46 Ja. Roelofs, Vail Val! De Over Wintering van Zeven Nederlandse Walvisjagers op Smeerenburg
(Amsterdam: H. Menlenhoff, 1930?), 107.

43 Joachim
44 William
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portrayed by bent, sagging shoulders and deep emotions as the two members in the
background seem to tear away from the group in grief.(Rg 1.26) 47(Fig. 1.27)48
Salads rich in vitamin C from the local scurvy grass (Cochlearia officinalis) and mountain
sorrel ( Oxyria digyna) , a diet o f fresh reindeer meat and birds, and not the least “the wise
and energetic leadership”49 of Captain van der Brugge supported this crew through a
rigorous arctic winter and enabled them to join their returning countrymen the following
summer. The same year another group in care of the Dutch settlement on Jan Mayen all
perished from scurvy and other diseases. The same fate overcame the Dutch settlement in
Smeerenburg the following winter.

Involuntary Over-Wintering
Among the involuntary over- winterers were the crews whose vessels were
wrecked in a storm or crushed in the drifting ice. Others’ lives were put at risk as they were
abandoned by their mother ships and left to their devices. Some were members of stranded
expeditions and had to face the winter on their own. Their death toll varied with their level
of ingenuity.
A reflex of horror was the first response of the eight English seamen who realized
on August 21, 1630, that by mischance they had been abandoned by their mother ship
under the command of Captain William Goodlard. “Thus like men already metamorphosed
into the Yce of the Country, and already past both our Sense and Reason, stood wee with
the eyes of pittie beholding one another,” so wrote Edward Pellham, a gunner’s mate
whose diary follows their stay of nine months and eleven days at the English flensing
47Ibid.
■“Louwrens Hacquebord and Rene de Bok, Spitsbergen 79 Degrees N. (Amsterdam-Brussel: Elsevier
Nederland, 1980), 156.
49 Jepsen, Harpuner I Arktis, 110.
50 Edward Pellham, God’s Power and Providence (London: 1631; reprint Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis
Terrarum, 1968).
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station at Bottle Cove in Bell Sound. These particular sailors proved to have incredible
endurance and ingenuity as they rebuilt existing shelters to suit their own needs. They all
survived and the same captain picked them up the following summer.
Another thought-provoking human document is the story of a Norwegian skipper
and his companion from T romsp who were left behind on Franz Josef Land to look after
35 dogs belonging to the expedition of the American Walter Wellman during his attempt to
reach the North Pole in 1898-99. They stayed for some four months together in a cave with
a room temperature of about minus twenty degrees Celsius at Cape Heller, with a walrus
hide for a roof and a polar bear hide for a door cover, sharing one sleeping bag. Polar
bears, trampling at times across their roof, were shot at through the ceiling. They had two
candles, and no firewood, but a storage of seal and walrus meat nearby. After only one
week Skipper Bjprvig had to take charge of his friend who had become severely ill. The
latter insisted, in case he died, that Bjprvig prevent the foxes and the polar bears from
mauling his body. Shortly after Christmas he died, and Skipper Bjprvig rested and slept
next to the frozen corpse in the same sleeping bag until the end of February. Then
Wellman, together with the rest of the men who had remained at base camp, suddenly
showed up. Skipper Bjprvig had chatted continuously with his deceased friend all along,
and “there was lots to talk about since they had been classmates in Tromsp since early
childhood.”51 The Wellman- expedition, including skipper Bj0rvig, continued and reached
82°5’N latitude before they had to turn around. Fourteen of the expedition dogs were
crushed in the ice, and so was one of Wellman’s legs, which sustained a severe injury.
They were all picked up at Cape Tegetthof by a seal ship in the summer.S2

51 Odd L0 a0 , Norske Fangstmenns

Overvintringer Del 3, 1892-1905. Norsk Polar Institutts Meddelser no.
105. (Saertrykk av Polarboken 1975-76)(Oslo:Gyldendal Norsk Forlag,1976), 92.
52 Ibid.
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Artwork from this type of involuntary over-wintering is nearly nonexistent
The work of German artist Christopher Rave was one exception. Rave not only endured
the hardship of over wintering under the most primitive conditions during the fatal mishaps
of the German Schr0der-Stranz expedition of 1912- 1913,53 but also consistently cared for
his injured friend and fellow expedition member, the oceanographer Dr. Hermann Rudiger.
Rave amputated the latter’s frost-bitten foot while the two stayed in an emergency shelter.
(Fig. 1.28)54 More than half of the fifteen expedition members died, and some, including
Lieutenant Schrpder-Strantz, were never found again.ss S6
All arctic explorers through time carried certain apprehensions. They all
shared the fear of becoming ill with scurvy. The probability of injuries that could not be
alleviated by medicines or a doctor’s attention was part of their daily life. Hypothermia,
trichinosis, frostbite, and gangrene belonged among the threats that often claimed a life
among them. Seasonal Affective Disorder, the SAD syndrome so well recognized today,
must have plagued their consciousness as well, as they often sat through the arctic nights in
ill-lit shelters in an ice desert where even the ticking of a watch had become meaningless.
As death and burial had become part of their reality, so was superstition likely to manifest
itself in their closest environment.
Thus a flickering aurora, a full moon, or the display o f a sun dog in the
early spring, which might ordinarily evoke a feeling of romantic nostalgia, they instead
often interpreted as good or ill omens. The vernal equinox no doubt created exuberance,
while, the autumnal equinox increased melancholy in most The coming of the sun, when
° Lieutenant Schrpder-Srantz was the leader of this expedition, and died himself during their Svalbard
explorations.
54 Hermann Rudiger, Die Sorge-Bai: Aus den Schidcsals-tagen der Schrpder-StrantzExpedition. (Berlin:
Georg Reimer, 1913).
55 Ingstad 1948,380.
56 Fridtjof Nansen, En Ferd til Spitsbergen (Oslo: Jacob Dybwads Forlag, 1920), 180.
Dr. Nansen laments here the fact that they never met before the tragedy struck: he might have helped them
with his advice, since their parties, ironically, had passed within a couple of miles of each other in the
Spitsbergen wilderness.
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nights and days biended into one, tended to create a feeling of pleasant timelessness, often
triggering boundless energy. Color and form softened under the midnight sun and brought
peace to the landscapes and troubled minds.

An Idealistic or Realistic Reward
Late summer spelled the day of return for most men who had fought the elements
on the islands during a long winter. They all shared the suspense of homecoming, and also
that of delayed rewards. For the expedition member, these included scientific
achievements, recognition of courage, and the glory of a hero image. For others, the over
wintering meant mere economic survival, earnings big enough to support a family and the
ability perhaps to return north again.
Thus a rugged individualism, paired with team spirit, was a part of the survival
skills necessary on the Svalbard Archipelago. Strong leadership enhanced the collective
energy behind the oars that brought the boat back to harbor. East or west, people had come
from all over the world and learned from each other. The early seventeenth century Russian
trappers taught their skills to the Norwegians, who followed them a hundred years later.
The Basque harpoonists tutored the English and the Dutch whalers, and passed on their
hard-earned skills acquired in a long tradition in pursuit of the Cetacean. The many nations
involved in making Spitsbergen’s history and visual art forms expressed their own mores
and values, which reflected their individual cultural patterns and modes of socialization.
They held in common some basic principles , however, and this was their concept of
human dignity, based on the Christian ethic, independent of national origin and crossing
the barriers of language.
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The Arctic Night
I f it was the most profound immersion in nature which provided the Chinese masters
with the inspiration fo r their sublime pictures, here it is the approaching night which stripping the
landscape c fa ll its accessories, brings out only the innermost essence o f nature itself. We almost
expect the scenes to dissolve into nothing before our wakeful, critical gaze. But they persist in
their magic radiancefo r hours and days. It is this persistence in timeless light and indescribable
Cj
quiet that makes the world up here so unreal. (Ritter 1954,111)

Moonlight is common in most portrayals of the long polar night. Julius von
Payer’s engraving from 1872 accurately recorded the moon with a definite outlined halo.
The image captured the geophysical effects of the ice crystals that caused the typical lunar
refractions in the arctic atmosphere.(Rg. 1.29)58
Von Payer had served as an instructor in cartography at the military college in
Vienna before he joined Weyprecht as expedition leader on the motorized sailing ship

Tegetthoff. This venture led to the discovery of Franz Josef Land, as their vessel became
icebound in the early 1870s and drifted northward on an irregular course. On his return
from the north, Payer studied art in Paris. He later opened his own school of painting in
Vienna.
His illustration An October Night in the Ice, in which two figures surrounded by an
immense ice desert greet the moon(Fig. 130),59 radiates a certain exuberance. Other
realistic engravings from this expedition include pictures of the Tegetthoff, bathed in
moonlight (Fig. 1.31').60 Another depicts three men moving across the moonlit ice toward
land(Fig.l.32).61

57 Christiane
58 Julius von
59 Ibid.,168.
60 Ibid., 203.
61 Ibid.

Ritter, A Woman in the Polar Night. (New York: E.P. Dutton and Co. Inc. 1954), 111.
Payer, New Lands Within the Arctic, vol. l.(London: MacMillan and Co., 1874), 174.
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Fridtjof Nansen was enchanted by the arctic moonlight as well. He portrayed it in
various pictures in both pen and ink and in color. “There is nothing to compare with the
wondrous beauty of the Polar Night,” he claimed. “It is like a dream painted in all the finest
shades imaginable, no shapes, merely glimmering, dreaming color music, a distant and
eternal melody, played on muted strings.”62 (Fig. 1.33)63
Von Payer portrayed winter solstice in his engraving December 21, 1873. His drawing
shows the expedition’s ship, Tegetthoff, caught in the ice in a dark winter landscape, only
lit by a half m oon, with a trace of soft light along the horizon line.(Fig. 1.34)64
The night seemed to close in on this funeral procession for boatswain Svan who became
another victim of scurvy during the Swedish expedition under leadership of Dr. A. E.
Nordenski0ld that over -wintered on Svalbard in 1872-73.(Fig.l.35)6S
Rave’s many pen and ink drawings, produced during their strenuous over wintering, also revealed some of the strain, fear, and hardship so often associated with the
arctic nights.(Fig. 1.36) (Fig. 1.37)66
A drawing by the German author and artist K. Miethe, from his 1925 expedition,
portrays a trapper’s hut partially buried by the snow, as if it were hiding in the moonlit
landscape.(Fig. 1.38)67 Monsters and imaginary creatures in one of Miethe’s other
compositions seem to emerge from the dark winter landscape into which a forlorn human
figure is drawn. (Fig. 1.39)68 An impressionistic watercolor illustration from 1930 by the
Austrian artist and author Christiane Ritter, also possesses a certain mystique. Here a
62 Fridtjof Nansen, Hunting and Adventure in the Arctic (New York: Duffield & Co, 1925).
63 Fridtjof Nansen, Farthest North, 2 vols. (New York: Harper, 1897).
64 The day the northern polar end of the earth’s axis tilts the maximum angle of 23 1/2 degrees

away from
the sun.
65 F.R. Kjellman, Svenska Polar-Ekspedisjonen ar 1872-73 under Ledning av A. E. Nordenskiflld
(Stockholm: P.A. Norstedt och S0 ner, 1875).
66 Nicolaus Henningsen, Tagebuch von der Verunglucken Expedition Schr0der-Stranz 1912.
67 K. Miethe, In das Eismeer Verschlagen (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer [Ernst Dohsen],1925).
“ Ibid.
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trapper apparently carried two water buckets back to his dwelling through the dark, all the
while haunted by a white fox.(Fig.1.40)69 The author joined her husband in the fall of
1937, the former Austrian sea Captain Hermann Ritter, who had fallen in love with the
Arctic after a first initial expedition to this region and who had since then made several
overwinterings on Svalbard. Aside from her artwork, Christiane Ritter kept a day to day
journal of her life in a two room cabin at Grahuken together with her husband and their
Norwegian trapper-companion who both were involved in the seasonal hunting routines in
one of the most remote and desolate northern parts of Spitsbergen.
That fall, as Mrs Ritter was rowed ashore to meet her husband at their Svalbard
winter abode, one of the mates on the vessel which had taken her there, spat and
commented emphatically as he watched them from the railing: “ I be dam., too bad to see
such a fine, cultured lady ferried across and to be planted on them barren rocks...”70A
matriarch in the trapping industry, the Norwegian Bemtine Johansen visited their cabin
the following spring together and marvelled of how the three could manage such a spartan
existence, although it included the luxury of newly baked bread. Without an oven large
enough to hold a loaf, this was simply improvised in the Ritters’ cabin by baking it in a red
hot pot on top of their wood- burning stove.71
The same energy and exuberance often mirrored in Christiane Ritter’s responses to her
arctic environment, are also characteristic of the Russian artist Andrei Alekseevich
Iakovlev’s more recent linoleum cuts from Svalbard. (Figs. 1.41.1.42)72 Here the lights in
the village of Barentsburg seem welcoming and safe during the arctic winter night, while
his alert husky seems to be totally absorbed by the night and its moonlit surroundings. The
69 Ritter 1954.
70 Helge Ingstad, Landet med de Kalde Kyster.

(Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk Foriag, 1948.), 370 (free translation
by TD).
71 Bemtine Johansen, “Som Fangstkvinne p i Svalbard,” Polar- arboken 1940, (Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk
Foriag, 1940): 34-47.
72 Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Within Seven Centimeters o f the Pole (USSR: 1964).
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Swedish artist Olaf Stord also expressed suspense in a dramatic color lithograph from 1990
which carries a certain impressionistic shorthand and is simply titled Polar Night. (Fig.
1.43)73

Aurora
Bewildering beyond anything is the wild howling o f the wind against the unmoving
gleaming face o f the frozen earth, and the musically gentle dance o f the northern lights in the
sky

For a painter, too, the accustomed attitude to landscape no longerfits his experience.

Landscape and northern lights can scarcely be brought together in a picture. Light and landscape
remain two separate things. I f he responds to the spirit o f the landscape, the light is alien and its
dimensions exaggerated. I f he loses himself in the light, then the heaven becomes the shining
living picture, and the earth is dead and expressionless. (Ritter 1954,128.)

The well-known author Barry Lopez described the aurora borealis as “pale
gossamer curtains of light that seem to undulate across the arctic skies,” transfixing in part
“because o f their diffidence.”74 He claimed that two things are apt to happen to anyone who
is trying to describe the phenomenon: first of all, a feeling of inadequacy in not being able
to transform the experience into words, and secondly, a characteristic connotation
expressed by most aurora watchers of the indication of “a pervasive and stilling spiritual
presence.”75 Both o f these effects are added to the challenge an artist faces in attempting to
capture an unfamiliar, transient subject.76
Noted author and geophysicist Dr. Robert Eather wote that, “to trace the story of
the aurora through history is to trace the development of man from a creature of ignorance

73 Slide from print hanging in the hospital in Longyearbyen, 1996.
74 Barry Lopez, Arctic Dreams (Toronto: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1986:

Bantams Books, 1987), 208.
75Ibid.
76 Aurora, named after the Roman goddess of dawn, identified with the Greek goddess, Eos. There is an
aurora in both polar regions, pulsating simultaneously in exactly the same pattern. We find Aurora Borealis
in the northern polar region, and in Antartica her mirror image, Aurora Australis meaning,” dawn of the
south”.
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and superstition, through his renaissance of art and learning, to an analytical disciple of
science and technology.”77 (Fig. 1.44) (Fig. 1.45)78
Auroras, mainly determined by the geometry of the Earth’s magnetic field, (Fig.
1.46)79 appear ordinarily in one of the five basic forms,80 namely as arcs, bands, patches,
veils or rays
Some auroras may display exceptionally long rays and an overall folded structure,
resembling fluctuating draperies across the winter skies. Another even more spectacular
form is the long- rayed corona, where all rays converge towards a single point81
Professional observers include a number of subtypes based on intensity, fluctuations,
form, motion, and color. Most auroral forms range in brightness from that of the Milky'
Way to the equivalent of the full moon.82

77 Robert H. Eather, Majestic Lights the Aurora in Science, History and the Arts (Washington D.C.:
Geophysical Union, 1980), 9.
78 Asgeir Brekke and Alv Egeland, Nordlyset (Oslo: Grdndahl og S0 n Foriag A.S.,1979): 69, 29.
79 Ibid.
80 Arcs, which appear as simple slightly curving arcs of light with smooth lower borders.
Bands, which are isolacd small regions of luminosity, often resembling patches of cloud.
Veil, which describes an extensive, uniform luminiosity inclined to the vertical (in the direction of the
earth's magnetic field.) These five forms commonly exhibit one or three types of structure :
1. Homogeneous, or having a lack of internal structure so that the brightness is uniform.
2. Striated, where irregular fine striation, or filaments are seen.
3. Rayed, where rays appear within forms, such as rayed arc or bands.
81 Auroras are also classified according to their temporal behavior
Quiet, the form is uniform in intensity over long periods.
Pulsating, the brightness increases and decreases in quasi -periodic fashion. Some special cases of the
pulsating auroa are flickering aurora where the brightness flickers at high frequency, and flaming aurora,
where bursts of luminiosity appear at the base of the form, rapidly move vertically up the form, and
disappear at the top.
82 T. Neil Davis, The Aurora Watcher’s Handbook (Fairbanks: University of Alaska Press, [1992].
The origin of the aurora is the sun, a very hot gaseous body, so hot that it con tin u ally boils off atomic
particles, protons and electrons. These particles stream out along the magnetic field lines from the sun in all
directions into interplanetary space and constitute the so-called “ solar wind.” They may travel the distance
of 93 million miles in two or three days until they encounter the earth’s magnetic field, which stretches
tens of thousands of miles into space. The earth’s magnetic field connects to the sun’s magnetic field and
guides some of these solar wind particles to two oval shaped regions around the north and the south poles.
The fast particles collide with the earth's upper atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen and initiate various auroral
displays.
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The color of the aurora depends on its height The faster the precipitating particles,
the deeper they penetrate into the atmosphere. The different conditions in the atmosphere
produce different colors: blood red at the highest altitudes (200 to 500 km); yellow, green,
or white between 90 and 200 km; and magenta below 90 km. Consequently, certain colors
originate from certain heights in the sky, and the range in velocity of the incoming particles
results in the wonderful variety in the tonal hues of the aurora.
The aurora could not possibly have been observed during neither of La

Recherche's two visits to Spitsbergen, since both happened during the summer. One of the
most spectacular early auroral portrayals , however, was completed by expedition artist
Francois- Auguste Biard.
Upon La Recherche return to the Norwegian town of Hammerfest, Biard left the
corvette and traveled with his female companion, the eighteen year old Parisienne Leonie
d’Aunet83 They had visited Svalbard together, but women were not allowed on French
naval ships at the time, so they had to sneak on board the corvette in Hammerfest on its
way north in July, and they were back in the same port in August 1939. They hired an
interpreter and horses and traveled through Lapland into northern Sweden and southward
through Germany. The entire trip took the couple a year. Biard brought back more than 600
sketches from this adventure, as well as thirty-eight tentative oils. Leonie d’Aunet’s book,
which described her observations as the first woman on Svalbard, was well respected and
gained a large market)84 The Magdalene Fiord in the Northern Light

(Fig. 147)85was

one of Biard’s paintings, which Paris’ Musee du Louvres still displays. Two other

83 The two were later married in France.
84 Leanie d’Aunet, Voyage d ’une Femme au
85 Reymert, 1990.

Spitzberg (Paris: Iibrairie de L. Hachette et Cie, 1867).
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examples, (Fig. 1.48) (Fig. 1.49)“ published in his D’Aunet’s travel log of 1840, belong
probably among some o f the earliest, most accurate existing auroral descriptions.
Julius von Payer’s black and white engraving from the Tegetthoff expedition
“described” an auroral cloud (Fig. 150)87 In this engraving, the aurora is mirrored in the
landscape across which it flickers, and the Tegetthoff is pictured at a distance, frozen into
the ice. Five men wrestling with the transport of a small boat across the giant ice formations
were accurately drawn into the midst of it all.
Auroral arcs, depicted as rays or shafts of luminosity inclined to the vertical, are
portrayed by Fridtjof Nansen in his classical pen and ink drawing from 191 l.(Fig.l.51)88
A figure gazing towards the sky rendered dimension to the composition. His stylized
version, although scientifically accurate, carried the overwhelming feeling of awe that such
a display evokes. In another of his classical pen and ink drawings, which carried his
trademarks of simplicity, elegance and grace, (Fig.1.52)89 rayed bands of aurora illuminate

From in the pack ice.
Iakovlev, whose linocuts (Fig. 1.53, Fig. 1.54)90 radiate an energy that seems to
interconnect heaven and earth, depicts the aurora in its rayed form. As in Nansen’s artistic
version, man has become an integral part of the display.
In his woodcut from 1966, (Fig. 1.55)91 the German artist Gustav Hageman took
artistic license a step further by incorporating an auroral vignette together with other motifs
typical of the Svalbard environment and independent of season.

86 Ibid.
87 Von Payer, New Land within the Arctic, 324.
88 Leif 0stby, Fridtjof Nansen Som Kunstner (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1980).
89 Ibid.
90 Iakovlev, 1964.
91 Gustav Hagemann, Der Maler desNordens (Iseriohn: Sauerland-Veriag.1981), 111.
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The Mirage and the Albedo Effect
There are mirages outside. Icefrom thefrozen sea at the horizon has risen up and poised
itself upside down on the peaks o f the jagged surface. A tall white colonnade seems to be rushing
eastward, moving with the warmer currents o f air from the west. The flat hills ofVerlegen Hook,
stretching far into the sea seem to have broken into zigzag lines. Mirages are the most infallible
sign o f change in weather. Ritter 1954, 175)

The juxtapositions in Hageman’s motifs are of interest because the composition of
his woodcut is reminiscent of the often bewildering optical effects of the so-called arctic
mirage. These are most often observed during arctic summer evenings on clear days
whenever a mass of warm air lies over a body of cold water.92 These phenomena have
confused Viking helmsmen as well as professional cartographers. This impressive fata
morgana, a combination of these optical phenomena that appear as induced landscape
images towering on the horizon, lured seasoned arctic explorers like Robert Peary (1913),
John Ross (1852), and Charles Francis Hall (1821-1871) to think they had discovered new
polar vistas which by later expeditions proved mere ephemera.93
A very high albedo94 is characteristic of the most northern latitudes where the
radiance of the twenty- four- hour summer sunlight is reflected by the accumulation of sea
ice, glaciers, and high-altitude snowfields and scattered back again by the hazy summer
skies.95 This albedo effect was incorporated into many o f the Svalbard summer landscapes,
particularly as the challenge o f an extensive palette, with its interplay of hues, values, and
intensity, began to replace the pen and ink drawings so typical of the nineteenth century
92 Light rays

that under other conditions might travel straight off into space are bent, or refracted, back
earthward in a series of small steps as they pass through layers of air at different temperatures. This
geophysical phenomenon may thus induce a false image of an actual object above or below the realistic
apparition. At times the primary image itself can disappear entirely, leaving an empty space between the
horizon and the second, inverted image. The feeling of actual spatial relationship may be totally tranposed
during these types of temperature inversions.
"Lopez, Arctic Dreams, 213.
MAlbedo; the percentage of electromagnetic energy reflected from a surface.
95 Alan and Arthur Strahler, Introducing Physical Geography (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,1994).
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images. Gentle washes of cadmium and lemon yellow describe the radiant solar reflection
characteristic o f the arctic summer skies above Svalbard’s many glaciers. The Swedish
watercolorist Jan Falkman painted “V0ringen,” as seen in a view of Barentsburg due
August 1993.

The Return of the Sun, Equinox, Solstice, Sun Dogs, and the
Departure of the Sun
We unpack. How many days it takes is difficult to say. For here there are no days,
because there are no nights. One day melts into the next, and you cannot say this is the end of to
day and now it is to-morrow and that was yesterday. It is always light, the sea is always
murmuring, and the mist stands immovable as a wall around the hut. We eat when we are hungry;
we sleep when we are tired.(Ritter 41.)

The intricate physics involved in the refraction and reflection of sunlight by ice
crystals and water droplets is demonstrated by the phenomena of solar and lunar arcs and
halos. The most common of these effects, called sun dogs, displays multiple solar arcs and
occurs during clear weather at a time when there are ice crystals in the atmosphere and the
sun is twenty-two degrees above the horizon. (Fig. 1.56)96 Julius von Payer portrayed sun
dogs realistically in his 1872 picture, where the parahelic arc crosses the twenty-two degree
halo.97 Sun dogs are apt to appear when the air is clear and can be explained in terms of ray
mechanics that involved the precise bending of sunlight or moonlight through certain types
of ice crystals aligned in a specific way. The arcs and halos produced are sometimes very
faint and may occur in unexpected combinations.(Fig. 1.57)98
It is the excitement of the coming o f the first sun, however, that is the major
concern in von Payer’s humorous engraving The Carnival on the Ice, in which the
96 From de Garrett 1720.
97 Two halos will appear around

the sun: the inner halo normally measures 44 degrees across, while the
outer circle will total some 92 degrees across.
98 von Payer 1874.
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expedition members are gathered in full costumes and even their dog is in disguise as a
fish.(Fig. 1.58)99 The expedition dog bounces with joy in von Payer’s illustration Sun

Rise, which portrays an excited crew from the Tegetthoff cheering the rising spring sun.
(Fig. 1.59)100 Similar is Iakovlev’s portrayal of a man who, with a contagious joy, waves
to the sun with his hat(Fig. 1.60)101 Iakovlev’s other two landscape versions (Fig. 1.61 a
andFig.1.62 b) are dedicated to the sun as well and could well have been appropriate
illustrations for the vernal equinox.102
The couple on top o f their one- room trapper’s hut greeting the sunlit spring day is
Christiane Ritter’s 1934 version (Fig.1.63)103 of Spitsbergen spring fever. Another of
Iakovlev’s linocuts, (Fig 1.64, Fig. 1.65)104 which shows a trapper standing outside his
cabin with his dog nearby, describes with simple lines how the characteristically stark
spring light hits the snow.
In his oil canvases from 1995 the Norwegian painter A. Midttun portrayed in an
esoteric and sensitive manner the return of the sunlighL(Fig. 1.66) (Fig. 1.67)105 Olaf
Storp’s lithograph Hail to the Sun (Fig. 1.68)106 a composition from 1991 is literally
exploding with sun colors and excitement reflected in the snow-covered Spitsbergen
landscape. An original motif reflecting on spring is the image of a sea gull nesting on top of
some simple spring flowers (Fig. 1.69).107 The many sensitive landscapes of Heinz K0hler
pay tribute to Spitsbergen’s spring(Fig. 1.70)108 with light, supple hues. Other motifs from

99 Ibid., 243.
100 Ibid., 238.
101 Iakovlev 1964.
102 This occurs March 21st

when the earth’s rotational axis is exactly at a right angle to the direction of the
solar illumination.
,<DRitter, 1954
104 Iakovlev 1964.
105 Slide from Det Store Norske Kullkompani’s collection, Longyearbyen 1996
106 Slide from collection at Svalbard Kro. Longyearbyen 1996.
m Slide collection Longyears hospital; artist unknown 19%.
108 Slide from collection Longyearbyen’s Museum 19%.
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Longyearbyen include a 1981 oil composition by V. Holen (Rg.1.71)109 of a child in
rubber boots contemplating the spring breakup around him, an image that signifies an
entirely new set o f concerns in the choice of subject matter from this region.
Summer solstice"0 is illustrated in a lithograph from Cape Ahlstrand, (Fig. 1.72)111
in which a rowboat is at sea with some of the members from the Swedish Spitsbergen
expedition of 1863.
The midnight sun was included in many of the reproductions from the two La

Recherche summer expeditions in the late 1830s,with the French artists Mayer,
Lauvergne, and later Biard and Giraud on board. The artists’ realistic landscapes include
the use o f light and shadow, to enhance the viewer’s perception of distance and volume.
The expedition members are often included in groups and always at a convenient distance
that renders a certain anonymity. (Fig. 1.73)112
The midnight sun on arctic waters was a popular subject in many pen and ink
drawings. Fridtjof Nansen captured this theme with his pen and ink composition

Midnight Sun in the Ice , (Fig. 1.74)"3 and also with his lithograph Summer Night, (Fig.
1.75) 87 in which he portrayed his daughter Liv on board their yacht Veslem0y on their
Svalbard safari of 1912.
Hagemann’s woodcuts(Fig. 1.76) (Fig. 1.77) 114 of 1928 render in black and white
a more surrealistic version of the midnight sun in Svalbard. The sensitive oil landscapes of

109 Slide from collection Busen Restaurant, Longyearbyen 1996.
110 This occurs June 21 st at a time when the earth’s axis is tilted at its m axim um angle towards the sun.
111 N. Dune and others, eds. Svenska Expeditioner till Spetsbergen och Jan Mayen utfprda under Aren 1863
och 1864 (Stockholm: P. Norstedt och S0 ner, 1867).
112 Slides of lithographs from La Recherche expedition of 1838/ 39: Collection of Norsk Polar Institutt,

Oslo.
113 Leif 0stby, Fridtjof Nansen som Kunstner
114 Hagemann, Der Maler des Nordens, 55.
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Heinz K0hler (Fig. 1.78)115 from thel940s represent other tributes to the Spitsbergen
summers.
The works of Hikka Krane (Fig. 1.79)116 and Shannon Brubeck (1994) (Fig.
1.80)ll7belong among the contemporary Spitsbergen summer portrayals. Their watercolors
focus on the particular, with birds cluttering the beach line or cotton grass adding rhythm,
softness, and dimension to the composition. Trine Lotte Krogseth’s (Fig.
1.81),(Fig. 1.82),(Fig. 1.83)118 watercolors, on the other hand, appear as vibrant and
powerful messages in their simplicity. She lets her washes of subtle tones and tints, warm
and cold, flow gently, thus creating spatial, almost abstract entities of the sparse, arctic land
she describes with a moody elegance. Jan Falkman’s many watercolors render a
multifaceted impression of the different weather patterns and their mirrored effect in the
Spitsbergen landscapes of rock and ice and sea.119
Waning sunlight that became Julius von Payer’s concern in his illustration named

Departure o f the Sun as winter approached in 1872 . Feelings of melancholy, urgency, and
fear are here enhanced by the intensity of the diffused skies and by the ghostly images of
polar bears lurking around the camp.(Fig. 1.84)120
Fridtjof Nansen’s pastel sketch A Waning Polar Day, 22nd. September 1893
(Fig. 1.85)121 bade farewell to the passing of summer with a composition of sparkling pink
and orange sunspots with a basic image of sky and sea in thalo greens, manganese blues,
and ultramarines. His watercolor sketch Evening among the Drift-Ice, from the same date,

us Slide from collection at Longyearbyen’s Museum.
116 Motif printed as a card collection, Longyearbyen Museum.
1,7 Idem.
118 From Norsk Polarinstitutt’s card collection.
1,9 Jan Falkman, Akvarellerfran Svalbard (G0 teborg: Typoprint,1993).
120 von Payer 1874, 296.
121 Nansen Farthest North, 1897.
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(Fig. 1.86)122 is dedicated to the autumnal equinox. Here winter whispers through his bold
washes of cold yellows and ultra marines with a touch of permanent rose.
The mood is ominous in a 1982 Spitsbergen landscape by Omar Andreen, (Fig.
1.87)123 in which decisive washes describe the fog as it is closing in over the fiord. Light is
mirrored in the water, in the blue green ice floes, and in the mist itself. A distant peak
reflects the sun as it appears floating in a gleaming blue sky between heaven and earth. A
similar involvement with nature, using sky and its reflective light to convey mood and
emotion, is displayed also in the watercolors of other contemporary Svalbard artists such as
Ellen Linde-Nielsen. Another example is the work of A. Midttun who dwells on the
dynamics of the arctic twilight in many of his oil paintings o f arctic glacial vistas and
coastal environments.(Fig. 1.88).124
This intense expectancy, paired with the conveyance of stillness and space, are
taken a step further by Kare Tveter’s color interpretations. Tveter added drama to his work
by his ever-changing points of view, sparse application of color, and his constant
preoccupation with the effects of light. His intriguing watercolors appear abstract in form
and content as detail is replaced by an allegorical use of tonal values. Thus, Tveter, a
contemporary giant in traditional Svalbard art, describes the atmospheric nuances with
color alone, revealing in very quiet and simple terms the cosmic fusion of these arctic
landscapes with the heavens beyond. His pictures convey drama (Fig. 1.89)125 with
overtones of the poetic (Fig. 1.90)126 and sublime. The positioning of viewpoint renders the
inference of an observer, although there are no traces of human elements in his landscapes.

122 Ibid.
13 Slide from artist’s private collection.
124 Slide from Funken Hotel, Longyearbyen.
125 Idem.
126 Idem.
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His intriguing arctic vistas appear, therefore, as a visual haiku, quietly defining the
smallness of man as an intricate part in an infinite cosmic order.

Summary
Thus we can follow a clear progression of imagery from the first cartoon- like,
black and white line drawing of the sixteenth and seventeenth century to a later, more
complex academic version. These images become more intricate and elaborate during the
eighteenth and nineteenth century as arctic adventures become scientific explorations. The
traveling accounts and hunting safaris to the archipelago, meant as adventurous
entertainment for the popular readers’ market, represent another category that elicit new
points of interests in their illustrations. As the professional artists begin to follow the
scientific expeditions during the nineteenth century, artistic license becomes apparent more
often in the choice of motif and composition. Independent art works completed by wellknown continental artists come into vogue as visual explorations of sublime arctic vistas.
Svalbard becomes to Europe what the west once represented to the American artists in the
late nineteenth century.
Recent imagery, often bordering on the abstract, deals with atmospheric nuances in
studies that often elicit the sublime. The human figure is left out of the picture. The angle of
the artist’s point of view reveals alone the relationship between man and his cosmic
environment The emphasis on the scientifically accurate recording of certain atmospheric
phenomena came with the many nineteenth century expeditions.At this time the first
attempts to record such phenomena in the Arctic appeared, such as the aurora, sun dog,
moonlight and its effects, and the hundreds of varieties of snow crystals.
By now the professional artists had become part of the scientific crew. Their output could
be prolific in many different media—oils, pen and ink, and pastels, among others. That
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was the case with the La Recherche expedition, although just a fraction of the images this
expedition produced was published.
Tendencies toward portraying the sublime in landscape depiction were already
present in many of the lithographs of the nineteenth century. Man was often perceived as
subservient to the natural elements that surrounded him. Landscapes presented in oil,
watercolors and pastels began to appear where the consideration for effect and composition
were expressed with a certain artistic license. Today, however, in a world ordinarily so
overpowered by noisy information and scientific data, abstract images with multiple
washes of color have come into vogue, revealing the cosmic effect and the atmospheric
nuances between the arctic heavens and earth. Most often man is left entirely out of the
picture; only his frame of reference reminds us of his ever-present perspective.
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PART H—WHALING
Introduction
“Which way is north? ” I ask.
Karl points: "North, south, east, west. ” and then, like a traffic policeman giving
directions in the fog: "Bangen Hook (Anxiety Bay), Verlegen Hook (Distress Hook),
Jammer Bay (Misery Bay), Sorge Bay (Bay o f Grief), Dead Man's Bay...."
"What is he saying? ”
"Those are the names o f the neighboring coasts. ”
"And we have to winter right here, where the coasts have such terrible names? ”
"We can rebaptize the coasts, i f you like, ” my husband says with a smile.
(Ritter 1954, 35.)

The English social anthropologist Mark Nuttall, who spent nearly two years in a
small Inuit seal hunting community in northwest Greenland, alleged that a new name
appearing on the otherwise empty, white surface of the map of the Arctic tends to establish
a claim to possession by outside interests and opens the area to resource development.
Early explorers identified vast territories in such a fashion and ignored the existence of
indigenous names that linked the landscape with human imagination and experience. In
Greenland, for example, a network of ancient pathways between settlements and favorite
hunting grounds carries Inupiat place names, echoing as a fugue voices o f generations past
across the barren countrysides. Svalbard maps were simple when Willem Barents
discovered the archipelago in 1596. British captains, navigators, and explorers such as
Jonas Poole, Thomas Marmaduke, William Heley and Thomas Edge sailed north, explored
the newly discovered archipelago, and improved the existing maps with new information.
After whaling started in the beginning of the seventeenth century, Dutch names began to
appear on the maps of northwestern Spitsbergen. Names such as Sorge Bay (Bay of
Grief), Verlegen Hook (Distress Hook), or Jammer Bay (Misery Bay), indicating that the
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exploitation of these natural resources did not come without human anguish. Nuttall wrote
that “the values o f science and technology that underpin the process of industrialization are
essentially distinct from nature. The ideology of progress derives its rationale from the
belief that transcending the natural world and reshaping the environment is for the benefit
of humankind.”
Technological advancement and economic growth give a false sense of mastery over the
environment, separating us even further from the intuitive, spiritual and mythical aspects of
human existence. In an increasingly commodity-oriented world, the Arctic, itself viewed as a
commodity by those who do not live there, is coming under pressure from the economics of
supply and demand, the global hunger for various forms of energy and the further spread of
industrial capitalism.

.

«27i

The arctic whalers (2.2.)128 often risked their lives to earn their share as harpooners

and helmsmen in a whale hunt The whalers in general probably believed their work
benefited humankind.(Fig. 2.3)129 (Fig. 2.4)130, (2.5)I31The train oil processed from
thousands of arctic bowheads supplied soap for the European markets and fuel for the
street lights in London. Generally, it boosted the European economy by creating jobs and
new opportunities in many related industries. Moreover, thousands of peasant families in
the coastal regions of the North Sea prospered by the whaling.
The minimum hiring age on whaling ships was fifteen years. Fathers and sons went
aboard the sailing ships headed for a four- week journey to seventy and eighty degrees
north during April, and they most likely did not return before September. Together they
may have furled the sails high above in the riggings of the hundred- foot mastheads, gale or
127 Mark Nuttall, Arctic Homeland, Kinship, Community and Development in Northwest Greenland
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1922), 176.
l28Sven Havsteen Mikkelsenf/ordvejene. (Kpbenhavn: 1963). woodcut
Greg Gatenby,VV7m/ey. A Celebration. (BostonrLittle Brown and Co., 1983), 8 6 .
129 Ibid., 211.
130 Joachim Miinzing, Der Historische Walfang in Bildem (Hamburg: Altonaer Museum.1987). 107.
131 Elizabeth Ingalls. Whaling Prints in the Francis B. Lothrop Collection (Salem: Peabody Museum of
Salem,1987), 189.
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shine, or served as oarsmen in an eight- foot shallop among the ice floes in pursuit of a
bowhead whale.
Arctic whaling involved adventure, (2.6.)132 hard work, and cash. The work
aboard most sailing ships headed into the arctic summer included three watches around the
clock with one third of the crew alternatively at rest for eight hours. In the north, summer
nights melted into days and vice versa. This was an advantage that made whale fishery
possible at any time. When the characteristic plume of white mist from a spouting bowhead
shot into the air among the ice floes, “... then all Hands are called to help, without respect
to Sleeping time, or Eating time or any other Business,” wrote Henry Elking in 1722.133
Many hazards loomed even in the midst of summer, such as the threat of scurvy,
accidents often caused by novice sailors or whaling crews, and shipwrecks in stormy seas
or in the screw ice. Many whalers never returned. Their remains were left behind on land
or buried at sea since carrying a corpse on board meant ill fortune.(2.7.)l34(2.8)135

The Arctic Hunt
The Inuit had been the only predators of the bowhead whale in arctic waters until
the turn of the seventeenth century, when the Europeans discovered them in the
Spitsbergen bays and fiords. (2.9)136Economically valuable, a large- scale whaling industry
developed quickly after the initial discovery in 1607 of the many pods of bowheads along
the west coast of Spitsbergen by the explorer Henry Hudson. Supported by the British
Muscovy Company, he had reached latitude eighty degrees north in search of the
Northwest Passage. Jonas Poole, a member of Stephen Bennett’s expeditions in 1609 to
132 Ingalls 1987,24.
133 Henry Elking, A View o f the Greenland Trade and
134 Dow 1925.
135 Miinzing 1987,53.

Whale Fishery (London:J. Roberts, MDCCXXII),23.

,36Bjame Aagaard, Den Gamle Hvalfangst (Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk Foriag, 1933).
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Bear Island, confirmed Hudson’s observations on the whales. Captain Poole realized as
well the potential riches of the abundant walrus which he and his crew butchered by the
thousands in the Svalbard archipelago on several occasions for the English consortium.
The British opened the arctic whaling industry in 1611 near Spitsbergen when they
killed the first whale from the ship Mary Margaret137 under the leadership of Captain
Thomas Edge. Ships from the Netherlands, France, and Spain soon followed in spite of
British attempts to protect their monopoly claims by armed force. Danish-Norwegian
vessels soon joined the arctic fleet, and later German and also Swedish whaling ships
headed north as well. Consequently, during a period of 135 years, froml660 to 1795,
these international whalers killed an estimated 121,900 whales between Svalbard and
Greenland.138 (2.10)139
In the beginning, the whalers processed blubber into train oil at flensing stations all
around the archipelago. Some nations later did this at sea, since the whales had become
more alert when approached by ships and fled toward the edges of the polar icecap.140
Thousands of barrels were freighted back by this international fleet of ships to the
European continenL(2.11)141 Here the oil was also used for lubrication, while the whale
baleen served a variety of purposes, such as rawmaterial for buggy whips and women’s
corsets. The wool industry used train oil, as did the tanneries, and the oil was applied as a
component in the production of paint and tar. Whale bones, after the oil had been extracted,
gained popularity in Europe as ornamentation on larger buildings. They proved useful in

137 Ibid., 52.
138 Ibid.
139 Miinzing

1987, 13.
140According to Hacquebord, (1955) the Dutch whalers packed the blubber at this time in casks and processed
it in Holland.
l4lLouwrens Hacquebord and Rene de Bok, Spitzbergen 79° N.B. (Amsterdam-Brussel: Hsevier Nederland,
1980).
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water well constructions, as building material, tombstones, and also as signposts for local
taverns and roadhouses.
During the “Little Ice Age” between 1570 and 1630, the average summer
temperatures over much of the civilized world fell several degrees lower than normal. This
led to an expanded polar ice pack and changed the pathways o f the Gulf stream. Warmer
currents mixed with waters at the edge of the Arctic Ocean, which enhanced the plankton
growth and consequently also contributed to the abundance of bowheads in the Svalbard
seas.142
The enormous mouth cavity of the bowhead whale143 boggled the imagination
(2.12)144 of even the naturalist, theologian, author, and seasoned whaling captain William
Scoresby (1789-1857) who already had sailed with his father to Spitsbergen at the age of
ten. He wrote that “when the mouth is open, it presents a cavity as large as a room, and
capable of containing a merchant ship’s jolly-boat full of men, being 6 or 8 feet wide, 10 or
12 feet high (9 in front), and 15 or 16 feet long.”145 (2.13)146
Scoresby, like his father, became captain of his own sailing ship in his early
twenties and headed for whaling in the arctic waters. Later, the northern ice pack and the
polar seas were to become the focus for a multitude of Scoresby’s keen observations and
scientific investigations following his Oxford education. His 1820 two-volume work on the
Arctic and the whale fishery in the Northern Hemisphere dealt particularly with the
bowhead, which, among all the whale species was of utmost economic importance in
Europe for several centuries.
142 Palle Uhd Jepsen, Harpuner I Arktis. Hvalfangst ved Svalbard 1 1600 arene. (Esbjerg: Hskerimuseets
Foriag), 1994.
143 Balaena mysticetus
144 Miinzing 1987, 113.
145 William Scoresby, An Account o f the Arctic Regions 2 vols. (London: Archibald Constable, 1820,
Reprint 1969) 1:455.
146 Ingalls, 196.
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From their winter feeding grounds near Greenland and the coast of North America,
the bowhead whale followed the pack ice during summer migration, a time when plankton
is plentiful.(2.14)147 (2.15)148 The bowhead whale is easier to catch than other species,
(2.16)149 as it is relatively slow moving. The thick layer of blubber causes the bowhead
carcass to float, so it can be hauled ashore with the use of a smaller boat and
winch.(2.17)IS0
The competition for the newly discovered arctic riches provoked open warfare.
Although some of the other nations had temporarily retreated, the Dutch were not as easily
discouraged by Danish and the English attempts to monopolize Spitsbergen
whaling.(2.18)151 In 1614 their newly established Noordsche Company sponsored
fourteen whaling vessels accompanied by four warships.152 The company soon made an
agreement with the English dividing the hunting territories.(2.19)153 The Dutch further
secured their position when, four years later, they sent an armada of twenty- three warships
to this region. A major conflict was avoided, although some plundering of ships and
property took place. The conflict was settled diplomatically in London, with the British
Whaling Company giving up its sovereignty over the Svalbard whaling operation to share it
with the Dutch according to certain geographical limitations.
Since medieval times, Basques from around the Bay of Biscay had crossed the
Atlantic and hunted the right whale (Balaena glacialis) in the Red bay area of Labrador.
This was a tradition they had passed on through the generations.154 (220)155 The word
147 Ibid., 268.
148 Hacquebord and de Bok,
149 Ingalls, 5.
150 Ibid.
151 Miinzing, 1987.

1980.

ISZThe Dutch defended their position of mare liberium, all oceans were free for all, opposed to the British
mare clausum, that implied sovereignity by merit, according to de Young.
153 Hacquebord and Vroom, 1987.
IS* Aagaard 1933,43. In fact, a wedding contract dated 1712 from the town of Lequeitios stated “that the
bride brought a dowry which consisted of one whaling vessel with sail, ropes, harpoons, equipment and all
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harpoon derives also from the Basque term harpoinari that implies to grasp quickly.156

(2.21)1S7 (2.22)158
The Svalbard companies soon adopted the whaling techniques the Basques
developed. (2.23)159 (2.24) l60(2.25)161 (2.26)162 Some historians emphasize that the
tremendous fortunes derived from the whale hunts could have benefited the Basques had
they kept their trade secrets.163 In 1614, King Philip III of Spain threatened any Basque
harpoonist from Guipuzcoa who let himself be hired on a Dutch whaling vessel with the
death penalty. Good harpoonists were paid very well, and often personal interests took
precedence over those of the country. The international students of the Basques soon
learned their trade, and the apprentice began to replace the Basque master.
While the Dutch had established a land station on Amsterdam Island, the English
dominated the territory south of Madeleine Fiord, and the Germans controlled Hamburg
Bay. The Danish and the Norwegians chose Danish Island for their tryworks. Here the
whales could be flensed according to the old Basque tradition and carried ashore. Here they
cut the blubber into small one-inch pieces (2.27)164 (2.28)165 and melted them into oil in
huge copper cauldrons. (2.29)166 The oil was later cooled and rinsed in water troughs
before it was siphoned into casks. During high tides, the men often winched the whale
necessities.” The groom was described, according to the recorded marital contract, as being ‘properly
dressed,’ having four overcoats made from London-cloth, a good sea chest to put his clothes in and another
for travel; a mattress, pillow and blanket and, the necessary pieces of clothing for a voyage.”
155 Bill Spence, The Story o f Whaling. Harpooned.” New York: Crescent Books. 1980
156 Ibid.
l57M0nzing, 1987.
158 Jepsen, 1994.
159 Scoresby, 1820.
Ingalls 1987, 55.
161 Irwin Shapiro and Edouard A. Stackpole J"he Story o f Yankee Whaling (New York: Golden Press, 1959),
16.
162 George Francis Dow, Whaling Ships and Whaling. A Pictoral History. (Salem: Marine Res.
Society, 1925), 177.
10 Aagaard, 42.
,s*Shapiro and Edouard 1959, Yankee
lss Miinzing, 1987.
166 Aagaard, 1933.
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carcass ashore. They fired the large copper boilers with driftwood and lit the fires with
kindling often brought with the ships. Blubber was used as fuel when the fires became hot
enough. The whale meat was left to rot. These stranded cadavers attracted polar bears,
arctic foxes, and enormous flocks of birds.167
More permanent facilities appeared as the whalers established themselves in a
particular area. On Amsterdam Island, the Dutch Smeerenburg, or “blubber town,” became
the largest of these which, at its peak in 1630, contained some seventeen buildings with
eight tryworks. Eight different Dutch chambers sponsored these and they operated
independently of each other. Although only a few of these houses included suitable human
facilities, about 200 men stayed in Smeerenburg during the summers, according to the
more recent archeological data.168 169 For almost fifty years this land station, closed since
the 1660s, had taken advantage of the good harbor on the island and its particular location
close to the whale fishery itself .(2.30)170 (2.31)171
By the end of the seventeenth century some 200-300 ships carrying about 10,000 12,000 men whaled at Svalbard during the summers. (2.32)172 By this time, the companies
had already abandoned beach processing, and whaling and flensing took place in the ice or
on the open sea.173 (2.33)174(2.34)17S No longer was there a need for special work parties

167 Jepsen 1994, 56.
168 Thor B. Ariov, Svalbard

1596-1650 i Historiografisk Lys, Meddelser nr 109. )Oslo: Norsk
Polarinstitutt,1988).25.
169 Sir Martin Conway, The Rise and Fall o f Smeerenburg Spitsbergen (London: Martin Clowes and Son
n.d.), 12 .
Conway estimated that twenty Dutch ships arrived per season with 1000 to 1200 men visiting and working
in the summer in Smeerenburg.
170 Louwrens Hacquebord and WimVroom Walvisvaart in de Gouden Eeuw (Amsterdam: De Bataafsche
Leeuw, 1988),45.
171 Ibid.
172 C.G. Zorgdrager. Groendlandische Fischerei und Wallfisbfarrf (Leipzig: Peter Conrad Monath, 1723).
173 Conway, The Rise and Fall, 12.
174 Miinzing 1987. 79.
175 Ibid,78.
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ashore. The crews became less specialized, and the number of men aboard the sailing ships
were reduced from sixty or eighty to about half that number.
These new circumstances in arctic whaling required ice strengthened ships. During
the sixteenth century the leading European countries used the sailship type known as the
pink, for transportation and in whaling as well. A ship with greater cargo capacity and a
smaller crew was called for in order to succeed in the economic competition of arctic
whaling. The answer came with the further development of the pink when, at the turn of
the seventeenth century, shipbuilders constructed an improved model, the so-called flute.
Smaller sloops and schooners often followed the mother ships, creating opportunities for
exploration, mapping, fishing, and hunting. They also located injured whales. Towards the
end of this era, shipwrights built a sturdier version of the flute, capable of resisting the
polar ice pack. These companies outfitted for the seasonal pelagic hunts, now much closer
to the icecap.
Most of the ships had one commander in charge of whaling and a skipper
responsible for seamen and navigation. The bigger vessels were equipped with four to six
whaling boats or shallops, which four men rowed. One harpoonist sat in the bow and one
helmsman aft, who was the master of the shallop. The scout in the ship’s crow’s nest
shouted if he spotted a spouting whale among the ice floes on the horizon. His shipmates
on deck stamped their feet. The whaling crew, maybe asleep below, came rushing up half
dressed. The crews launched the shallops , and the whalers jumped on board. Steering as
closely as possible to the whale was necessary in order to throw the harpoon successfully
and preferably hit the animal’s midriff.(2.35 and2.36)176 Since whales can dive anywhere
from 300 to 600 feet, the harpooner needed extra rope to keep the animal tied to the
shallop. One of the oarsmen, called “the linepayer,” had to keep the rope free of snags and
176 Dow,

1925.
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prevent it from entangling human limbs or equipment. The rope sometimes caught fire. The
crew put it out by spraying ice cold seawater on it as the wounded whale, sometimes for
hours, pulled the shallop in its tow in what the Yankees called the “ Nantucket Sleigh
Ride,” and the Basques, the “ Spanish Wheelbarrow.” (2.37)177
When the animal exhausted, came up spouting blood into a sea of red and began its
final fight for its life by throwing its gigantic tail aggressively around, this signaled the
most dangerous phase of the hunt The harpoonist, or in some cases the “master of the
shallop,” thrust the lance near the blow hole or behind the flippers in order to cut the major
arteries. One violent blow of the tail could crush a shallop and kill the crew. (2.38)178
In the beginning of the seventeenth century whaling was a large-scale enterprise.
Capital was needed for equipment and the establishment of land stations. Operating costs
were quite high; provisions and wages for many people needed to be financed for at least a
three-month period in advance. Only simple boats were used for bay whaling, and ice
navigation was an exception. Capital had been invested in various land stations such as
Smeerenburg and others on Jan Mayen, Danske0ya and in Magdalena fiord. Sturdier ships,
suited for the pelagic whaling operation, appeared in the eighteenth century. Although new
ideas in the ship industry made the fishery and transportation more efficient and
economical, whaling in the Svalbard archipelago required large scale capital.179
The British Muscovy Company in 1553 had pioneered whaling in Svalbard by
organizing a group of merchants into a joint-stock company, where the participants
contributed capital and were paid off according to the investments made.180 The Dutch
Noordsche Compagnie was more like a cartel. Established in 1613, it soon after became the

177 Jepsen, 1994.
178Ibid.
179Thor B.Arlov. A Short History o f Svalbard (Oslo: Norsk Polarinstitutt, 1994), 25.
180 Ibid., 26.
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largest producer of whale oil and baleen. This company operated with a very small
managerial overhead and consisted o f an association of chambers, or smaller companies,
located in various Dutch townships. The cartel monopolized the trade by fixing the
maximum production of oil and baleen, the minimum selling prices, and the maximum
wages for the enlisted sailors and whaling crews.181 In the beginning trade companies
organized whaling. These companies applied to their governments for special monopolies
and privileges in order to fend off competition.
The whaling industry expanded during the 1660s and beyond. Hiring international
sailing crews became quite common, in fact, the foreigners accounted for two-thirds of the
Dutch whaling crews during the eighteenth century. Skippers particularly liked
Scandinavian seamen because they were tough and adaptable. In the beginning, nine
whalers in every crew were likely to be Basque. The captains hired them for their expertise
in harpooning, flensing, and processing the blubber. Rarely, however, did these men reach
top ranking positions. The visual presentations of the various whaling operations pictured
therefore men from many different countries, often working as teams toward a common
goal. Professional artists, without ever having visited Svalbard and the the arctic whaling
scene, created many of these larger paintings, often in a style that was meant to embellish a
European office setting,(2.39) l82or the home of an executive, whose life was connected in
a supervisory capacity to the industry itself (2.40),183 (2.41)184 .
As the monopolies disappeared during the seventeenth century, the whaling
industry in the Svalbard archipelago opened to other nations such as Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, and Germany, while English and French interests declined after pelagic
operations began. Moreover, the whale fishery had a tremendous impact on the national
181 Comelis de Jong, A Short History o f Old Dutch Whaling (Pretoria: University of South Africa, 1978)
182 Dow 1925, 213.
185 Martens, 1675.
184Zorgdrager, 1720.
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economies; for example on the outfitters, the sail makers, the coopers, and the ship
industries in general. One whale a season was considered enough according to the
Norwegian historian Bjame Aagaard, to cover the cost of an average ship with the
necessary number o f men and equipment185.
King Christian IV of Denmark and Norway automatically became involved in the
whaling business of the Scandinavians, since many believed Spitsbergen to be part of
Greenland. Together with the Faroe Islands and Iceland, Greenland belonged to the Danish
crown. The king, with varying success, tried to maintain his sovereignty over this region.
The excavations of the burial grounds on Danskeoya in the 1980s established that the
Danish Norwegian involvement in the whaling business began in 1617.186 DanishNorwegian interests in whaling were further promoted by Johan Braem, a cunning Danish
businessman who sent several vessels north in the 1630s together with some Basque
whaling ships. He established the whaling station in K0benhavns Bay on Danskeoya about
the same time.
The Dutch demanded that the Basque ships leave the whaling grounds. The
Basques took revenge for their expulsion in 1632 when they plundered the Dutch
Noordschee Company’s whaling station on Jan Mayen and leveled the Dutch storage
buildings. After this incident the Dutch tried to over- winter a crew of whalers, both here
and in Smeerenburg, in order to protect their property from further damage. The Dutch
overwintered three crews in as many years, but only one of these led by Commander Jacob
Segerz van der Brugge survived the winter.
When Holland was at war with the French in the Pfalzic War of 1688-1697, the
French captured many Dutch whalers in Svalbard waters. Several hostile encounters took
185Aagaard, 1933.
186Ingrid Lalkcn,Textiles from Danskfya, Norsk Polar Institutts Rapport Serie, no38 (Oslo: 1987), 89.
The archeologist confirms this timing with the support of the textile studies conducted in these sites.
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place between the two nations in the early 1690s during the arctic whaling operations. In
fact, Sorgenfiord got its name when the French Navy captured thirteen Dutch ships there
out o f a fleet of forty. Whaling continued, although by 1690 it had moved away from the
fiord and bay areas and out to sea into the ice between Spitsbergen and Jan Mayen and Jan
Mayen and Greenland. Crews now flensed the whales along the ships at sea and processed
the blubber on deck, on the ice, or packed it down in casls to take back in the fall to the
European harbors. The old establishments such as Smeerenburg on Amsterdam Island and
also the Dutch processing plant on Jan Mayen served now only as emergency harbors and
as space for occasional storage.
At the turn of the eighteenth century, the whaling fleet gathered at the beginning and
end of the season to sail in convoys northward or southward to protect themselves from
pirating. The historian Adolf Hoel mentioned, for example, a large fleet of 201 vessels of
many different nations which gathered in La Recherche Fiord in 1697 to sail southward
with its harvest under the protection of Dutch and German warships.187
Although the whalers were an international mix of men of all ages, most of the
Dutch whaling crews wore similar work clothing, according to the archeological findings in
the many grave sites near the various land bases.(2.42 a and b)188 Clothing consisted of
woolen knickers with very wide legs, a woolen jacket, and a linen shirt shaped like a short
sleeved, round-necked t-shirt Woolen knitted knee-stockings, knitted caps in various
colors, or wide-brimmed knitted hats were common. Shoes were made of leather with a
characteristic strap on top, or for the flensing crew, with spikes on the soles so the men
would not slip while walking on top of the whale, cutting the blubber into strips.
Archeological digs show that although the causes of death varied, a general history of ill
health and incidents of fractured but healed bones was common for many of these crews.
187Adolf Hoel, Svalbard. Svalbards Historie. 3 vols. (Oslo: Sverre Kildahls Boktrykkeri, 1967).,1:46.
188 Hacquebord and de Bok 1980,149,141.
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Ingrid Liitken who analysised the fiber from the recent archeological excavations on
Dansk0ya concluded that,
... finding and trying to identify the Northerners among the many graves of the whalingera is like trying to find a needle in a haystack. Danish-Norwegian sailors were in great demand and
often went into the service of other nations-similarly you’ll find foreign ships and sailors in
Danish service. The Basque was everywhere, for in the beginning he was the only one to know the
whale, and he earned a great profit off that knowledge, as all other nations with whaling ambitions
had to hire Basque whaling teams.189

The normal ship diet was far from exciting, in fact it was most often inedible, wrote
the Danish historian Palle Uhd Jebsen.190 Salted meat, often horse meat, salted bacon, fish,
cheese, and bread were common items on the menu. The crew often caught fish, birds, or
seal, or ate the whale meat. (2.43)191 Diseases such as dysentery, typhus, and food
poisoning often ravaged192 the crews, and the dreaded scurvy frequently resulted in many
deaths.
During ordinary freighting in European waters ships often sailed with crews of ten
to twenty men, but they were often overcrowded during the whaling season. The men were
packed closely on board on the way north , and later, space became even tighter because
the ships now carried holds full of barrels of train oil. The sanitary conditions were
unbearable according to author R. Ellis,who wrote that
... even to-day the whale hunt is one of the most ill -smelling of all occupations. During
the 17th century, however, the stink was a mixture of rancid whale oil, rotten food, unwashed men,
foul water and excrements. There were no facilities for garbage, and the ship must have reeked so
foul, that in harbor it probably could be smelled before it could be seen.193

"* Liitken 1987,106.
190Jepsen 1994,64.
191 Arlov, 1988.
192 Jepsen, 1994.
l93Ibid„ 64.
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The Ice, the Sea, and the Arctic Captain
No one who has ever seen an iceberg at close range, gleaming in the warm glow o f the
Arctic sun or the cold glitter o f the north moon, can possibly forget the beauty o f the sight. In the
clefts c f the ice and beneath the transparent water the berg often showed every gradation o f color,
from the deepest purple to the purest emerald. Sometimes shallow pools o f water formed on the
summit o f bergs from which cascades poured over the precipitous sides, and the sun striking upon
the prisms o f ice and sheets o f thin spray produced the most wonderful rainbow effects. (Basil
Lubbock 1937, 29).m

Ice seamanship was indeed a very specialized form of expertise. Due to the
inclement weather, ordinary chores aboard an arctic whaler generally took place between
decks.l9S The watch would be found on non-fishing days picking oakum, spinning rope
yam and making sennit. In one comer would be found the blacksmith with his forge, busy
mending whaling gear; in another the cooper making up casks, or perhaps the carpenter and
his assistant repairing a boat, whilst the sail maker sat at his bench with a sail across his
knees,” wrote author Basil Lubbock in his volume Arctic Whalers, pertaining to three
hundred years of the industry’s history. Emergencies like tracking, towing, and immediate
dock cutting in the ice, however, often interrupted such peaceful scenarios, and required
the attention of the ship’s entire manpower.
In order to track a sailing vessel through the ice, the captain assigned each man on
board a canvas belt, or a “row raddie”. Everyone would line up, and by help of heavy
ropes attached to the belts, pull the ship along the ice edge down the lead away from the ice
floe it had been anchored to during the hunts and into the open water. At other times the
vessels, nestled in the ice could be pulled in tow behind the smaller shallops out to sea.
“...a heart breaking job, especially if there was the least current of air or wind against her,”

194Basil Lubbock, The Arctic Whalers (Glasgow: Brown, Son and Ferguson, 1937), 29.
195Ibid., 1937, 56.
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according to Lubbock whose authentic sources included experienced seamen who had
sailed in the Arctic during the nineteenth century. The tracking was “ made easier and
enlivened by shanties, many of them peculiar to the trade, and when half a dozen were
towing against each other, the scene was a very inspiring one, with the roared out choruses
echoing back off the cliffs of icebergs.”196 (2.44)197
“ Overing” and “ mill dolling,” as the English whalers called them, were two other
methods used to get a ship through the ice. During the “overing” the crew ran
simultaneously from one side of the ship to the other, in order to produce a rolling motion
that would crush the ice around it “Mill dolling,” consisted of fastening an old boat under
the bowsprit by a tackle. When the ice was thin enough, one of the ship-boys stayed with it
and rolled the boat from side to side in order to create a lead. If the ice proved too thick, the
jolly boat was actually hoisted under the jib boom and then dropped back on top o f the ice
to crack it open.(2.44)198
The safest way to protect a ship caught in an ice jam was to saw a dock for it This
was done with the help of huge saws, twelve to sixteen feet long, which the men worked
with triangles and bell- ropes. Sixteen men operated each saw. Great care and skill were
required to get the lines straight in the ice around the dock which was cut wider at the bow
than in the stem. The middle, or “jib piece,” if it did not release itself as one big slab of ice,
the men sometimes blasted out with gunpowder. The British crews sang and accompanied
this type of work with a chorus of male voices, -- both old and young,-- that satiated the
arctic stillness. “ Bonnie Laddie, Hi land Laddie”199 was one of the favorite towing songs
among the Scottish whalers.

196Basil Lubbock, The Arctic Whalers. (GlasgowrBrown, Son and Ferguson, 1937), 56.
m Ingalls, 170.
198Ibid.
199 Lubbock 1937,56.
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According to Captain Scoresby, overcast skies and low seas produced the best
conditions for the whale hunt. Fog indicated caution, since a shallop easily could drift away
from the view of the mother ship. To be wrecked in the ice, however, was the ultimate risk
during the era of the arctic sailing ships. Getting caught in the midst of the ice floes,
squeezed by wind and currents, increased the danger of having the sides of a vessel
crushed, which caused serious leakages. Squeezing was especially likely if the sailship was
caught in a channel between two ice floes. The pressure also could lift a vessel entirely out
of the water and leave it stranded on the ice.
Another dangerous situation occurred when a ship found itself in the midst of
broken ice floes. Lubbock observed that “...then indeed only the most clever seamanship
saved a whaler from being so knocked about by the large pieces of ice that she became
leaky and even in a sinking condition. To see a floe broken up by a heavy swell was a
wonderful, but awe inspiring sight” In those moments a whaling master could show his
skill. He aimed to place his ship under the lee o f an iceberg, or of the largest piece of ice he
could find.
A peculiar blackness in the atmosphere distinguished the icebergs from the
surrounding sea, and dictated caution during foggy weather. Occasionally the icebergs as
they calved from the enormous coastal glacial walls, created thundering roars that
reverberated like gunfire off the cliffs. Tidal waves followed, sweeping across the beach
lines with heavy water movement, and endangering smaller vessels. The icebergs were
typical of a scenery which served as a continuous source of delight to the whalers as well
as to other early explorers.
The captains had to decide whether or not to risk shipwreck or safety,—risk taking
with profit for all, or maybe homebound with empty casks. A captain’s position required
qualities such as courage and daring, but also caution, in addition to skill, knowledge and
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flexibility. Lubbock observed that “by sheer force of character he had to put confidence
into his crew when all seemed lo st” He continued that
... in no other service was the personality of the captain so all important as in that of the
arctic whale and sea fishery. First of all he had to be a natural leader of men, whose presence,
whether on deck or in the crow’s nest, gave his people perfect confidence and whose quietly voiced
order was obeyed on the jum p.200

The arctic captains and ambitious skippers who once dedicated their lives to navigation in
the north also pioneered the history of arctic science with their daily logs and important
observations. These later served as major contributions in polar exploration.

The Bowhead Vanishes
As bowhead whales became scarcer, whaling shifted westward. In 1719 the Dutch
began hunting off Davis strait, west of Greenland, (2.45)201 and an international fleet of
whalers quickly followed. For over a century these rich waters between Greenland and
Baffinland provided excellent whaling. The industry continued through the nineteenth
century, but declined as whales became scarcer and finally died when mineral oils replaced
whale oil for all uses.
The Dutch, who had been the most efficient whaling nation during 250 years of this
arctic industry, sent their last fleet northward in 1863. The British successfully reentered
the whaling industry during the first quarter of the eigthteenth century with the help of the
bounty system, a government subsidy for every whale caught The French tried to reenter
the industry under Louis XVI. In order to take up whaling again, they even moved some
American yankee whaling families from the Island of Nantucket in Massachusetts to
Dunkirk, on the northeastern coast of France near the Belgian border. They had
“ “Lubbock 1937,40.
301 Shapiro and Stackpole, 1959.
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successfully rebuilt their whaling fleet by 1786, but the French Revolution (1789-99)
interrupted it, along with almost every other branch of French commerce.202
Although protected by law since 1937, the bowhead even today is a rare sight in the
waters of the Svalbard Archipelago. Completely protected from commercial whaling by
international regulation in 1946 and subsequently by the U.S. Marine Mammal Protection
Act of 1972, the world- wide bowhead population, always limited to the Northern
Hemisphere, is down to a mere three to six percent of its original stock.203 Why the
bowheads failed to increase their numbers after protection took effect in 1946 is the subject
of speculation, including fragmentation of their “educational systems” across generations,
incongruence in the male-female reproductive cycles, and competition from other whale
species for their particular ecological niche. Hidden poisons threaten the whale populations
today, as contaminants drain into the oceans from rivers and rain and are absorbed by
microscopic marine organisms.

202 Scoresby 1820, 2: 165.
203 Victor B. SchefTer “Alaska’s Whales,” Alaska Geographic, (August 1978).
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The Whale Paradigms
The Whale feeds her young with tenderness
Great as the sloping hills: these are sunken
Gods too heavy fo r the sky to hold.
It seems such boldness must always be
Submerged in waves while men in tight submarines
Apply a stethoscope to the great heart
O f love they cannot understand.! 84
(Elizabeth Smither )204

‘The whale is great, so to cherish it can be proof of our greatness,” wrote Dr.
Victor B. Scheffer, lifetime zoologist and author, who put this in further perspective by
adding: “ Meanwhile, and for a little longer, the great whale glides through the sea, feeling
its vibrations and reading its meaning by senses it has gained through eons of time. Had the
whale been created only to deepen our sense of wonder, that were enough, for it is
imagination that makes us human. ”20S
The mystique and superstition that have always surrounded the whale are also
expressed through the Old Testament’s tale of Jonah, (2.46)206 whom God told to convert
the town of Niniveh, a task he tried to avoid. God reprimanded him by making the prophet
fall out of the vessel and into the sea where a whale immediately swallowed him. The
Flemish master, Peter Paul Rubens,(1577-1640) vividly portrays this story in a turbulent
image in the baroque style characteristic of him. He did the painting (2.47)207 on
commission for the church of Notre Dame at Mechlin, France, and it must have appealed
204Elizabeth Smither, “The Whale,” from Whales. A Celebration, ed. Greg Gatenby, (Boston: Little, Brown
and Co.,1983), 88.
205 Victor B. Scheffer. “Alaska’s Whales,” Alaska Geographic, (August 1978): 60.
206 Gatenby 1983,11.
207 Ibid.
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also to the imagination of seventeenth century Holland, a nation of merchants and farmers
focused on seafaring and world exploration. Sharp light, dramatic timing, and everyday
detail all enhance the effect of Jonah’s extraordinary exit in Ruben’s regi. Intense realism
with a dramatic tendency was also characteristic of other great Dutch painters at that time,
such as Rembrandt van Rijn (1606-69), whose extraordinary intaglio prints were only
surpassed by the artistic clarity of his predecessor, Albrecht Diirer (1471-1528). By
exploring a variety of techniques and subjects with his woodcuts and engravings, Diiter‘s
works a century before had reached far beyond those of his native Germany as they
circulated throughout the western world. Many of the engravings and paintings pertaining
to arctic whaling from the Spitsbergen era relied on the approach, techniques, and
intellectual quest these masters pioneered, and which others perpetuated.
Whales, the largest animals on earth, air- breathing but still totally adapted to the
ocean environment, have alwaysstimulated man’s sense of wonder and curiosity. First
viewed as sea monsters, (2.48)208 zoologists soon classified whales as members of the
animal kingdom.(2.49)209 Professional artists on the scene drew stranded whales as an
animal, not as food, or prey .
According to the curator of the Francis B. Lothrop collection of whaling prints,
Elizabeth Ingalls,210 the Dutch contributed the earliest, the most accurate and artistic, and
the largest number of these type of prints. She listed various reasons for their preeminence;
namely a coastline where whales stranded, an interest during the seventeenth century in
landscape and natural environment painting, a predilection for prints drawn from life, and a
superstitious belief that stranded whales were omens of impending disaster or ill fortune.

208 Dow, 1925.
209 Miinzing, 57.
210 Ingalls, XIX.
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Moreover, “since the Dutch were the recognized masters, the whales in their prints were
often copied to document other stranded whales that were not drawn on the spot.”211
Despite artistic accuracy these depictions did not show whales in their natural
environment Rather, they showed them deformed, bloated, and often decomposed. Before
twentieth century photography brought these images to the eye of the general public, few
artists had ever seen a whale underwater or breaching above the sunlit arctic seas. Older
reproductions of the whales, when compared with contemporary work, reveal a “confusing
array of hand-me-down and fanciful contrivances and educated guess work,” even in the
context of encyclopedias and academic illustrations for natural history, claimed Ingalls.212
The whale image can be traced back 5,OCX) years in history, beginning as simple
lines carved on rock by coastal, nordic stone age people. During medieval times whales
appeared on Basque seals and coats of arms, in bestiaries, on sea charts, and in
mythological and biblical illustrations. The earliest attempts at actual identification of
whales and dolphins were found in the cosmographies and natural histories of the late
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Ingalls explained this further
As these included all manner of sea monsters and mythological beasts along with cetacea,
they are as illustrative of man’s fear of the unknown and bis fertile imagination as his knowledge
of whales of the time. Repeated use of such sources and later publications adapted from them,
perpetuated belief in fanciful monsters. 213

Today, as an icon (2.50)214for the environmental movement, the whale is most
often presented in its natural environment as a complex, graceful, and embattled giant The
mysteries surrounding the cetacea have yet to be understood, even during a millennium that
made the space walk and a visit to the moon possible. Capable of diving 600 feet

211 Ibid.
2,2 Ingalls 1987, XIX.
213 Ibid.
214 Gatenby, 141.
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underwater, of consuming five tons of plankton in a single day, and with a sound system
and behavior patterns that allow for complex communication, the whale leaves us with a
sense of wonder.
The whaling industry in the Arctic inspired a scientific study of the different whale
species, to Ieam more about the animal’s particular anatomy, behavior, and natural history.
Yet the whale fishery itself seemed distant and alien to most people. The first depictions of
the whale and the hunt were, therefore, to inform and elucidate this unusual and distant
industry, accessible to the very few. At a time when the ability to read was a privilege held
by a very small percentage of the general population in Europe and abroad, it was the
printed picture that enlightened the world. Prints provided visual information on every
worldly subject and brought knowledge into people’s daily lives. During the seventeenth
century and later, prints were also widely available. They became collectors’ items, used
for decorations, hung on walls, or displayed in curio cabinets. Prints were also published
as book illustrations, as bound sets, single sheets, or collected in series or singularly. The
latter were often collected in large numbers and placed in albums, stored for study, for
visual pleasure, or parlor entertainment215
As prints were considered essential in the acquisition of general knowledge,
academic emphasis prevailed over artistic merit in their execution. The more than 600
whaling prints in the Lathrop collection at the Peabody Museum in Salem demonstrated this
preference. Moreover, parts of these images were copied repeatedly, to be incorporated into
different situational versions by printers and artists who had never experienced the whaling
scenario themselves. Thus, historical and sociological value as well as human interest took

215The most prodigious collector of the seventeenth century was Abbe de Marolles who formed a collection
of 123,400 prints in just over 20 years, according to F. B. Lathrop.
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precedence over artistic intent in the many versions of cetacean prints, including those
pertaining to the Spitsbergen era (2.51)2l6(2.52)217(2.53)218

Summary
During the eighteenth century six constables were ordinarily added to the
call of duty in the Scottish town of Lerwick when a whaling ship moored and the crew
leaped ashore, wrote biographer Basil Lubbock. According to him, the arctic whalers were
“brawny, hard-muscled, cool-nerved, strong-hearted men” with a “ never-say-dieattitude.”219 Their lives were furling icy sails while searching for footing on slippery
riggings towering high above the seas, or hanging on to the oars in whimsical shallops
with ice water gushing across hands and faces while hooked to the whereabouts of a 100ton giant These men traveled through immense and hostile landscapes of ice and sea so
unfamiliar to man, yet most whalers always returned. They were enamored by the north,
said Lubbock, where the arctic light reflected in majestic, opaque, and unpredictable ice.
They experienced the excitement of the hunt and the freedom of space in a country with no
nights. Here their voices were free to echo their shanties with teams of other men, through
a world of sea and ice and sky, so alien to anything they may ever have experienced before.
Historically, their killing of whales solely for their own riches was given the benefit of the
doubt by writers like Herman Melville. Both Melville’s Captain Ahab and his crew in
pursuit of the white whale Moby Dick truly believed they contributed to mankind by the
metamorphosis of whales into fuel for light and heat

216 M inting, 1987.
217 Ingalls, 12.
2,8 Ibid.
219 Lubbock, 1937.
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PART III SVALBARD’S ICE, SEA, LAND & FAUNA
Ice Formations
I myself stand forlorn by the water’s edge.The power o f this world-wide peace takes hold
o f me although my senses are unable to grasp it. And as though I had no real existence, was no
longer there, the infinite space penetrates through me and swells out, the surging o f the sea passes
through my being, and what was once a personal will dissolves like a small cloud against the
inflexible cliff. (Ritter 99).

In summer or winter the primary foci for most of the early Svalbard illustrations
and later art work were the ice and sea. These often included the dramatic human struggle
of battling the elements, for example by portraying common motifs such as a shipwreck
tossed among icebergs.The artists conveyed the idea that man was small and helpless,
oppressed by the vast arctic landscape and its unpredicable hostility. Hence frantic human
interaction on the icefloes in order to rescue men and supplies from the ice and stormy sea
was a common theme. These images often carried certain overtones of heroism and made
clear that group interdependence was necessary for survival. This, however, changed by
the turn of the twentieth century. As man gained more experience and control over these
elements through his technical ability, the artistry changed from mere academic description
to a sensitivity for the esthetic impact these landscapes made. The later art work portrayed
the serenity, intensity and majestic elements in the awesome polar environment, a tradition
that culminated in contemporary, even more abstract representations which blended the
tonal values of sky, ice, and sea. (Figs. 3.1 ,3.2 ).220

220 Complement of the artist.
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In 1938 the French artist, Auguste Mayer produced some o f the earliest and most
dramatic nineteenth century lithographs of ice formations on Spitsbergen. (Figs 3.3,
3.4).221 Ominous skies enhance the grandeur of the ice peaks, while the expedition ship Le

Recherche, even in full sail, appears dwarfed in relation to the surrounding icebergs. The
shipwreck tossed around in the surf shows total loss and surrender.(Fig. 3.5).222 Auguste
Lauvergne’s composition of Madeleine Bay expressed an awesome stillness and serenity in
its portrayal of a crew of hunters in a shallop dipping the oars into the water. (Fig. 3.6)223
Other illustrations demonstrate perseverance, as does one from the account of
Friderick Martens, (Fig. 3.7)224 the Hamburg surgeon who, on the spur of the moment, in
1671 decided to go north on a whaling ship to Svalbard and Jan M ayen. In this illustration
the whalers are frantically trying to rescue the provisions from a sailing ship which the ice
has slowly crushed. An engraving from 1869 expresses fortitude, showing four men
performing the very ordinary but strenuous and tedious task of hauling their shallop across
the ice.(Fig. 3.8)22S The figure of a man who has finally reached the summit expresses
victory at last (Fig. 3.9)226 in a pen and ink drawing by H.E. Conway named The Summit

o f Fox Peak. Another of Conway’s illustrations from the same time, On the top o f Sticky
Keep makes the human figure appear almost minuscule in comparison to the elements
around iL(Fig. 3 .10).227

Slides from La Recherche expedition's art collection. From Norsk Polarinstitutt’s collection of
lithographs, Oslo 1996.
“ Th. Fries and C. Nystrpm, Svenska Polarekspeditionen ar 1868. Reseskizzer. (Stockholm: P.A. Norstedt
& S0ner, 1868).
223 Slide from La Recherche art collection. Norsk Polar Institutes lithograph collection.
234 Uhd Jepsen 1994,64.
225A.E. Nordenskigld and Otto Torrell, Die Schwedischen Expeditionen nach Spitsbergen und Baren- Eiland
ausgefuhrt indenJahren 1861,1864 und 1868. (Lena; Hermann Eostenoblw, 1869), 183.
226 Sir Martin Conway, 1897.
227Ibid.
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Von Payer’s engraving from 1872 portrays the Tegetthoff threatened by a dramatic
ice formation lurking up out of the restless seas (R g.3.11)..228 Various pictures vividly
portray other adventures during this expedition, stranded for months in the drifting ice east
of Svalbard during the winters of 1872 and 1873.(Fig. 3.12).229
A dramatic engraving of Smith Sound in 1876, signed Officer Whymper,
(Fig.3.13).230 shows the strenuous fight to get a schooner freed from the ice.
Dramatic and beautifully drafted engravings from the Swedish expeditions in the
1860s portray the sweeping glacial panoramas in Madeleine Bay, off the coast of the
Norwegian Island. (Figs. 3.14, 3 .1 5 ).231 Another realistic composition of the ice flow
characteristic of the islands summer landscapes is H.E. Conway’s composition from the
turn of the century. (Fig. 3.16).232
Fridtjof Nansen, whose drawings often contemplate the sea ice in all its variations
and forms, possessed not only a purely scientific interest but also an artist’s curiosity.He
explored the sculpturesque character, the mystery, and the drama these intriguing
formations evoked, offset by the enormous spatial juxtaposition of arctic land, sea, and
sky. Simple and serene is his pen and ink version from 1912 of the popular vistas of the
Blomstrand Glacier near New Alesund. (Fig. 3.17).233 (Fig. 3.18).234 (Fig. 3.19).235
In his watercolors from the early 1970s Omar Andreen dwells on the sea ice as
well, but with a special eye for dramatic and realistic elements. (Figs. 3.20,3.21)236 His

228 von Payer, 1872.
229 von Payer, 223, 153, 247.
230 R. N. Wells and C. John, The Gateway to Poynia. A Voyage to Spitsbergen (London: Henry S. King,
1876), 210.
231 Nordenskiold and Torell, 1869.
232 M. Conway, 1897.
233 Leif 0stby, FridtjofNansen som Kunstner (Oslo: Universitets Foriaget, 1980).
231 Ibid., 171.
235 0stby, 1980.
236 Photos compliments of the artist. Heggedal 19%.
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work from the Blomstrand glacier (Fig. 3.22).237 focuses on the unique combination of
textures of ice, sea , and rock under a heavy, gray summer sky. Falkman’s 1993 version of
the same motif (Fig.3.23).238 is peaceful and harmoniuos. Saturated with stillness, this
watercolor is enhanced by the artist’s synchronized palette of muted adjacent hues and
values, occasionally mixed with a complimentary to describe the intensity of a fading
summer.

The Land and Its Formation
Mountainous and exposed island landscapes with slush ice, glacial crevasses, snow
storms and cold, in addition to unpredictable polar bears made travel in Svalbard difficult
and often hazardous.The hunters and trappers who frequented the archipelago in the middle
of the eighteenth century overwintered in the coastal areas but traveled inland in their quest
for game. It required both endurance and skill to cope with the environment and also make
a profit before the return of summer. To row, sometimes for weeks, along the dangerous
coastline in an open boat was part of the professional hunters’ annual routine in search of
goose eggs and eider down. During the winter a pair of cross- country skis were a hunter’s
everyday mode of travel inland and across the sea ice. These were usually used with a
loose binding. The early Russian trappers employed a very short ski, about two feet
long.239 At times they used dogs to help haul their sledges and also stalk reindeer and polar
bear. The Norwegian trappers, who replaced the Russians in the middle of the nineteenth
century, hauled most of their equipment by sledge.The seasoned trappers claimed that dog-

37 Idem.
238 Falkman, 1994.
239 Keilhau found ordinary cross country skis at the Russian ruins at Edge Island in the early nineteenth
century.
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teams scared away the fox and also required regular feed, supplies, and upkeep.240 (Fig.
3.24)241. (Fig. 3.25)242.(3.26).243(Fig. 3.27).244 (Fig.3.28).245 (3.29).246
Other draft animals brought to the islands were the reindeer and the pony.
Domesticated reindeer were shipped to Svalbard and used as draft animals during
Commander William Edward Parry’s expedition in 1827, and in 1872 during one of
Nordenskidld’s many Svalbard expeditions. (Fig.3.30).247 Three Saame men with twenty
reindeer hauling fourteen sledges and six toboggans were part of Captain Arve Staxrud’s
caravan when he crossed Ice Fiord in April of 1913 in search of the German SchroderStranz expedition.248
Two ponies (Fig. 3 .3 1).249 carefully selected and bought in northern Norway
pulled two Nansen sledges during Sir Martin Conway’s 1896 summer crossing of
Spitsbergen. 250 Landing the animals was particularly difficult The expedition brought a
small barge for this purpose but it broke as the crew hoisted it off the deck with a donkey
engine and swung it overboard.Conway observed that

• for a moment it hung in the air,

then, with a loud report, the chain snapped and the barge fell and broke asunder in the
240 Ingstad reports , for example, that only a couple of trappers on the islands in 1934 had dog teams.
241 Iakovlev, 1964.
342Ibid.
343 Roelofs, 1930.
244 M. Conway, 1897.
245 Nansen, 1920.
^ Ib id .
247 F it. Kjellman, Svenska Polar-Expeditionen Ar 1872-1873 under Ledning av AJE. NordenskiQld
(Stockholm; P.A. Norstedt & Spner, 1859), 9.
248Birger Amundsen, Svalbardhoka (Tromsp: Ursus Foriag,1983), 25.
^ Conway 1897, 172.
250Ibid. Conway, seeing his adventure in retrospect meant that the Samoyed sledge design would have been
far superior to that of Nansen’s model traveling across land in summer. He comments in this regard with a
certain regret: “We decided on taking them (sic. the ponies) because of Mr. Jackson’s favorable account of
their usefulness in Franz Joseph’s land. But he had taken Icelandic ponies. We were obliged to put up with
the larger and less hardy Norwegian beasts. The first that were supplied to us were unsuitable and were sold
at a sacrifice in Trondhjem. At Tromsp we acquired better animals, which served us well, but they gave
much trouble, and the question how to feed them was always a difficulty. ..Suffice it is here to say that
Nansen sledges, while excellent for ice-work, are the worst for boggy and stony places; whilst ponies,
which are the most useful in bogs and valleys, are practically valueless on crevassed, snowy, and icy areas.
Our combination with Nansen sledges was therefore about the worst possible.”
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midst when it dashed upon the water.”251 A raft had to be made in a hurry by laying planks
across two whaleboats, and on this platform the men brought the trembling animals one by
one safely ashore.252
In spite of the lack of natural feed on the islands, (Fig. 3 .3 2 ).253 (3.33).154 horses
survived and later worked in the mines. According to Liv Balstad’s autobiography horses
and sleds were part of the everyday village life in Longyearbyen during the late 1940s.255
Camping and traveling(Hg. 3 .3 4 ).256 in the archipelago required physical strength, mental
discipline and tolerance as well as ingenuity. As governor of Svalbard in the early 1930s
the author, explorer, and archeologist Helge Ingstad often explored the country in
midwinter, alone with his dog team. According to his autobiography Ingstad, with mixed
emotions, recalled his Svalbard adventure, during which he sometimes had to crawl into a
soaking wet, cold sleeping bag o f reindeer hides at the end of a long day of breaking trail.
He slept under the stars, or was protected from the grueling winter storms only by the
canvas of a tattered tent, or sometimes as a guest in a flimsy trapper’s cabin. A firm trust in
his lead dog mitigated the fear o f losing all, as he crashed across the ice and snow down the
precarious glacial ravines in the winter dark while hanging on to an often overloaded sled.
In his autobiographical Svalbard accounts from the 1890s, a delighted Sir Martin
Conway described the intricate details of his two newly acquired, solid 7x5x5 feet British
canvas tents (Fig. 3.35) 257 which served as the expedition’s shelters during his
Spitsbergen crossing. Having assembled his purchases in the midst of this arctic

351 Ibid., 63.
252Ibid.
253 Ibid., 127.
* Ibid., 29.
22 Liv Balstad, North o f the Desolate Sea (London: Souvenir Press, 1958). Balstad’s book about life on
Svalbard includes the authentic stories of the carnivorous Svalbard horse which lived off a diet of feathered
birds and polar bear meat until old age on the islands.
254 Iakovlev, 1964.
257 Conway 1897,150.
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environment without a single tree, however, he later conceded that,“the weak point about
these tents is the number of cords required to hold them out, and consequently o f pegs to
hold the cord. In a rocky country this does not matter, because stones can be used, but in
bogs one must have pegs.”258 259The matching of men in this so-called “no man’s land”
required constant readjustments during a seemingly endless learning process.
After the major seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’ explorations, Spitsbergen’s
still relatively undisturbed arctic environment was further investigated in the name of
science. In 1827 the Norwegian geologist professor B. M. Keilhau initiated the study of
the island’s geology, followed ten years later by the Swedish professor Sven Loven, who
established himself as “ the originator of its systematic scientific exploration.” Swedish
scientists and explorers uch such as Otto Torell, A. G. Nathorst, Gerard de Geer and Adolf
Nordenskipld followed him among others during the latter part of the nineteenth century.
Before the turn of the twentieth century, Nordenski0ld’s name was prominently associated
with nine of these expeditions. The coast and the outlying islands became the foci of
English explorers such as James Lamont and Leigh Smith, and the German scientist M. T.
Heuglin. Adolf Nordenski0ld and later Charles Rabot briefly ventured into the interior of
Spitsbergen, but it was practically unknown until Conway’s well- documented crossing of
1896. These many expeditions produced many elaborate engravings which illustrated the
discoveries on land and sea. The more artistic approach is demonstrated by the earlierdiscussed works of the French artists and their prolific collection from La Recherche

^ Ibid., 60.
256 Ibid., 5iIowever, the joy of getting it all together as explorers and world travelers shines clearly through
Conway’s passage as his expedition is camped at Advent Point mid summer. One of the expedition
members, the prominent Sr. J.W. Gregory from the British Museum, whose African studies had also
resulted in a volume titled Great Rift Valley o f Africa is presumeably sleeping within earshot.” It was
delightful to be again under canvas, living in pure air with no dark roof to shut out the sky. I sat still till
midnight writing in the door of my tent, and needing no extra clothing. The air was fresh indeed, but its
freshness served only to make the blood course warmly through the veins. Late at night a shot was fired
from the steamer at some bird, I suppose. Gregory, half asleep, leaped up. He throught it was the Masai
coming to loot his camp. How varied are the elements of travel in different places!”
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Spitsbergen expedition. Other accomplished artists such as H. E. Conway, the brother of
Sir Martin Conway, described camp life and the Spitsbergen environment with skillful pen
and ink drawings. Conway’s collection even includes some close- ups of the expedition
members, which marked the end of an era of anonymity in which the focus was exclusively
on the interaction of the group and its immediate environment(Figs. 3.36,3.37).260
Today the snow machine dominates inland travel in the Svalbard archipelago. At
sea, the inflated, multicolored, motorized rubber boats, and rafts have replaced the old fashioned sturdy shallop. The time of the sail, with the pink, the flute, the schooner, the
brig, or the common sloop, is long gone. Gone as well is the primitive but efficient
Russian lodje, with its woodwork kept together by the twist of willows. Monuments of a
certain time in history, visitors find them occasionally abandoned on the Spitsbergen
beaches, remnants of courageous men who never returned.

Unique Svalbard Mountains
.. .W e go out into the bright land. In the valleys the wind howls, over the plain the
snow is driven like a glistening river, but calm and unmoved the mountains soar into the starglittering heavens. Bright veils detach themselves from the sky. As though stirred by the gentlest
breath o f wind theyfloat in ever brighter and broader waves across the whole heaven. We watch the
shining rhythm o f the spheres until the veils disappear, and come to ourselves, small beings
struggling forward, mute and heavy, through the storm on the earth. We climb the steep snow
slopes. The fox traps are all yawning open, the driven snow raging through them. From the crest
o f the hill we can see many gleaming, frozen mountains o f Spitsbergen soaring upwards. Whatever
we feel, it is not loneliness, as we stare into the distance. It is though we are enclosed in a
miraculous world. (Ritter 124.)

A Swedish engraving based on a A. E. Nordenskidld photograph from 1864 gives
a realistic feeling of the interesting rock formation, the famous Mayor’s Gate, on Bear

280 M. Conway, 1897.
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Island. (Fig.3.38)261 The Heuglin- expedition of 1872 recorded in their drawings other
Svalbard geological abnormalities, (Fig. 3 3 9 ).262 as for instance this stripe of hyperite in
the mountainside at Lee Harbour. A close-up of such rock strata is recorded by this
expedition at Cape Lee, (Fig. 3.40).263 while the pen and ink drawing from Advent Bay
shows a sandstone deposiL(Fig. 3.41)264 A view from Zeeusche’s Point is a particularly
sensitive and beautifully crafted engraving from the nineteenth century.265 (Fig. 3.42)
Other formations of geological interest are pen and ink illustration done by the
prominent Norwegian artist Erik Werenskiold (Fig. 3.43)266 for his brother, professor
Werner Werenskiold, whose Svalbard geological study appeared in 1923. The Spitsbergen
land formations were also of interest to Omar Andreen, whose vibrant portrayals of the
Zeppelin mountain (Fig. 3.44 ).267 and closeup of the majestic Stuphallet (Fig. 3.45)268 in
the 1980s belong among his best work.
Contemporary artists such as Olaf Stor0 and Kare Tveter are particularly interested
in the light and its effect. By portraying the polarization of the heavens and earth above the
Svalbard archipelago (Fig. 3.46)269 rather than reproducing methodically the popular
mountain scenery, (Fig. 3 .4 7 ).270 Spitsbergen landscapes had converged in the 1980s into
a more abstract and dynamic conception.

261 A.G. Nathorst, Tva Somrar i Nona Ishavet 2 vols (Stockholm: Palmquist’s Aktiebolag, 1900), 10.
262 Heuglin 1870, pages 132, 158, 171.
20 Ibid., 166.
264 Ibid., 275.
265 Lamont, 1861.
266Werner Werenskiold, Fra Spitsbergen (Kristiania: H. Aschehoug & Co., 1923).
267 Slides from the artist’s collection. Heggedal, 1996.
258 Idem.
^Slide from collection Svalbard Kro, Longyearbyen 1996.
^slide from Kire Tveter, Svalbard Bilder (Oslo: selfpubl. 1986).
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Glacial Homs and U-Shaped Valleys
Kare Tveter1s glacial hom appears out of the polar winter lands as an esoteric
serigraph from the early 1980s. (Fig.3 48).271 Song o f M yself is Stor0’s dramatic
lithograph, (Fig. 3.49).272 dated 1991, of a glacial hom emerging out of the arctic twilight,
still in stubborn resistance of millennia of glacial erosion.Some hundred and fifty years
earlier the French artist Auguste Mayer captured the Iuminious clouds and the majestic Ushaped valleys characteristic of the Svalbard archipelago with his lithographs from Bell
Sound. (Figs. 3.50, 3.51).273
Svalbard’s fiat-topped mountains with horizontal rock strata exposed in the Ushaped valleys are also found among the works of many artists such as Nansen,
(Fig.3.52)274 as well among the color illustrations of the Swedish artist Gunnar Brusewitz
.(Fig.3.53)275

The Shore: Ice Meets Land
When I look out o f the window early next morning the frosty panes are glimmering in
silver light o f the moon and in every shade o f night blue. Another glorious day o f peace, pitched in
a twilight key, but the colors are different. Everything is enacted in tones o f the purest blue. There
are tiny waves o f the sea, which is washing the black stones out o f the snow along the shore. The
coast line, drawn indescribablyfine, separates the cold blue o f the snow blanketfrom the
transparent green blue o f the mirroring fiord. (Ritter 101).

Bartelemy Lauvergne drew a crowded presentation from Smeerenburg Bay in 1839
where the expedition members from La Recherche gathered on the enormous boulders

271 Kare Tveter, Svalbard Bilder (Oslo: 1986).
272 Slide from collection at Svalbard Kro, Longyearbyen 1996.
273 Slides from La Recherche collection. Norsk Polarinstitutt, Oslo 1996.
™ Ostby, 1980.
275Gunnar Brusewitz, Arktisk Sommar (Stockholm: Wahlstr0 m & Widtstrand,1981).
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along the beach (Fig. 3.54).276 A close-up version, also by Lauvergne, focuses on the
iceberg formation and the steep coastal drop along the same bay .(Fig. 3.55).277 The
Nordenskipld and Torell expedition to Spitsbergen in 1869 recorded the coastline and
glacier near Alkenhom with an engraving, (Fig. 3.56).278 one o f many Swedish
undertakings during this decade. A more contemporary landscape version by the Swedish
artist Jan Falkman portrays also drifting ice floes seemingly always on the move along the
shore (Fig.3.57).279

The Shore: Sea Meets Land
Here is the line o f the coast, the line marked by waves on the stony shore which in the
course o f centuries the retreating sea has left behind; here are small heaps o f stones, believed to be
graves, and here there is wood and bones, forced out o f the earth by the frost. And if there are no
such sign posts to show the way the hunters build cairns, which are stones laid high one upon
another.(Ritter 42).

The German graphic artist F. Tegetmeyer presents a birds-eye view of Swedish
Vorland and King Karl’s Land with his accurate engraving from 1872. (Fig. 3.58).280
Another of his landscape illustrations, also from the Heuglin expedition depicts Helis
Sound. (Fig. 3.59).281 An etching that leaves a tactile feeling associated with sea foam and
slippery rocks (Fig. 3.60).282 was made as an illustration for the British Wells and John
expedition to Spitsbergen in 1876. These illustrations may well have been engraved after
photographs in a studio setting. Fridtjof Nansen for example relied often on photographs
for many of his drawings.A pen and ink composition depicts the every day chore of
hauling fresh water aboard from a hollow in the ice floe during his Spitsbergen expedition
276 Idem.
177 Idem.
278 Nordcnskiald and Torell, 1869.
279 Ibid., 489.
280 Heuglin 1870,165.
281 Ibid.
282 Wells and John, 1876.
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of 1912 on his yacht Veslem0y with two of his adolescent children among the crew.
(Fig.3.61). 283. A view of the beach line at Verlegen Huk (Fig. 3.62).284 belongs among
the many Nansen illustrations from this particular journey.

The Audio-Visual Interpretation of Space
When I awoke towards midday, it had grown still lighter. Now and again powerful gusts
o f wind rapped on the wall o f the hut. The wind rose rapidly. Beneath its shrill whistle I caught the
deep, hollow undertones characteristic o f the storm. Never had I seen Spitsbergen looking like that.
The entire country was in uproar. The snow was driving like a broad stream o f water over the land
and over the hut and in clouds over the black sea. The swell was going out seaward. High above,
the storm was booming like a deep long-drawn organ note. (Ritter 89).

Christiane Ritter, the Austrian artist, author and wife of Captain Hermann Ritter,
who repeatedly had overwintered on Svalbard in the 1930s, wrote about the inferno of an
arctic storm which she experienced alone for more than nine days in a one- room hut. She
was waiting for her husband and his hunting partner to return to their isolated domain,
separated by hundreds of miles from another human voice.
Her watercolor, illustration however, radiates an original conception of space that
make these landscapes almost ring with sound. By help of a few lines her sketching
portrays(Fig. 3.63)Z8S a beautiful, clear day, vibrating with the intensity of speed and
motion, showing a dog team with two exuberant drivers tugging behind. A feeling of
stillness suddenly interrupted by birds’ cries and voices shouting a last goodbye or a
questioning “why?” (Figs. 3.64, 3.65).286 are all inherent in this selection of Andrei
Alekseevich Iakovlev’s many elegant, simple, and intriguing lino- cuts from Svalbard.

283 Nansen 1920,175.
^ Ibid.,135.
285 Ritter 1954..152.
286 Iakovlev, 1964.
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Scientist and artist, the Pole Zbigniewa Jozwiks (Figs. 3 .6 6 ,3 .6 7 ,3 .6 8 ,3.69)287, treats
northern themes with humor, charm and elegance as his black and white linocuts sparkle
with a poetry of their own.

The Light and Its Effects: the Sublime, the Emotional Response, the
Involvement with Nature
The dynamic impact of the arctic light is the central theme in many of Norwegian
painter A. Midttun’s serene, ethereal oil landscapes from the 1990s.(See Figs 1.66,1.67).
Kare Tveter adheres to the same tradition with watercolors converging the particular
Svalbard landscape into dramatic, sometimes abstract compositions. His unique spatial
interpretations render a feeling of the sublime. His abstract manifestations of man viewing
these arctic panoramas reveal both mystery and suspense. The viewer has suddenly become
just an humble, small part of an immense universe. He adds drama to his work by his
ever-changing view points, sparse application of color and preoccupation with light. His
many paintings from this region have made him the giant among the Svalbard artists. In
their classic simplicity, his canvases invariably prompt the viewer to get involved. (Fig.
3 71)28*They seem to express some of the human paradox in Christiane Ritter’s
observation that “sometimes we climb the hills; not to keep watch on the ice, nor to look
for a ship. No, we are like all other inhabitants of Spitsbergen who fear the first ship that
comes in the spring. Let nothing come to disturb our peace.”289

The Russian Trappers
On the deck stand eight Mouijiks, who snap their fingers, and smack their tongues, and
whistling and laughing strike up a song. In the fore-part o f the Lodja is seen an old man with gray
^Zbigniewa Jozwika, 1991.
288 Kare Tveter, print collection 1986..
289 Ritter 1954,216.
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beard, who holds a cap in one hand, and stretches both hands out over the water, not singing
meanwhile, but rather howling and roaring, interrupting the singing o f the others with
impassioned voice. The crew comes from Spitsbergen. The singing Mouijiks are happy trappers.
In the middle o f September they generally sail away from the island. They are all neatly, almost
elegantly dressed. Only one o f them is conspicuous by the simplicity o f his costume. This is the
skipper, who, instead o f making a show with a fine smock frock and red Norwegian belt, keeps his
money in his pockets. ( A. Charitonow ; one Mouijiks homecoming up the Dwina in I85I.)290

Although there are many tragic stories about trappers who perished from scurvy
and starvation on Spitsbergen, many others sing the praise of the true survivors. One
example is the life story of the old Russian foreman Starashchin, after whom Cape
Starashchin at the mouth of Ice Sound is named. He was a lively, ruddy little man with a
bloom of white hair that gave him a patriarchal appearance. He spent in Spitsbergen thirtynine winters, fifteen of these consecutively without leaving the island. The monks of the
Siberian monastery of Solovetskoi sponsored his stay and looked after him like a father.
He died of old age and was buried at Green Harbor in 1826. The ruins of his hut remained
a landmark of common interest for years.291 Crews of ten to twenty Russian hunters,
Pomors or Mouijiks as they were also called, traveled from their Siberian peasant
settlements around the White Sea and wintered regularly at various primitive stations on
Svalbard during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. One leader often stayed on, while
in early summer another group relieved the rest of the crew. They returned with furs of
fox, polar bears, and reindeer, and walrus tusks and eider down. According to custom, it
all belonged on a share basis to their sponsors, most likely northern trade companies, local
merchants, or even monasteries . Tsar Peter the Great promoted this lucrative business,
which initiated the first overwinterings that took place sometime during the years of 1715
1720. The collapse of the Chinese fur market caused the Russians to leave the islands a
290 Sir Martin Conway, No Man’s Land: A History o f Spitsbergen (Cambridge: University Press,
1906), 257.
291 Ibid., 273.
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century later. The last Russian hunters left Svalbard in the 1850s, while only six out of a
total of fifty -three survived their last year.192 293
Four to five meters tall Russian Orthodox wooden crosses marked the better
harbors in the Svalbard archipelago and were found along the Svalbard coast when Russian
activity was at its height, with some 100-150 men over wintering. These heavy structures,
often made from materials they brought with them from the mainland, presumably guarded
them against bad spirits and protected the dead, in addition to providing the religious
overtones they symbolized. A classic black and white engraving from 1869294 portrays
these crosses in the background as primitive symbols of time past, together with the
characteristic Russian log structure of the Pomor hunting era. (Fig.3.72).295
These three Russian Pomors (Fig. 3.73).296. are excited as they spot their rescuers.
For six years they had been forced to overwinter on Edge Island, where they had gone
ashore in 1743 and later discovered to their horror that their vessels had drifted away with
the ice.297 Expecting their vessel to be destroyed by the screw ice, the four Pomors
quickly decided to search ashore for a hut built on the island in the past by their over
wintering countrymen. They thought that they would be away from their ship for only a
couple of days, so they brought with them only a musket and twelve rounds of
ammunition. They also carried an axe, a small kettle, knife, a tinderbox and tinder, about
twenty pounds o f flour, a bladder of tobacco, and each man had his wooden pipe. They
soon discovered the hut about a quarter of a mile inland. When they returned to the shore
the following morning, they were horrified because the ice had carried their ship away,

292Toralv I Aind, “Glimt fra Fangst og Ovcrvintring,”Ottar 110-111-112 (April 1979): 65.
293Thor B. Arlov, A Short History o f Svalbard (Oslo: Norsk Polarinstitutt, 1994).
294 Slide from Trotnsp Museum, a reproduction from James Lamont, Yachting in the Arctic Sea (London:
Chatto and Windus, 1886).
295 Lamont 1861.
296Jacob R. Sverdrup, Spitsbergen Robinson (Oslo: H. Aschehoug & Co. (W. Nygaard) 1929).
297 Lamont 1876, 234.
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and, there was nothing but open sea in front of them. This story ranks among one of the
most amazing hero tales from Svalbard, and Christian Kittelsen portrayed their Edge
Island confinement in his 1929 book illustrations.
The hunters proceeded to kill twelve reindeer with their last ammunition and stored
the meat They found scurvy grass on the island to prevent disease. They saved the iron
nails and other metal bits and pieces from old wreckage among the driftwood on the
beaches around them. From these they manufactured their own spearheads, bows and
arrows. Over a period o f six years, with this primitive equipment they managed to kill 150
reindeer, a number of foxes, and ten polar bears.
It was, of course, most important for the men to preserve their fire at all times
during these years. They tried to construct an oil lamp by making a vessel out of clay they
had found on the island, and by using reindeer fat for fuel and some twisted linen, or small
quantities of oakum for a wick. The melted fat, however, tended to ooze away through the
sides, which were too porous to hold it So they made a new lamp, dried it thoroughly,
heated it red hot and quenched it in their kettle in a mixture of flour and water boiled to the
consistency of thin starch. They covered its outside with linen rags which had been dipped
in the paste. This contrivance was successful, and the lamp held oil; they made another as a
reserve in case the first should be destroyed or lose flame. The four Pomors showed equal
ingenuity by making their own clothing from hides. They preserved some of the meat by
smoking it, although most often it was consumed raw. To prevent scurvy they drank the
blood, except for one member of the group who died from the disease just months before
their final rescue. During the summer of 1749, “they were rejoiced by seeing a Russian
ship, which had been carried out of its course to West Spitsbergen by contrary winds. She
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was driven close to shore just opposite the hut. The men on board saw the fires and the
reindeer hide flag of the castaways, and came to anchor near the shore.”298
The three comrades brought their primitive tools back to Russia with them and
returned with quantities of furs, hides, and 2,000 pounds of reindeer fat They arrived in
safety at Arkhangelsk on September 28,1749, and were later honored with a special
audience with the Tsar. According to the story, one of the trappers’ wives became so
excited upon recognizing her husband aboard the vessel as it sailed into port that, overcome
with joy, she fell into the water and nearly drowned during the homecoming.299

The Pomors’ Work Cycle
It was customary, about a week before he set sail, that a Pomor trapper borrow from the
owner o f the ship, on account, some 60 rubles, and drinks and enjoys himself until he has only
two kopeks left, according to Sir Martin Conway’s observations. Once more sober, he goes to the
church, corf esses, takes the Communion, and then starts at last, after offering up a short prayerfor
his journey. On their way to Spitsbergen they “port in Vardp ( in Finnmark, northern Norway)
where they renew their orgies till they are forcibly carried o ff by the Norwegians, at the request o f
the skipper, and taken to their Lodja (Conway 1906, 239). ”300

The voyage from the White Sea to Spitsbergen was, in Sir Martin Conway’s words
“ a slow affair,”301 calculated to take about fifty days. The skippers on these “lumbering
vessels” were “illiterate peasants with no knowledge of taking the most basic
observations,” and seldom carried with them sounding line or clock. Each pilot usually
possessed a rough chart he had drawn for himself and a compass. But Conway also
acknowledged their abilities for survival by saying,

298 Conway 1906, 235.
299 Ibid., 237.
300 Conway 1906, 239.
301 Ibid., 240.
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One wonders how they ever arrived anywhere. We often hear of a lodja missing its way
and reaching some part of the coast entirely unknown to every m an aboard. But a trifle of that kind
was not disconcerting to these hardy fellows. They seem always to have carried with them
materials for building a head-quarter hut, as well as a number of smaller outposts often
considerable distances away.302

The Russian trappers were known to travel more than thirty miles offshore in their
small boats during their hunts for sea mammals such as seal,walrus, (Fig. 3.74)303 and also
for polar bears. Their hunting gear consisted of old-fashioned muskets and iron spears, and
their boats were equally primitive. “When one beholds these wretched shallops one
trembles for the hunters,” wrote Conway who vividly described their activities in the
following passage:
As soon as ever a ray of sunshine shows itself on the tops of the mountains- this
happens at the time of the Feast of the Purification (Feb. 2°d)- the trappers awake as it were from
their winter’s sleep, and, after offering up a prayer, push off from the shore in their shallop, in
order to catch sea animals. A miserable boat, one and a half to two Sajene long, manned by 12
men, and steered by a Mouijiks, often proceeds fifty versts304 out at sea. If a strong contrary wind
blows, the bold hunters must either perish in the waves, or be crushed to death between the ice
floes! 30S

The whalers, and later the sealers, did not stay in contact with the small population
of trappers on the archipelago. Sometimes, however, these sailors found Russian
rowboats near Spitsbergen adrift at sea with their crews still in them, frozen to death. They
customarily tossed their bodies into the ocean and later repaired the shallops.306 Other times
the Russian lodjes were discovered as abandoned monuments, pulled up on the beach by
their crews before perishing during the hardship of winter. The Pomors were generally
thought o f as extremely brave and were excellent marksmen. Their obsession with
302Ibid.
3® d”Aunet 1855. Engraving by Francois Biard.
3<MRussian measurement of linear distance; one verst equals two third of a mile.
305 Conway 1906, 256.
306 Ibid., 257.
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liquor307, however, occasionally became their ruin. This was often the tragic case of arctic
whalers and sailors in this hemisphere.
Larger crews of men were needed to handle the hunts for bigger mammals such as
the walrus. (Fig. 3.75)308 The hunters’ main station, such as the one the Tromso Museum
in Russekeila, excavated in 1955 in Icefiord, was a log structure measuring eighteen by
twelve feet. This building, surrounded by smaller structures, contained a stove for baking,
as well as facilities for pottery making and blacksmithing. Other archeological finds reveal
that the Russians made their own clothing and footwear and lived mostly on a diet of fresh
meats.309 (Fig. 3.76). Their smaller trappers’ cabins, often situated to accommodate the
trappers farther inland, a day’s travel from the main stations, were each occupied during the
season by two or three men. Conway implied that the Russians’ existence was rather grim ,
asking, “can you picture to yourselves pale, emaciated men, with dull, unilluminated eyes,
sitting in a damp barrack, lighted by a oil lamp?... Like automata, each one ties a rope into
an endless number of knots, now undoing them again ...” 310
Still, there must have been a strange fascination about the life of an arctic hunter, or
it would not have been possible to recruit men year after year. In spite of the many
tragedies, narrow escapes, and frostbites they witnessed or experienced, the hunters
always seemed to return to the islands.
Charitonow’s description of the trapper’s homecoming from 1851, although
somewhat biased, indicated the speculative and the gambling aspects that certainly were
involved in this ancient trade of arctic hunting and trapping:
The arrival of the trappers is quickly made known in the village at the mouth of Dwina.
After they have cast anchor in the harbor, and offered up a prayer of thanksgiving, the crew, led by
307 Ibid., 258.
308 From Museum of Cambridge collections.
309 Per Kyrre Reymert, “Svalbards Historie,”Offar, 110-11-112 (April 1979): 87.
3,0 Conway 1906,242.
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the skipper, hasten to the ship’s owner The latter has flounders, salmon and other delicate kinds of
fish brought, as well as a large cask o f brandy, and invites the voyagers to a feast, whilst his
laborers unload the lodja. The repast and the brandy drinking last until everyone of the guests is
lying under the table. After they have slept themselves sober, they begin again, and do not stop
until the cask is emptied. After the trappers have received their pay from the ship owner, they
return to their own and live, as long as their money lasts, reveling. When their money is spent
they all go back to their former work, and resume their normal activity.311

Norwegian Trapping
It wasn’t only scurvy. Often enough they died though their larders were full and there was
plenty o f fresh meat. They had guns and cartridges; there were reindeer grazing in all the valleys.
But they did not dare to venture out. The terror lay in wait for them just outside the door o f the
hut; it sprawled over the entire bleak land like a monster. It riveted the most courageous hunters
and seafarers to their huts. It was the image o f the immense deadness o f the country, the fearful
immobility o f all being, that had been graven in their souls, crippling all their energies and
emptying them o f strength. Physical disintegration was bound to follow.
The Spitsbergen hunters today are different. They use their vitality to oppose the
deadness. They journey alone through the desolate land, withoutfear o f stillness, its storms, or its
night. They journey for miles, putting up a hard fight fo r their earnings, in order to be able to stay
again fo r one more year here in the high North. (Ritter 172).

The Norwegians had watched the Russian fur trade when the parties stopped in the
coastal towns of Finnmark, as they were about to leave or return to their villages around the
White Sea. At the end of the eighteenth century the first Norwegian trappers went north to
overwinter on Spitsbergen. In the beginning a few Russians escorted them.312
(Fig.3.77).313 Over-wintering Norwegian fur hunters slowly began to take possession of
the traditional Russian hunting territories, and by 1850 the Pomors had withdrawn entirely
from the Svalbard fur trade. A changing economy, paired with the keen competition from

3,1 Ibid., 254.
312 Reymert 1979, 93.
313 From collection of Cambridge University Museum of Archeology and Anthropology, England.
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the Norwegians, initiated the Russian withdrawal. Ingstad observed that, “Even if it went
somewhat slowly with the promotion of the first Norwegian over wintering expeditions,
they must have carried promise. Not only did they continue, but they also increased
steadily in numbers. New cabins (Fig.3.78)314 (Fig. 3.79)315grew up in the polar islands,
yes even in their most distant nooks and crannies.” 316 The oldest permanent structure from
the trappers’ era is the Hammerfest cabin on Bear Island built in 1823. Another well known
site on the island is the solid cabin (Fig. 3 .8 0 317) from the 1860s built by the respected
trapper and skipper Sievert Tobiesen. He later died tragically on Novaya Zemlya together
with his teenage son. Such well known trappers as Arthur Oxaas and Hilmar Npis built
their own cabins the former at Cape Wijk and the latter in Sassenfiord, which served them
well as their main stations for many decades. Npis, known for his burly appearance and
brisk humor, survived thirty-eight overwinterings as a hunter on Spitsbergen.318
What motivated these men to seek days, months, and often years of continuous
isolation under such extreme conditions? J. Giaever, a Norwegian arctic fur hunter and
author, claimed that a yearning for adventure, a passion for hunting, or simply the
preference for the out-of -doors were good enough reasons for challenging the Arctic. A
trapper’s lonely existence may also serve as an evasion “ from something in one self or at
home,” although quite a few people think it is simply a natural way of earning a living and
continue to do so because it feels comfortable to them.319
In the beginning a larger group of men was needed to hunt for big game such as
walrus. The hunters killed large numbers of these animals for their tusks and their hides
314 Slide from Busen, Longyearbyen 1996. Oilpainting by. V. Holen 1981.
315 Kjellman, 1875.
316 Ingstad 1948,94 (translation by TD).
317 Nordenskipld 1868.
318 Hilmar Nais, the oldest of ten siblings, had five brothers who also hunted and trapped for years on the
islands.
319 J. Giaever, Rabagaster under Polarstjemen (Noveller) (Oslo: Tiden Norsk Foriag,1959), 7. (Translation
TD.)
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until the end of the nineteenth century. To make three cargo trips with walrus from this
region in the course of one summer, returning to the northern Norwegian ports of
Hammerfest or Tromsp, was considered normal hunting procedure. On a walrus safari in
the Svalbard archipelago in the early 1860s, the British James Lamont commented on the
lives and character of these men:
It is a terribly hard and dangerous life these Spitzbergen walrus-hunters live, and I
observe that they all have a restless, weary look about the eyes- a look as if contracted by being
perpetually in the presence of danger. They are a wild, rough, reckless lot of fellows; bold, hardy,
and enduring of cold, hunger and fatigue; active and energetic while at sea, and nearly always drunk
while at home.320

Each man had a share in the profit of every walrus they turned in to the merchants
who had sponsored their hunt with credit for supplies and provisions. Such an incentive
enhanced the methodical depletion of this species in the Arctic, while the hunters still
seemed always over head and ears in debt to the merchants,321 according to Lamont who
maintained that the walrus hunters’ pursuits at that time carried all the “ excitement of a
lottery.” 322
Later, one to three men, occupying one main station with one or more auxiliary
shelters spread throughout the territory, hunted with traps which they distributed among
each unit These small, often primitive shelters were built out o f any suitable material such
as old crates or driftwood. At first built and owned by private enterprises, these were later
often bought and kept up by the individual trappers who liked to return to the same
areas.323

330 Lamont 1861, 58.
321 Ibid., 59.
332 Ibid., 59.
333 According to the archives of the Norwegian Polar Institute, Svalbard is still divided into forty-five
hunting and trapping territories.
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The initial selection of a suitable over-wintering territory depended on such factors
as a good harbor, beaches with firewood and building materials, a source of fresh water
proximity, reindeer pastures, fox habitats, and pathways for bear treks, as well as access to
ptarmigan populations and to places for gathering eider-down on the coastal islands.
Individual merchants who owned the shelters often matched the hunters to the
territory and sponsored their activities.The merchants in Hammerfest and Tromso who
dealt with the early over -wintering expeditions to Svalbard provided the transportation to
the sites of the crews, their housing, provisions, gear, and ammunition. They had the right
of first refusal to all the catch. One- half of it belonged to the merchants, according to
contract, while the other half was to be shared among the hunters and eventually sold to the
merchant if any parts of it were to be marketed and he wanted it This type of monopoly,
characteristic of the remote northern coastal areas of nineteenth- century Norway, and
generally common in most of the North Atlantic regions, certainly affected the Svalbard
marketing cycle. Isolation of certain communities, great distances, and lack of capital made
the populations in these coastal societies dependent on one trader. He procured the hunters’
supplies and gears and then bought their furs and sold them in distant markets. The
merchants secured the network of stable customers and contractors by giving them credit
options. In this way the merchants controlled both the retail sales and the market
connections.324 The profit came, therefore, from the conversions of the hunting products to
marketed goods, and also from the supply of goods procured the clients. Such a monopoly
opted gain for the individual merchant and reduced the economical risks of a bad hunting
year, cushioning as well loss due to accidents or swings in the economy.
Later, as the hunters financed their own expeditions, they maintained the stations,
and often bought or rented the cabins from the original owners. Near the end of the
324Gustav Rossnes, "Norsk Overvintringsfangst pi Svalbard 1895-1940” Norsk Polarinstitutts Meddelser
no.127 (1993): 8.
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nineteenth century the mining companies, particularly the Northern Exploration Company,
Ltd, of London, allowed hunters and trappers in certain areas such as Bellsund,
Kongsfiord, and Krossfiord to use the facilities in return for acting as watchmen.
The trappers’ primitive shelters were not always lairs of dirt and grime. The Swedish
trapper Sven Olson, or Stokhaben Svend as he was called by most, had “a lawn o f sugar
peas” seeded in front of his trapper’s cabin in the northernmost part of Spitsbergen in the
late 1930s. His peas were almost a foot high in the month of July, his copper pots were
shining above the stove and the newly painted walls, while Svend delighted in having
visitors whom he treated to generous samples of his hot Swedish brewed coffee and five
different kinds of home made cookies.32S
By the 1920s hunting and trapping on Svalbard had become more stabilized, with
25-35 persons over- wintering. Two men at a time, in order to survive, needed three large
seals, 120 eider ducks, 30 ptarmigans, and 30-40 guillemots or puffins.326 As the game
became over- hunted and trapped, it became necessary to combine different hunting areas in
order to make a profit during the season. A change in the the trapping and hunting
infrastructure took place about this time as well. Larger hunting expeditions, organized by
middle men, gave way to smaller hunting parties who financed their activities
independently.327
Professional hunters and trappers who for years returned to over- winter in the
same region often brought younger, inexperienced men with them who chose to stay for
one season only. The most popular hunting areas were located on north and west

325 Bemtine Johansen,” Som Fangstkvinne p& Svalbard,” Polar arboken 1940 (Oslo: Norsk Polar Klubb,
1940): 42.
326 Ibid., 21.
327 Ibid., 23.
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Spitsbergen. These had better ice conditions and a more varied wildlife than the eastern
regions of Svalbard.
During the hunting seasons from 1895/96 to 1940/41, some 1,023 hunters
and trappers had over-wintered in Svalbard, or an average of twenty five people per
season. 328 More women began taking part in the trapping activities after 1930. Overall, 5.9
percent of the hunter and trapper population were women during the time period. Some of
these followed their husbands, who were professional hunters. In some cases, children
came along during certain seasons.

Walrus
. ..from the deck a curious and exciting spectacle met our admiring gaze. Four large flat
icebergs were so densely packed with walruses that they were sunk almost awash with the
water, and had the appearances o f being solid islands o f walrus!
The monsters lay with their heads reclining on one another’s backs and stems, fust as I
have seen rhinoceroses lying asleep in the African forests; or, to use a morefamiliar
simile, like a lot o f fa t hogs in a British straw-yard. I should think there were about
eighty or one hundred on the ice, and many more swam grunting and spouting around, and
tried to clamber up among theirfriends, who like surly people in full omnibus, grunted at
them angrily, as i f to say, ' ’’Confound you, don’t you see that we are full? ’’ There were
plenty more good flat icebergs about, but they always seem to like being packed as
closely as possible fo r mutual warmth. Thesefour islands were several hundred yards
apart. ™(Figs. 3.81. 3.82) 330

This episode, quoted from Lamont’s Svalbard hunting expedition in 1861,
describes an era when the game population already had begun to decline. Coveted for its
tusk and blubber, walrus were hunted intensively from the beginning of the period until
protected by law it in 1952. The walrus, or seahorse as it was also called, had many faces
328 Ibid., 7.
329 Lamont 1861, 72.
330 Ibid.
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to judge from the copious portrayals of this marine giant Early artists often relied on
imagination alone,(Ftg. 3.83)331 Bleau’s version from 1680 is the first realistic portrayal.
(Fig. 3.84)332
Russian trapping and collecting of eggs and eider down had declined by this time
since this was no longer economical. A new generation o f Norwegian hunters and trappers
slowly established themselves seasonally in their primitive shelters either inland or along
the coastal zones. Challenged by the long arctic winters and their hard lifestyle, they
nevertheless made modest incomes, and they kept returning. Sloops, schooners, brigs, as
well as the Russian lodje traveled in arctic waters during the late nineteenth century,
harvesting marine and land mammals as well as birds, belugas333 and the bottle nosed
whale.334
Walrus existed in great numbers in the coastal regions of the arctic islands for many
centuries. Although greatly reduced, they still thrive, particularly in the drifting ice near the
coast where the young are bom on the ice floes in May and June. The arctic summers with
their perpetual sunlight furnish the optimum conditions for the birth and raising of the new
bom pups who follow their mothers for about two years while they are still nursing. The
pups’ diet increases to include mollusks, sea cucumbers, crabs, oysters, crawfish , fish,
and even seal.335 The herd generally stays close together, the walrus somewhat
synchronizing their daily routines. According to hunter and yachtsman Lamont’s
observations:’’the simultaneousness with which they dive and reappear again is remarkable;
one moment you see a hundred grisly heads and long gleaming white tusks above the

331 Pedersen, 1951.
332 Bleau's atlas 1680.(From slide Norsk Polarinstitutt’s collections).
333 Dclphinapterus leucas
334Hyperoodon ampullatus
335 Pedersen 1951,51.
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waves; they give one spout from their blow-holes, take one breath of fresh air, and the next
moment you see a hundred pair of hind flippers flourishing and they are all down. “336
The male walrus which can weigh up to 4,000 pounds, reach a length of more than
thirteen feet and carry tusks that measure up to 32 inches. A dominant bull, by its mere
size, can threaten an intruder in the herd. Herd loyalty, according to many accounts, is a
strong instinct among these animals. Harpoonists often captured walrus babies alive in
order to attract the adults and kill them. All the adults in the herd responded within seconds
to the plaintive grunting barks of the pups and rushed towards the boat to their defense,
rearing up breast high in the water, and snorting and blowing as if they would tear us all to
pieces,”337 wrote Lamont, who also maintained that polar bears were successful in killing
walrus at times, although they were at risk of being dragged under water by a united herd
and tom to pieces by their tusks.
At certain times, the walrus herds sought flat beaches, where they might stay for
weeks at a time without taking any nourishment They returned to these same beaches year
after year as long as they were undisturbed. According to Ingstad there were many of these
walrus hide-outs in the Svalbard coastal regions years ago, and it was on these beaches that
the first immense walrus killings took place.
Large scale walrus hunts began in 1604, when the English Muscovy Company sent
Sir Francis Cherry and the arctic skipper Stephen Bennett to the Kola Peninsula to
strengthen their commercial interests in the White Sea Following the company’s
recommendation, they investigated Bear Island as a possible source of walrus. There they

336 Lamont 1861, 82.
337 Ibid., 84.
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discovered a herd of about a thousand walrus. (Fig. 3.85)338Sir Francis Cherry gave an
account of this incident as follows:
. . . wc shot at them until the muskets were ruined and the gun powder was used up. We
shot their eyes out afterwards with smaller weapons, in such a way that we could approach them
from their blind side and split their heads open with axes. We could only kill fifty out of more
than a thousand.339

Bennett returned to the region in 1605 and in 1606. The first year his crew
slaughtered 700-800 walrus within six hours. His second attempt the following year
brought him some 1000 animals within seven hours. The secret of their quick mass
slaughter on land was the use of lances.340 They killed the animals along the beach line
first The dead bodies formed a barricade for others which tried to flee into the ocean as the
killings went on. Walrus were also harpooned from smaller row boats. Four to five of
these immense animals could be harpooned at the same time and
. . . race off with the boat seething after them while the rest of the flock would swim
around them roaring, and could at any one moment shoot up and cut their tusks into the gunwale
or smash the vessel to pieces with one body heave. The hunters would brake with the oars with all
their might, but to no avail, the boat would not slow down much. Then one of the harnessed
animals could break out to the side. The line had to be cut immediately then, or the boat would
capsize. Finally tired out, the anim als were hauled one by one to the aft, where a blow to their
head with the lance made them rise out of the water in defense, and they were now killed by a quick
thrust through the heart A gun was used instead of the lance in later times.The chips were down if
a young one accidentally was harpooned; then, most likely, the mother would furiously attack the
boat.341

338 Fjdrtoft n.d.
339 Ibid., 67.
340 Rossnes 1993, 67.
341 Ingstad 1948, 130.
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According to Ingstad and other sources, there are numerous examples of hunters
who perished during such a chase. Lamont commented on the drama (Fig 3.8 6)341 as
follows:
In all my sporting experience I never saw any thing to equal the wild excitement of these
hunts. Five pair of oars, pulled with utmost strength, make the boat seem to fly through the
water, while, perhaps a hundred walruses roaring, bellowing, blowing, snorting, and splashing,
make an acre of the sea all in a foam before and around her. The harpooner stands with one foot on
the thwart and the other on the front locker, with the line coiled in his right hand, and the long
weapon in both hands ready balanced for a dart, while he shouts to the crew which direction to
take, as he frequently, from standing upright in the boat, can see the walruses

underwater.343
Many tales originated during such hunts. One story relates how the harpooner’s
lance broke and the wounded old walrus bull capsized the boat immediately." While the
men were floundering in the water among their oars and tackle, the infuriated animal rushed
in among them, and, selecting the unlucky harpooner, tore him nearly into two halves with
his tusks.” 344 On a different occasion a bereaved cow walrus seized a Norwegian skipper
and dragged him twice to the bottom o f the sea. The skipper survived the ordeal.
Ingstad mused that “there is something appealing about the walrus,” He described
them as an “ unshapely meatball of an animal with its small professor-like head, holes for a
nose and a hanging mustache above shining cutting tusks.(Fig. 3.8T)345 A bull, several
cows, and a young one normally stay together. Ingstad also noted that when the herd is
relaxing on an ice floe, enjoying the light arctic summer, then a walrus cow may play with
her calf by lifting it up into the air as a human mother would do it, while the little one is
roaring with delight346

342 Nordcnski0 ld and Torell, 1869.
343 Lamont 1861, 81.
344 Lamont 1861, 85.
345 Smith 1875.
346 Ingstad 1948,55.
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The Danish naturalist Alvvin Pedersen commented, “The most surprising feature in
the life of the walrus, not the least because of its otherwise blatant egocentricity, is without
doubt the caring behavior that it renders any of its own kind, often endangering its own
life. It is amazing that this feature, that one will search in vain for in any other mammal, is
found of all places in this robust, arctic marine giant”347 Many examples support this
assertion. An older bull, for example may actually carry a wounded, lighter female away
on his back in a rescue attempt In 1671 F. Martens, in his arctic natural history
descriptions from his Spitsbergen whaling days, characterized the walrus as “ mammals
with a heart, standing by each other until death.” It is also common knowledge among
hunters that the walrus is a temperamental animal with a keen memory. At times it is also
known to feed on seals. It even ferociously keeps polar bears at bay. Vindictiveness,
according to Pedersen, may be characteristic of some of the old rogue males. An older
walrus bull pursued Pedersen by swimming underneath the transparent thin ice right under
his feet The animal occasionally left to find a breathing hole but returned again and
continued to threaten to crush the ice underneath him. He hurried for hours crossing a
sound and finally found safety ashore.348
The walrus was not only valued for its ivory and blubber, but also for its hide,
which was used as raw material for hawsers and reins349 and sole leather. Lamont wrote
that “in former times nearly all the rigging of vessels on the north coast of Norway and
Russia was composed of walrus-skins.” Walrus skins were also used as bumpers between
ships when anchored together in harbor. The hides, which sold for up to four dollars for a
half skin in 1861,3S0 were exported principally to Sweden and Russia.

347 Pedersen 1951,88. (Translation by TD).
348 Pedersen 1951,73.
349 Ibid., 56.
350 Half skins, the official way of cutting for commercial purposes.
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Lamont claimed that the walrus does not have as much blubber as the seal in
proportion to body size, nor does its fat afford so fine an oil as that of the seal. He pointed
out that the oils from these animals were indiscriminately mixed and the compound
exported to southern Europe under the name of seal oil during the nineteenth century.
The skinning of the walrus was often expediently done aboard ship and required
great dexterity, according to Lamont’s observations. Razor sharp knives cut the blubber off
the hides stretched out on large frames, and the fat was stored in large casks down the
hatchway.
Walrus hunting, according to Ingstad,3S1 was also common during the Viking era.
It became an increasing economic resource for Norwegian arctic hunters until the end of the
nineteenth century. An annual harvest of about 1800 animals was reported in the years
from around 1830. Sixty- five years later, this number had been reduced to about 1000
annually, and at the turn of the century the yearly harvest had sunk to fifty animals. 352 The
Svalbard walrus stock faced extinction when the government finally protected it in 1952.
(Fig. 3.88).353

The Sealing Industry
A blow with a “seal club" on the nose, immediately stuns it, and affords opportunity, by
the active use o f the club upon others, o f arresting the flight, and making prize o f many at a time.
When seals are found on detached pieces o f drift-ice, they are captured by the use o f boats, every
boat making a descent upon a different herd. When the seals are observed to be making their escape
into the water, before the boat reaches the ice, the sailors give a loud continuous shout, on which
their victims are deluded by the amazement a sound so uncommon produces, andfrequently delay
their retreat until arrested by the blows o f their enemies. In cases where the seals are abundant, the
boat immediately pushes off, after the slaughter is finished, and proceeds to another piece o f ice.

351 Ingstad 1948,56.
352 Jepsen 1994, 69.
33 Iakovlev, 1964.
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fo r the increase o f their harvest, leaving one man with theirformer capture, who employs himself
in flaying o ff the skin and fat, until his companion return. But, in situations where the boats
cannot navigate, the seal-fishers have to pursue them over the ice, leaping from piece to piece,
until they make a capture; every man then flenses his own, and drags the skin and blubber to his
boat or ship.... From the exposed nature o f the situation where seals are killed, and from the
liability to heavy and sudden storms at the season when they are usually taken, the seal-fishery,
conducted on the borders o f the Spitsbergen ice, becomes a very hazardous employment. (William
Scoresby 1820, 1:512) (Figs. 389, 3.90?54,

Sealmeat on the Table Says Dr. Horner
Seal meat is delicious when it is cut in thin slices and soaked in salt water from
twelve to twenty-four hours to remove the blood, which has a tendency to give it a slightly
fishy flavor, claimed Dr. A. Homer, who served as the surgeon on the seal ship Pandora in
the late nineteenth century.3SS Stew it with a few pieces of fat bacon or fry it with pork, and
do not forget the gravy, is his general advice. The blubber has such strong taste that it
requires an arctic winter’s appetite to find out how good it is. But the liver: that is the
daintiest morsel of the seal! It requires no soaking and may be eaten as soon as the animal
is killed, maintained Dr. Homer, who at this early stage, also recognized the seal meat for
its extremely high nutritional value. He believed it had a certain potential healing power,
and he noted as an example the rising incidence of disease among the Greenland Eskimos
after changes in the native diet in certain communities had taken place due to scarcity of
seal. Dr. Homer writes in the journal Land and Water, December 18,1875:
For my own part I cannot help thinking that the diminution in the number of seals
caught near the principal Danish settlements in Greenland, has a great deal to do with the
prevalence of consumption and other diseases among the native in h ab itan ts of those places. Seals

351From Cambridge collection.
355Joel Asaph Allen, (assistant in the Museum of Comaparative Zoology at Cambridge), History o f North
American Pinnipeds (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1880), 547.
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are becoming scarcer every year, and, in company with the bison of the North American prairies,
will ere long be of the past, and leave the poor Greenlander and Red Indian to follow them.356

More than a century later the works of George Wenzel echo his premonitions.
Wenzel proved that seal meat far surpassed beef in nutritional value3S7
The seal hunting industry, with its massive seasonal harvests in the Arctic, had
been carried out for about two hundred years before it ended in the 1980s. Performed
under the most difficult conditions on the edge of the polar ice pack (Fig. 3.91).358
(Fig.3.92).3S9 and although highly efficient, such large harvests nevertheless left
enormous waste products behind.
In skinning the seal360 a cut is made through to the flesh, a thickness generally of
about three inches along the whole length of the belly from the throat to the tail. The legs,
or flippers, and also the head are then drawn out from the inside and the skin is laid out flat
, with the layer of fat or blubber firmly adhering to it The skin in this state is called the
’’pelt,” or sometimes the “sculp.” It is generally about 3 ’ long and 2.5’ wide, and weighs
from thirty to forty pounds.361 Traditionally the most nutritious part of the seal was left
behind on the ice, according to Allen’s description of an ordinary massive seal harvest;
The cabin boys and later all the men draw the skins of the “dogs”, as the seals are called
in Greenland parlance, with ropes to the ship, where the so-called doctor (or barber) receives them,
counting them as soon as they come in at the flansgat. The rest of the animal, termed the ‘krang’,
remains on the icc,” a booty to the birds and the polar bear.362

356 Ibid., 549.
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360 According to Allen reference from 1880.
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The Five North Atlantic Species Seen at Svalbard, and Their Major
Characteristics
Five species of the North Atlantic seals were common in the seas off the Svalbard
archipelago: the Greenland seal or harp seal, the ring, harbor, hooded, and the bearded
seal. The last species subsists particularly on crustaceans and mollusks, aside from some
fish, and is also the giant among them.
Seals are generally gregarious animals which like to bask together in the sun.
(Fig.3.93)363 They tend to gather in sustantial numbers during the breeding season, and
some species migrate seasonally in large herds north and south. They are swift moving,
even on land. They communicate by a “barking note” or by a “tender bleat” which varies
some between species and may resemble “the voice of a child." They are characterized as
“being almost unsurpassed in their affection for their young.”364 The pups communicate
with their mothers with a plaintive sound, sometimes pathetic according to the sealers.
The gestation period in most seal species ranges from nine to twelve months.
Curiously enough, a seal pup does not take to water naturally but has to leam how to
swim. The young of some species remain entirely on the ice for the first two or three weeks
of their lives, or until they have shed their first, soft and woolly coat of hair. Some species
can stay under water a maximum of twenty to thirty minutes. They come up for air through
their breathing holes in the ice. Some species construct holes for that purpose, while others
use natural openings the wind and the currents have formed.
Allen wrote in 1880 that the annual seal harvest approached 1.5 million animals.
After the polar bear, man is the seal’s worst enemy. The shark and the carnivorous
Cetacean, the orca, are common threats to the seal as well, particularly to its young.
30 Lamont, 1861.
364 Allen, 484.
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Internal parasites are often found in seals, while the harsh arctic environment in itself may
also threaten their existence. Often animals are crushed between ice floes. Their pups may
become churned to pieces in the stormy seas which relentlessly break against a rocky coast
or jagged ice formations.

The Greenland seal or harp seal,36S was the most important one to the economy in
the Northern Hemisphere, because it was most numerous. A typical ocean seal it can grow
to two meters in length and weigh up to 180 kilograms. Its color is gray- white with a
yellowish tinge and with diverse large, dark spots. The name itself, saddle seal, is derived
from the characteristic large black spot shaped like a horse’s saddle across the back of the
older animals.
There are three different stocks of Greenland seal, one located in the White Sea, a
second north of Newfoundland, and a third around Jan Mayen.366 The Greenland seal
gives birth at these three locations at different times in the above order within a time frame
ranging from late February to the beginning of April. In the past sealers harvested these
big-eyed, fluffy, one week old pups, called “whitecoates,” by the thousands on the
whelping grounds on the ice.
Occasionally Greenland seals migrate north to Svalbard in the summer. Following
the whelping season, hunters have observed large groups of adults and younger seals
swimming in the ocean or resting on the ice in Svalbard waters up to a latitude of 80
degrees North. In the fall, they migrate southward.

365 Phoca groenlandica.
3(6 Ingstad, 57.
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Also migratory, and hunted by the sealers in great numbers for their fur, is the
somewhat larger, 2.5 meter - long, the hooded seal.367 This 450 kilogram sea mammal
feeds on cod, Norway haddock, salmon, and halibut368 The males are easily recognized by
their expandable skin air bags on the nose. This species also tends to congregate in large
numbers during the whelping season on the ice around Jan Mayen. The sealers called their
offspring “bluebacks” before they shed their baby coat This seal appears occasionally
outside West Spitsbergen when the drifting ice is at a peak and also in the ocean farther
south.
The bearded seal,369 about three meters long, is the largest of these North Atlantic
seals. It is grayish blue in color, and weighs up to 900 kilograms. Bearded seals are
common on the ice floes around Svalbard but seldom come ashore. During the summer
they often reside where the large glaciers merge with the sea. In the fall and winter they
stay mostly in the fiords, where they make their breathing holes in the ice. Generally they
feed off the seafloor on crustaceans and mollusks.
The ringed seal370 grows a little more than one meter in length, and weighs up to
120 kilograms. It has a dark- gray coat with lighter rings and round spots. It is found in
great numbers in the coastal areas, and can be observed in the spring as “small black spots
evenly distributed on the ice as far as the eye can reach.”371 During the summer, adult
ringed seals flock around the edges of the drifting ice while the young remain closer to
shore. In the winter, they stay in the fiords where their breathing holes appear in the ice.
Their diet includes polar cod and crayfish. Polar bears which congregate in the fiord
regions hunt pups which are bom in snow caves on the ice in the beginning of April.

347 Cystophora cristata.
368Ingstad,1948.
369 Erignatus barbatus.
370 Pusa hispida.
371 Ingstad 1948,59.
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Around Svalbard’s Vorland Islands resides the harbor seal,372 a gray or yellowishwhite seal with dark spots. It measures less than two meters 373in length and weighs up to
120 kilograms. It is quite like the ringed seal and shares a fish diet. It prefers land,
however, more over drift ice.

Seal Whelping, “Seal Weddings,” and the Mass Slaughter
Allen observed the Greenland seals during the whelping season in the Spitsbergen
Sea by the hundreds of thousands. He wrote that, “ the Greenland seal (Harp seal) may be
seen literally covering the frozen waste as far as the eye can reach with the aid of a
telescope from “the crow’s nest” at the main-royal masthead, and have, on such occasions,
been calculated to number upwards of half a million of males and females.”374
The English called such herds “seal -weddings” or “seal-meadows,” according to the
memoir of Moritz Lindeman37S in the late 1870s. Others have described seal hunting in the
Jan Mayen seas as thus: ‘The district of the seal-hunt, if we may so term the butchery of
the most patient and submissive of animals, embraces the immensely large area of 6,000 to
8,000 square miles, and though called coast is really no coast, but sea and ice-fields. In this
area one comes upon immense herds of seals.”376
The Norwegians have hunted seals since the middle ages. Aside from the above
described ice fields, the most important hunting areas have been the White Sea, the east
coast of Greenland, the Greenland Strait, and the Newfoundland region.

372 Phoca vitulina.
373 Det Norske Svalbard Selskap, Svalbard vart Nordligste Norge (Oslo: Forlaget Det Bestc. 1984), 128.
374 Allen, 546.
375 Ibid.
376 Ibid., 541.
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The Growing Seal Industry
The location of the greatest slaughter occurring over the past three centuries has
been fixed to a small area on the meridian of Greenwich, between 72 degrees and 73
degrees North latitude, about 200 miles northeast of Jan Mayen. In this limited district
hunters took about 200,000 seals annually. German vessels sailed north from ports on the
Weser as early as the 1720s. Forty years later nineteen sailing vessels went north from
Hamburg and returned with a catch o f some 44,722 seals. About a hundred years later the
records show that in 1868 five German, five Danish, twenty-two British, and fifteen
Norwegian ships hunted in these waters. The Norwegians returned with the biggest catch
of more than 60,000 seals. These ships caught a total of about 136,750 seals.Sealers took
another 100,000 in Greenland during the same season.377 By this time the steamship had
made its debut, and it slowly replaced the sailing ships during the next decades. The latter,
however, apparently managed better in screw ice. Seal hunting ships, most often averaging
about 150 tons in size, set sail in the early spring.
During the summers the smaller Norwegian vessels navigating north towards the
Svalbard Archipelago also found seal hunting of some value. (Fig. Fig. 3.94).378Local seal
hunting on Svalbard was important to the expedition members (Fig. 3.95)379 and to over
wintering trappers as well. At times, seal meat was on the trappers’ menu, although it
mostly was used for dog food and as polar bear bait in gunshot traps. (Fig. 3.96).380 381
The commercial importance of larger seal hunts was based on the oil, which was used for
illumination and other purposes, like the lubrication of machinery. During the nineteenth
century the skins were nearly as valuable as the oil. From early times onward, the skins
377 Allen 1880,500.
378 Lamont, 1861.
379 von Payer,1874.
380 From Cambridge University Museum of Archeology and Anthropology, England.
381 Ibid.
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were used for covering trunks, the manufacture of knapsacks, and as leather of superior
quality at a modest price.

“Over All!” and Quick Hands
Quick decision-making made for a successful hunt The commander, peering
through his spyglass from the crow’s-nest first discovered the herd of seals. He shouted
the order, “Over all!” The crew got ready for the slaughter by putting on their work suits.
Skinning knives were stuck into the leather belts around their waists. Each man provided
himself with ropes and a seal club, a strong stick with an attached iron point, a hammer,
and a hook. The boats were lowered, and the men hurried into them. With rowdy
excitement, they were off on the ice and the killing of the seals began.
The crew had to be constantly quick handed. Five to six hundred seals could be
killed in a day by a crew of a ship of 180 tons. This involved risks, as the men often had to
leap from one ice floe to another to catch the animals.
Removing the fat without injuring the skins was an art in itself, and the final value
of the skins depended on the perfection of this process. Officers on board often did this
job. Following an old Dutch custom, “they stand in a row to take ‘a little’ and occasionally
divert themselves with a song.”382 They fastened the skins by hooks to a wooden frame,
and quickly removed the fat and threw it into tubs. The coopers then packed the fat in casks
or iron tanks in the lower or middle holds of the vessel. If there was mostly open water, the
men hunted the seal pups from a rowboat and stacked them into it, to be skinned later
aboard the mother ships.

3SCAllen 1880,542.
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Searching for “Her Pup” in a Stack of Carcasses
The frenzied brutality o f these operations was observed by a participant in one of
these sealing crews as follows:
During this time hundreds of old seals were popping up their heads in the small lakes of
water and holes among the ice, anxiously looking for their young. Occasionally, one would hurry
across a pan in search of the snow-white darling she had left, and which 383she could not recognize
in the bloody and broken carcass, stripped of its warm covering, that alone remained of i t 384

Another observation from the same voice:
After dark we left the lake and got jammed in a field of ice, with the wind blowing strong
from the north west The watch was employed in skinning those seals which were brought on
board whole, and throwing away the carcass... When piled in a heap together the young seals
looked like so many lambs, and when occasionally, from out of the bloody and dirty mass of
carcasses, one poor wretch still alive would lift up its face and begin to flounder about, I could
stand it no longer; and arming myself with a hand spike, I proceeded to knock on the head and put
out their misery all in whom I saw signs of life...38s

The vessels employed in the sealing business were “pounded off in the hold,” or
divided into small compartments, to protect the pelts from injury by friction as well as to
prevent the cargo from shifting. The pelts were allowed to cool thoroughly before they
were stowed and were packed “hair to fat” to prevent the fat “from running.”

The Uncertainties of Profit and How It was Divided
During the nineteenth century the general rule was that the owners of the sealing
vessels supplied all the boats, sealing gear, powder, shot, and provisions, and this
arrangement entitled them to one-half of the seals; the crew was entitled to the other half. In

3MIbid., 537.
385 Ibid., 538.
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steamships the owners funded everything required for the seal hunting voyage and received
two-thirds of the value of the seals; the men shared the other third.
Most accounts of the seal fishery refer to the uncertainties of the catch because o f
circumstances beyond the control of the sealers. A good trip was considered a matter of
chance rather than of foresight or judicious management on the part of the master of the
vessel. This uncertainty arose mainly from the unstable character of the ice floes which
vary in their course with the prevailing direction of the winds and ocean currents. Although
the seals congregated annually on the ice fields o f the same general region and brought
forth their young with surprising regularity with regard to season, the exact locations for
these occurrences varied constantly. Likewise, the course of the vessel was greatly at the
mercy of the elements or under the control of unforeseen circumstances.386 ( Figs. 3.97.
3.98. 3.99, 3.100, 3.101).387
Hence, the sealing industry had to deal with its losses as, for instance, during the
spring of 1774, when 600 seamen perished and five ships went down in a terrible storm
during the sealing operation in the ice fields south of Svalbard and east of the island of Jan
Mayen.Captain Scoresby told about this tragedy as follows:
Fifty-four ships, chiefly Hamburgers, were that year fitted out for seal fishery
alone, from foreign ports. Most of these, with several English ships,had in the
spring of the year, met together on the borders of the ice, about sixty miles to
the eastward of the island of Jan Mayen. On the 29th of March, when the
weather was moderate, the whole fleet penetrated within some streams of ice, and
sent out their boats in search for seal. While thus engaged a dreadful storm
suddenly arose. So sudden and furious, indeed, was the commencement, and so
tremendous and lasting the continuance, that almost all the people who were at a
distance from their ships perished.” .388

386 Allen 1880,544.
387Medinaceli de Bugue, Once anas Despeues. Expedition Artica en el Verano de 1921. (Madrid; Tallered
“Voluntad” Serrano 48,1929), watercolor illustrations.
388 Scoresby 1820, 544.
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The Seal Versus the Fish Populations
Seals feed generally on fish, although some of the species are believed to subsist
mainly upon mollusks and especially upon crustaceans. Other species, for example the
Greenland, the hooded, and the harbor seal, are known to live almost exclusively on fish.
The Greenland seal was considered instrumental in the depletion of the stock of codfish in
Newfoundland in the 1880s according to the writings of J.A. Allen at the Museum of
Comparative Zoology in Washington D.C.:
. . . not less than three million to four million of seals annually congregate around the
island of New Newfoundland, remaining there for a period of not less than one hundred and twenty
days, Allowing that each seal consumes only one codfish a day, they would each destroy during
this interval not less than a quintal of fish, making in the aggregate some three million to four
millions of quintals of codfish killed by seals during about one third of the year. Startling as this
may seem, it is unquestioningly a low estimate. Indeed, the destruction of these fish by seal ia
believed to account, in part at le, for the “ short catch” of the codfish at the various fishing stations
around the island.389

One may assume that the fish- eating seal population affected the life cycle of forty
different fish species in the ocean of the Svalbard Archipelago, where the polar cod,390and
the capelan 391are dominant In the inland waters and rivers, red char, weighing from four
to eight pounds can be caught.
Of particular interest for the seasonal summer fishery was the white beluga which
could sprawl in the fiords and bays in great numbers. (Fig. 3.102)392 Commercial interests
as well as sportsmen harvested the arctic shark.(Figs. 3.103, 3.04. 3.05)393

3® Allen 1880,486.
390 Boreogadus saida.

391 Mallotus villosus.
392 Scoresby, 1820.
393 Klinckowstrpm,. 1890.
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The Polar Bear
We came across more and more bear tracks. The evenly spaced marks o f their paws lead in
winding lines between the hills o f snow, all o f them coming from the sea and going down the
fiord. We are in the middle o f the bear kingdom. All myfear o f bears has vanished. As in a dream I
go on through the splendid strange world.
How quiet it is here. The sun shines on a soundless scene. The magical hues o f the soft
shadows glow deeply. Everything belongs together here, even the bear tracks in the deep snow,
which show with what peace o f mind the animals have gone on their way. Everything breathes the
same serenity. It is as though a current o f the most holy and perfect peace were streaming through
all the landscape.
I feel that I am close to the essence o f all nature. I can see its paths interlacing and still
running alongside each other in accordance with eternal laws. I divine the ultimate salvation before
which all human reasoning dissolves into nothing. (Ritter 19).

The majestic dignity and nobility o f the polar bear is one of Fridtjof Nansen’s
favorite subjects in his many pen and ink drawings from the Arctic. (See Fig. 1.18). The
old nordic sagas trace the history of the polar bear as far back as AD 880 in the story of the
Norwegian Ingemund, who was one of the first homesteaders on Iceland. He brought back
a couple of polar bears to the Viking King, Harald Harfagre, who in gratitude gave
Ingemund a ship loaded with house timber in return.394 Since then, polar bears alive or
solely in the form of its luscious fur have been considered the most precious of gifts,
applauded by European emperors, kings, and the ecclesiastical order alike. (Fig. 3.106)395
(Fig. 3 .1 0 7 ).396
The polar bear397 appears where the pack ice drifts seasonally toward the coast with
winds and ocean currents. (Fig. 3 .108)398 (3 .109)3" The East Spitsbergen current, which
394 Ingstad 1948,226.
395 Smith, 1875.
396Old Norwegian Svalbard stamp, from collection Funken Hotel, Longyearbyen 1996.
397 Ursus maritimus
398de Bugue, 1921.
399 J. Holmboe. Oil Painting from 1908.The Polar Museum’s collection, Troms0 , Norway.
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comes around the southern tip of the island and continues up along its western coast, often
brings a considerable amount of ice in its wake, slowly packing it into the southern fiords
where the ice soon joins the shorelines. Thus the southwestern parts of Spitsbergen, the
regions located on Sprkapp and around the fiord of Homsund and today national parks on
the islands, once belonged among the more favored hunting grounds for bears.
Temperature, ocean currents, weather, and wind affected ice conditions and
therefore the whereabouts of the bear. It was quite common for polar bears to trek across
the land from one fiord to another. Furthermore, since the bears’ presence was conditioned
by the pack ice joining the mainland, hunting shifted from one season to another, tipping
from one trapper’s hunting territory into that of his neighbor’s. Due to ice conditions, some
of these areas at times became inaccessible to hunters. The hunt was also seasonal, since
the bear’s winter coat was only considered good for harvesting from November until April.
(Fig. 3.110)400
‘T o what degree have the prices of the various hunting products influenced the
choice of hunting regions?” asked Gustav Rossnes.401 in his study Norwegian

subsistence overwinterings on Svalbard 1895-1940. Surprisingly enough, the more
specialized polar bear hunt accounted for only about twentyfive percent of the value of all
the take from the hunting and gathering on the Svalbard archipelago before World War I
(1914), and for only fifteen percent o f the overall catch between World War 1and World
Warl 1 (time period from 1918 to 1940).

400 du Bugue, 1929.
401 Rossnes 1993, 17.
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The Old Dutch Bear Encounters
Willem Barents vividly described his first encounter with a polar bear and how he
finally killed it (See fig. I.9)402
The 12th of June[l596] in the morning, we saw a white beare, which wee rowed after with
our boate, thinking to cast a roape about her necke: but when we were neare her shee was so great
that we durst not doe it, but rowed backe again to our shippe to fech more and our armcs, and so
made to her againe with muskets, hargunushes, halbertes, and hachets, John Comellysons men
comming also with their boate to helpe us. And so being well furnished of men and weapons, wee
rowed with both our boates unto the beare, and fought with her while foure glasses were runne out
( two hours), for our weapons could doe her little hurt; and amongst the rest of the blowes that we
gave her, one of our men stroke her into the backe with an axe, which struck fast in her backe, and
yet she swomme away with it; but we rowed after her. and at last wee cut her head in sunder with
an axe. wherewith she dyed; and then we brough her into John Comellysons shippe, where wee
flead her, and found her skinne to be twelve foote long: which done, we eate some of her flesh; but
wee brookt it not well. This island wee called the Beare Island.403

In his journal from the Dutch over- wintering in Smeerenburg in 1634 Captain
Jacob van der Brugge wrote in detail about bear hunts and how to dress out the animal. He
described observing bears in large numbers, “ like cattle in the fields.” The seven Dutch
whalers killed some thirty bears during their winter on Amsterdam Island. (Fig. 3.111)404
entry in his journal reads as follows:
On the 23"1, a stiff breeze from the N. At night, with the sun in the N., we got a bear,
which, after, after having received three shots on the shore, betook himself to the water. We rowed
after him with the shallop; after a long chase, and having received various other shots and lancethrusts, he died in the water. We towed him to land, and hauled him up on shore with the capstan,
skinning him at once, and placing the fat and skin in a safe place.405

402 Gerrit de Veer, 1598.
MDRoar Aarbakken,“Naturvemy k Svalbard”Ottar no. 110-11-112 (April 1979): 111.
404 van der Brugge, Hakleyt Society 1635.
405 van der Brugge 1664,162.
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The existing naivete of the time, regarding both the arctic environment and
mamallian reproduction, is revealed by a passage from Captain van der Brugge’s 1634
journal. He questioned whether polar bear cubs actually existed in uteri, or if they came
about by the female bear’s licking, as it was often described in the imagery of the ancient
bestiaries. He wrote: “Several female bears have been entirely cut open by us in order to
find any unborn young, but we have never done so; moreover, it is written that bears are
delivered of a piece of flesh, being licked after nine days by the mother, takes the form of a
bear.”406

Man Versus the “ King of the Arctic”
Polar bear attacks and human retaliation, were among the most popular rudimentary
visual images from Spitsbergen. (3.112)407 Some of the earliest portrayals come from
Gerrit de Veer’s travel logs, kept during his journeys in the Svalbard waters in 1596. (Fig.
3.113). This particular scene shows the hero, armed with a gun, firing at a bear, which is
devouring a member of the crew. Another sailor seems to be running off after a narrow
escape. In another of de Veer’s illustrations (Fig.3.114)408 the boating party seems totally
oblivious to the presence of the polar bear in the aft which is gracefully wringed by the
neck by one of the attendants. The Dutch artist van der Laan had obviously never seen a
polar bear himself. (Fig.3.115)409 Improvisation was typical when it came to reproducing
the unknown at this time. Van der Laan’s dramatic portrayal of a Dutch whaling crew
killing a bear presents the animal as an oversized yogi bear, although the surrounding arctic
scenery, including the struggling men, is realistically and beautifully portrayed in this
engraving.

406 Ibid.,163.
407 Sjef van Dongen, Mijn Leven in Het Nordpoolgebied (Amsterdam:Schelten & Giltay, 1924).
408 Gerrit de Veer, 1598.
409 Ingalls, 1987.
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Tetroe’s painting, The Man under the Bear, (Rg. 3.116)410 now hanging in the
Dutch Zaanland Museum at Zandijk, realistically portrays the fear on the sailor’s face as a
polar bear attacks him. It shows as well an agitated crew of fellow whalers in a shallop in
the background, but no one has come to his rescue quite yet. Another seventeenth century
Dutch painting by Abraham Hondius from the Rtzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, shows
a whaler on the ice pack and portrays his near escape from a polar bear attack. In this
dramatic version, three comrades have heroically come to the victim’s
aid.(Rg.3.117).411412

Ahead: 480 Miles of Open Water, 8 Men and 1 Rowboat
A bear hunt with an unusual ending is the survival story of the Norwegian
skipper Kulstad and his crew of eight men who became lost in Svalbard waters in the
1880s.4l3They had killed twenty- two bears on land when the fog set in and “they shouted,
fired signal shots and rowed out to sea and rowed all around,” in their efforts to locate the
mothership where some of the crew had been left on board. In the end the sailors and their
captain had become so bewildered in the fog that they lost ’’the islands themselves.”A
couple of days later, with their shallop loaded with bear meat and a small keg of water, they
set out to row back to Norway across 480 miles of open water. Eight days later, they were
within twelve miles of the the Norwegian coast when, totally exhausted, frostbitten, and
weak from hunger and hypothermia, they were picked up by another ship. Most
disconcerting to the eight hunters was the discovery that their own sloop was now moored
in the harbor of HammerfesL Three sailors who had come to the rescue of the two

4I0Conway, 1906.
•“ '.Ibid.
412 This composition carries a remarkable resemblance to Francisco dc Goya’s painting from 1814, titled

.

Third, o f May 1808
Lamont, 1861.

413
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remaining mates found aboard in a drunken stupor had helped navigate the vessel back to
Norway, andthey had arrived ahead of the lost hunting party.

The New Bear Imagery.
The polar bear images became more realistic during the nineteenth century when
international scientific exploration of the archipelago reached its height. The Austrian Julius
von Payer described several bear encounters involving dogs during the Tegetthoff
expedition’s over winterings. (Figs. 3.118, 3.119).414 The outcome of the chase however,
is still undetermined in his imagery, as if man and bear were presented as equals in a harsh
arctic enviroment. An illustration from Torell and Nordenski0ld’s Swedish expedition of
1869 (Fig. 3.120) portrays the polar bears not as prey or an aggressive nuisance, but as
rather playful animals. An English engraving from 1876 presents the bears as animals in
their own rights—somber with a rather majestic aura. (Fig. 3 .121).41S Success is equated
with an illustration from the British James Lamont’s Svalbard adventure of 1861. (Fig.
3 .122).416 Two armed gentlemen with a crew of hunters left in their shadow, are
portrayedin a heroic posture as they survey their kill, a dead she-bear with two frenzied,
helpless cubs growling on top of her lifeless, but warm body. An image from the
Nordenski0ld expedition from the same time period depicts the prowling polar bear as a
well known nuisance around the primitive human establishments on the islands.(Fig.
3.123).417
The polar bears appeared occasionally in great numbers as reported for example in
the seventeenth century by van der Brugge, observed feeding on tons of whale meat left in
the ice after the whalers had parted.The large scale seal industry that followed during the

414 von Payer, 1874.
415 Wells and John, 1876.

4I* Lamont 1861, 129.
Det Store Norske Kullkompani’s collection, Longyearbyen, 1996.

417 From
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during the nineteenth century integrated the arctic ecology as well. The bears became again
the scavengers, devouring mounds of seal meat, or the “krang”left behind. An example
reaffirming the occasioal abundant congregation of bears may be found in a Tromso
newspaper clipping of 1910, reporting that a Svalbard expedition of six men had returned
with a season’s catch of ninety- four polar bears.418 Twenty seven of these animals had
been shot on the very first day of hunting.
The Svalbard population of polar bears was officially protected by law in 1972.
Today, some 2,000 polar bears still roam the archipelago. The most recent research,
however, shows that these animals are still endangered because chemical pollutants have
contaminated their food chain and therefore, the bears.419
A changing attitude is revealed for example in the many more recent bear
illustration as the Svalbard polar bear, today protected by law is free to roam in its own
environment The dramatic nineteenth century depictions of fights between bear and man
have been replaced by a more peaceful version. This very simple twentieth century
German line drawing is equally cartoonlike in its presentation as the bear images at the time
of Willem Barents, although here the polar bears appear as rugged boulders peacefully
integrated in their own space (Fig. 3 .125)420. Omar Andreen’s delightful contemporary
drawing of a sleeping polar bear proves as well that the polar bear images have changed
radically over time (Fig. 3.126)421. Seen in a historical perspective these images indicate
perhaps more than any other arctic animal portrayal, how the twentieth century ‘s mores
and values have altered our perception of man versus his environment.

418 Rossnes 1994,34.
419 Thor Larsen, zoologogist and Svalbard polar bear expert from

the Norwegian Polar Institute; public
lecture Teyen Museum, Oslo. January 1996.
420 Roth, Berger and Zedlitz, 1902.
421 Omar Andreen. Drawing from the 1990s.Courtesy of the artist.
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The Reindeer
Their grayish brown coat merges with the rocks and the barren ridges and I do not come
awareofthem before they are right next to me. All o f a sudden they appear as if they by magic
came out o f the mountain. There arefive wild reindeer in all, so delightfully small and
unassuming, and still with an aura o f the windblown and weather worn. Two exuberant woolly
coated calves with gangly legs playfully trit trot around the adults.
The animals are standing there and stare in great bewilderment. I do not stir and they come
closer in a funny sautering trot, with grace in every movement. They stop , twenty meters away,
and stare again. Suddenly they pivot around, run fo r life fo r a short distance, before they calmly
start grazing again as i f I never existedfIngstad, 243.)422

Svalbard reindeer, the world’s smallest and perhaps hardiest reindeer, (Figs. 3.127
and 3.128) 423 counted as more than a cash crop in the trappers’ economy. The first thing
trappers did upon arrival was to hunt reindeer since the meat, with its thick fat layer, was
an excellent food source. The meat was often prepared in the same way as salted lamb,
while the fat was used as bacon. The reindeer hunt was interrupted by poor visibility
during the dark months from November until February. If their pastures stayed free of a
glazing ice cover during the winter, the reindeer would generally remain in goodcondition
until April.424 In 1925 the Svalbard reindeer was declared a protected species.
Helge Ingstad has reported that some of the reindeer killed on the island bore
owners’ markings on antlers and ears. Norwegian skippers verified this during the
nineteenth century.425 In 1912 a reindeer bull was shot in Sassendalen which had markings
on his ears and a bird’s foot tied to his antlers. This form of marking was a custom among
the Samoyeds who practiced reindeer herding on Novaya Zemlya. According to Ingstad,
the animals could migrate to the Svalbard Archipelago, probably during the spring when
422 (Translation by TD.)
423 Lamont 1861, 261.
424 Rossnes, 1993.
425 Ingstad, 239.
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the drifting ice is tightly packed. The reindeer travel to the high inland country of the
islands during the winter. They range over vast areas to forage. Their worst survival
conditions occur when the moss is totally covered by a hard layer of ice. This may happen
when mild weather is followed by heavy cold. This means starvation for the Svalbard
reindeer unless it can move freely into a different habitat
The reindeer’s thick pelage with its dense undercoat lined with a layer of underhair,
turns almost white in winter. The color of its summer coat is the same dark brown as the
Norwegian reindeer and is sometimes speckled with white. The coat is shed after the
calving season in the months of June and July. The bulls’ antlers are fully grown by fall,
ready for the constant battles that take place during the mating season in October. (Fig.
3.131) (Fig. 3.132).
Svalbard reindeer are not plagued by insect predators such as the nasal larvae and
the gadfly, which reindeer elsewhere have under the hide. Their Svalbard existence is free
of predators except for man. Nordenski0ld estimated that more than 3,000 animals were
killed annually in 1868,1869, and 1870. The reindeer appeared to be abundant in spite of
the heavy toll hunters took until the turn o f the twentieth century. (Fig. 3 .129)426 (Fig.
3.130) 427 The population was in total decline before Norwegian law protected the animals
in 1925. A crisis occurred during World War 11, when feral sled dogs killed them in great
numbers. Bounties were given for the pelt of these escapees from the Russian kennels, and
the problem resolved itself with time.
Ingstad emphasizes that “Svalbard reindeer live on the edge of what animals can
endure, with a physique accurately tuned to the Northern environment. They have that
peculiar vitality characteristic of all arctic life forms, Eskimos, polar dogs, polar fox, wolf
43SSmith,1870.
®N. Duner, A J . Malmgren, A.E. Nordenski0 ld, A Qvennerstedt, Svenska Expeditioner til Spetsbergen och
Jan Mayen Utfprda under Aren 1863 och 1864. ( Stockholm: P.A. Norstedt & S0ner,1867).
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and bear. They can starve for a long time without serious deficiencies and recover instantly
as soon as they receive food again.” 428 (Fig. 3.131)429
Through the history of the islands Svalbard reindeer certainly turned near tragedy
into survival in many cases.(Fig.3.132)430 Their meat improved the whalers’ diet;
itprevented scurvy among the trappers, and many lost parties have time and again depended
on their meat for survival. (Fig. 3.32)431 (Fig. 3.133)432.

The Imported Musk Oxen and Hare
More recent additions to the Svalbard wildlife population were the musk oxen and
hare introduced on the islands. Seventeen musk ox calves were released on Svalbard in
1929. Their numbers had increased to about fifty by the late 1950s. Today, however, there
are few if any survivors due to competition with the reindeer for pasture, illegal hunting
during the war years, and predation by feral dogs. The hares transplanted from Greenland
and northern Norway in the 1930s experienced a brief population growth before they
disappeared entirely some thirty years later.

Birds
The strange weathered mountain with the many shelves and piles o f rocks under foot is
like a skyscraper with a multitude o f apartments. Below in the pile o f stones live the dovekie
(Plautus alle). I catch sight of a puffin (Fratercula arctica) a bitfarther up the mountain. Then
comes some almost vertical crevasses where black legged kittiwakes (Rissa tridactyla) are sitting
closely together. Horizontal shelves are stretching above them in either direction, and here the
building's real owners are living, the razor bills (Alga torda )which are in overwhelming majority.
But hey are certainly not any example fo r the tenants when it comes to keep the peace o f the house
428 Ingstad

1948,245 (Translation by TD.)
429Wemer Werenskiold, 1923.
430 Nordenski0 ld and Torell, 1869.
^'Conway, 1897.
43*IbicL
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and a civilized profile; they gossip,they steal eggsfrom each other, they fight so the feathers are
flying, and at times one is pushed over the cliff. (lngstad,33l) .433

Birds nest by the hundreds of thousands every year in the Svalbard Archipelago,
the location of the largest bird colony in the North Atlantic. (Fig. 3 .134)434 This extremely
nutritious marine environment attracts some ninety species of birds to the islands every
summer, thirty-six o f which nest there.(Fig. 3.135)435 Most common are the fulmars, (Fig.
3.136)436 auks, (Fig. 3.137)437(Fig. 3.138))438(Fig. 3.139®9and the kittiwakes.(Fig
3.140)440 (Fig. 3.141)441 (Fig.

the ptarmigan(3.143)443 remains in the

archipelago year-round. The snow sparrow is the only other land bird.
In foxtraps, birds such as the arctic guillemot 444(3.144)44S and the tiny dovekie
were used as bait The ptarmigan446 was a much- hunted bird both winter and summer and
an important part of the trappers’ diet
The northern fulmar447, which resembles the gull, is recognized by its stiff- winged
flight as it cruises to and fro just above the crests of the waves. (3.145)448 The bird is
characteristically thick necked and has a hooked beak. Two color variations, combining
various shades of gray with white, is characteristic of this extremely hardy species which is
at home in Antarctica as well. In the spring, the birds return from the sea and seek their

433 (Translation by TD)
434 Iakovlev, 1964.

43sWells and Jon 1876,
436 Nansen 1920.
437 Nordensktold Torell, 1869
438 Heuglin 1872.
439 deBugue 1921
“ Tbid..
•“ ‘Ibid..
442 Ibid
443HeugIin 1872..
444 Uria lomvia
“ 5Nathorst, 1900.
446 Lagopus mutus hyperboreus.
447 Fulmarus glacialis.
448 Iakovlev, 1964.
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nesting places along the coast On Spitsbergen the coastal cliff sides, ranging in elevation
up to 3,000 feet serve as hatching places as the birds return by the thousands. The fulmar
may live to be thirty to fifty years old449 and does not reach reproductive age until it is from
six to twelve years old. It lays only one egg per season, usually exposed on the rocks and
guarded alternately by each mate. The birds’ offspring gain weight extremely rapidly,
weighing as much as an adult at the age of three weeks. By seven weeks, a fulmar is
considered fully grown and is dropped from the cliff into the ocean, where it must fend for
itself with the help of its extra layers of fat After awhile, the bird becomes light enough to
fly and is off on its own. The young, floating around on the ocean, were considered a food
source in the Faroe Islands 450 where they also served as fuel for oil burners. Known for
its foul smelling spit used in its defense, the fulmar was hunted as emergency food through
arctic history by trappers and explorers alike.Whalers and sealers considered the fulmar a
nuisance because they flocked by the thousands around the ships, contaminating the human
domain on board. According to Friederich Martens’ accounts from this era, the crews
harvested the birds at times with nets and threw them into the try-works.
Captain Scoresby described the fulmar as the constant companion of the whale
fisher. “It joins his ship immediately on passing the Shetland Islands and accompanies it
through the trackless ocean to the highest accessible latitudes. It keeps an eager watch for
anything thrown over-board.”451
The fulmar were especially fond of the fat of the whale and appeared as soon as the
flensing began. Scoresby wrote:
Though few should be seen when a whale is about being captured, yet, as soon as the
flensing process commences, they rush in from all quarters, and frequently accumulate to many
449 Rob Barrett,”Havhesten” Ottar no 110-11 l- l 12 (April 1979):66-73.
450 For instance in 1935 100,000 fulmars were harvested in the Faroe Islands. This

type of harvest came to a
halt, since the fulmar population was infected with psittakose. a disease also dangerous to man.
451 Scoresby 1820, 528.
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thousands in number. They then occupy the greasy track of the ship; and, being audaciously
greedy, fearlessly advance within a few yards of the men employed in cutting up the whale. If,
indeed, the fragments of fat do not float sufficiently away, they approach so near the scene of
operations, that they are knocked down with boat-hooks, in great numbers, and sometimes taken
up by the hand The sea immediately about the ship’s stem, is sometimes so completely covered
with them, that a stone can scarcely be thrown overboard, without striking one of them.4S2

The collection of goose down and eggs was an important part of the hunter and
trapper economy in the spring after the fur harvest had ended and before the first boat
arrived. The eider duck4S3 hatches its young mainly on the islets and islands around the
coast, from mid -June until the first weeks of July.(3.146)454 During the spring a crew of
men rowed along the rugged coastline out to inlets and islands, went ashore, and climbed
up the steep slopes among the crowded nesting places to collect down. (3.147)4SS The
down, which carried an extra cargo of debris like twigs and dirt, was dried on the beach
and hand- cleaned before i sacked and brought to the Nordic bargaining tables to be sold by
the hundreds o f pounds as a much- favored material for featherbeds and pillows.

The Arctic Fox
A frequent visitor in the northern rookeries is the arctic fox.(Fig. 3 .148)4S6 They
prey on adult birds and their young and steal the eggs of ducks, geese, shore birds,
ptarmigan, and even smaller passerines. The foxes are known to carry the stolen eggs for
quite a distance and stash them away as a future food supply. The male helps as a provider
during the whelping seasons that occur in late May or early June, a time when the Svalbard
rookeries are settling in with thousands of migrating birds.

452 Ibid.,

530.
43 Somateria mollisisma.
454 Heuglin, 1872.
455 Nordeski0 ld and Torell 1869.
456 Sverdrup 1929.
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The arctic fox (Fig. 3 .1494S7has a prolific reproduction potential, with average
litters of ten, some of as many as twenty- five pups are known.458 Omnivorous and born
for travel, the arctic foxes cover distances up to 1,000 miles within a season in search for
food. Arctic foxes have been observed within twenty-five miles of the geographic North
Pole. Their sense of smell is extraordinary, and experience has shown that they can locate
food hidden under as much as seven feet of ice. Some follow the track of the polar bears
and eat their leftover carrion. The tracking ability of a fox helps it to locate the lairs of
ringed seals on the ice pack where the seal pups are bom and hidden during their first
weeks in the early spring. Foxes breed at this time and give birth while the snow is melting
and the migrating birds are on their way north. A fox- den is used for many years, with
new entries and tunnels added or expanded every season. In the fall, as soon as the young
are raised, foxes tend to move on and find shelter only in temporary lairs. They are known
to raise their own metabolism to the point that they can comfortably withstand the worst of
winter, with air temperatures down to 60 degrees below zero F. A fox’s adaptability and
convergence of fatty tissue make it possible for it to survive with little food for weeks.
They also stash food away to eat later during the winter.
On Svalbard there are both blue and white coated foxes from the same litters.
Although they seem to have divided the archipelago between themselves according to
where their pelage color gives them the best protection as predators either among the rocks
or on the pack ice, the blue -colored fox is in minority.459 Trappers for many centuries
hunted the arctic fox, and their furs provided a steady income compared to the larger, but
more unpredictable sources of game. Norwegian trappers on Spitsbergen refrained from
using sled dogs, because they believed these scared away the foxes. Among others, van

457D’Aunet 1867. Francois-Auguste Biard eengraving 1839.
458Larry S. Underwood, “Outfoxing the Arctic Cold” Natural History 92 nol2 ( Dec. 1983):38-46.
459 Ingstad 1948, 251.
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der Brugge and his group of over-wintering Dutch men considered the arctic fox a source
of fresh meat In fact, the Smeerenburg crew caught the foxes alive, fed them, and kept
them as an emergency food supply in their loft. Van der Brugge explained this in his
journal entry of March 12, 1634 as follows:
On the 12th, wind and weather as before; during the past twenty-four hours we have given
chase to various troops of bears, but have captured none. The dog belonging to the Delft Chamber
had a large strip of skin tom away from his hind leg near the belly by a bear; we are very grieved at
it, as they rendered us much service. In the evening the wind veered more to the south, with an
overcast sky and milder weather. We caught many foxes daily, by making snares around the dead
bears, from which the foxes got their food; this causing us diversion, we made prisoners of the
same, and have a number in the loft, in order to consume some of their fat, and also in order that
we may not be without resources when the bay opens, or any illness sets in.460

Lubbock’s authentic story about a cabin boy left temporarily behind by the crew
from a British whaling ship to watch their polar bear kill on the ice, proves the
perseverance of this animal. The whalers, who had returned to the mother ship to fetch
some necessary items, were delayed by a sudden change of weather. The young boy, who
had become extremely cold in the meanwhile, remembered stories from the Russian
cavalries in which men had survived defeat at the front lines during the severe cold by
killing their horses and crawling inside the body cavities. He opened up the dead polar
bear, cleaned out the guts, and crawled into the warm cavity' where he fell asleep
immediately. He awoke suddenly and discovered a huge hole chewed through the rib cage
of the carcass and found himself surrounded by a group of arctic foxes gnawing on and
tearing away at the dead bear. Sensing that he might be in line as their next meal, he
escaped quickly from his hideaway, and the returning crew of sailors soon after rescued
him.(3.153)

460 van der Brugge 1634 (Hakluyt Society 1902.), 145.
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PART IV —CONCLUSION
Summary
With the Vietnam memorial fo r example, the people in charge didn ’t understand why it
had to be black or why the names o f the dead had to be in chronological order. They assumed it
would be alphabetically arranged because that’s how things are usually done in a bureaucracy. To
convince them otherwise, I had to get out the list o f American soldiers killed and show not only
how many Smiths there were but how cold that kind o f listing was. Finally, I said: “People don’t
die in alphabetical order so why would you possibly want to list them that way? ” (Maya Lin,
Interview, Art in America Sept. 1991).

Few artists have the privilege of formally addressing the central social and political
issues of their own times. Yet the young American architect Maya Lin has done this thrice,
in her Vietnam Veterans’ Memorial461 and since then in two other public monuments, a
Civil Rights Memorial in Montgomery, Alabama and an installation titled the Women’s
Tableat Yale University. Lin’s Vietnam War Memorial, the winning proposal chosen from
among 1,420 entries, involved integrating 58,000 names into a representational three
dimensional form. This monument and the other two won their public recognition because
they conveyed grief and intimacy, rather than boisterous heroism. In short, they succeeded
in orchestrating historical information into an esthetic experience.
“ People don’t die in alphabetical order so why would you possibly want to list
them that way?” asked Maya Lin, battling the bureaucratic preconception of how things
should be. The artistic quest of this young contemporary architect is somewhat akin to that
of the early Svalbard artists. Their paintings and prints were meant to entertain and to
inform the general public about their governments’ economic and political explorations in a
hostile polar environment They synthesized historical events into comprehensible imagery,
461

(1980-82) between the Lincoln and Washington memorial. Washington, DC.
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including at times the sublime as a metaphysical connotation that engaged the viewer. The
first pictorial impressions of Spitsbergen from the seventeenth century were rather simple
and narrative, illustrating the first discoveries and explorations in this region. The artwork
became more elaborate during the eighteenth century, when the islands were the center for
competitive imperialistic fighting for the most lucrative whaling opportunities (Rg. 4.1)462.
Most of the engravings from the whaling era appeared as series of print editions executed
by skilled artists. These artists obviously knew their trade but had never themselves been
in the Arctic.
Near the turn of the eighteenth century, the artwork from the archipelago became
more realistic, individualistic and attuned to contemporary European landscape painting
(Fig. 4.2)463. This was the century of scientific exploration, surveying, and taxonomy.
The professional artists were now considered valued expedition members and appeared in
the field along with the scientists, visually recording the various expedition activities.
Many of these expedition sketches were later synthesized into salon paintings or larger
murals in public places.
The choice of motifs changed considerably during the twentieth century, as the
light and its impact were often of more interest than the panoramic landscape itself
(Rg. 4.3)464. The artists who are now visiting the islands, most often on their own
accord, tend to limit their images to an interesting part of the landscape or explore
selected details with pencil or brush. They deal with the matter in a more impressionistic
manner, and these contemporary images are also, at times, conceived in an entirely abstract
language of color and form (Rg. 4.4)465.

462 Jepsen, 1994.
463 Phipps, 1773.
464Bj0 rg Brekke: courtesy of the artist.
465 Ive Hagen: courtesy of the artist.
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The iconography of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries included images of
sailing ships battling the ice, forlorn crews of sailors confronting polar bears, and the
drama of the whale hunt The representations were generally didactic in nature and were
laden with nationalistic symbols. Imperialism and power were for instance metaphorized
by the images of soldiers, ships, and captured whales (Rg. 4.S)466. (Fig.4.6)467 Economic
and political interests were at stake and needed public recognition. The flags in the
mastheads and the banners marking the kill revealed nationality and ownership. The
ornamentation of the sailing ships showed religious affiliation, ranging from Protestant,to
Catholic, to Russian Orthodox. Notoriety and rank were indicated by body language, by
the spatial distance within groups, and also by slight variation in uniforms, clothing, and
hats. Moreover, the early Spitsbergen images depicted both heroism and anonymity,
because this polar conquest required a multitude of men.
Many artists observed in their home-lands the seasonal coming and going of the
arctic whaling ships and their international crews. They may also have had the rare
occasion to investigate the anatomy of a whale carcass, stranded perhaps on a local
European beach. Most often the captains, officers, and whaling crews brought tales of
what the Arctic looked like back with them. The images materialized under skilled hands in
the artists’ studios and workshops in their home- lands. Their ideas, converted into
meticulous engravings and lithographs, battled superstitious beliefs and old notions among
the general public of what the fauna was like this far north. Moreover, these images
changed remarkably over time as the preconceived ideas gave way to more realistic
portrayals. The walrus (Rg. 4.T)468, for example, metamorphosed through history as a sea
monster, seahorse, and an anthropomorphic creature, and later emerged as an awesome
marine giant The conception of a polar bear changed equally as much over time, from its
446 Dow, 1925.
467 Miinzing, 1987.
4®Jepsen,94..
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initial ferocious and awkward portrayals in the arctic wild to our contemporary realistic
and peaceful versions from the Svalbard wildlife refuges.
Ships from Denmark, England, France, Germany, Holland, and Norway visited
the Svalbard Archipelago during the whaling era. The archipelago, was also a focus for
two ethnic groups opposed to national identity. The Basques, with their long whaling
tradition, hailed from French and Spanish territories along the Bay of Biscay. They became
the mercenaries in the battle for whales and were represented on any ship in the trade. The
Pomors, tough Siberian peasants from the coastal villages around Russia’s White Sea,
excelled for many centuries as hunters, trappers, and sturdy navigators in the Svalbard
seas. Neither of these two groups left art work behind, although the Pomors’ wooden
crosses can still be found, guarding the natural harbors around the archipelago.
Russian interests ruled the islands’ economy at the height of the polar game hunts
and together with the Norwegians, engaged in the first explorations of the archipelago’s
coal deposits during the nineteenth and early twentieth century. John Munroe Longyear,
an American from Marquette, Michigan, for more than a decade, was a major stockholder
in the expanded coal mining venture. Scientists from the major European countries
explored the Svalbard flora, fauna, and marine environment In the latter part of the
nineteenth century these activities reached a crescendo, with numerous visiting expeditions.
Often, professional artists accompanied these expeditions.

Svalbard Iconography and Its Interpretations
Independent of national origins, however, visual records of Svalbard are quite
similar in genre and landscape perception, compared to related imagery for example from
Japan (Fig. 4.8)469. Ideas transgressed national boundaries, the English copied the Dutch,
469 Aagaard, 1933.
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the French copied the English, and vice versa. Although the style might vary some, the
iconography in Svalbard art work in general is independent of national origin.
The polar bear confrontation is a typical theme in the portrayal of the
interrelationship between men and the arctic elements. These incidents appeal to the
viewers’ empathy and invariably draw them into a dialogue with the aggressor. The
viewers are left with suspense at the climactic moment, and the outcome of such a
dramatic situation is usually unresolved. In such narrative contexts, the figure is
fundamental in achieving the desired emotional involvement These episodes correspond
to the more traditional definition of the so- called “sublime” emotions, which the English
philosopher Edmund Burke first coined in 1756. He pointed out how the artist can
manipulate a motif in various ways to reveal the hidden danger in nature, thereby inducing
feelings of fear and terror or awe and wonder. The conjunction of moody skies with an
abandoned ship crushed in the ice, or a grave site marked by a cross in the midst of the
barren arctic landscape, appeared as less melodramatic but equally prompting examples of
such metaphysical connotations.
A topographical sublimity is achieved merely by the artistic editing of the landscape
into a simpler but more majestic version in order to enhance the feeling of awe and
reverence (Fig. 4.9)470. Images of funerals and religious worship under transcendent
arctic skies created awareness of the fellowship between men (Fig. 1.35)( Fig.4.10)471.
Such portrayals catering to emotions of the religious sublime strengthened the perceptive
interrelationship between humanity and nature.
Finally, a certain anthropomorphism also existed in the Svalbard iconography
portrayed by incorporating traces of human anatomy in the natural elements (Figs. 1.38,
139). This resulted in mysterious shapes literally reaching out to the superstitious mind in
470 Polarboken, 1933.
471 d’Aunet 1867. Etching by A.F. Biard. 1839.
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the arctic winter darkness. These types of sublime imagery, typical of nineteenth century
European landscapes, provoked the viewer to contemplate his small and transient status
within nature’s great expanse of time and space. The same sense of isolation and wonder
permeated the works of American artists such as John F. Kensett, Albert Bierstadt, and
Thomas Moran in their efforts to document the wilderness of the West in the 1850s through
the 1870s.
These interpretations of nature and the suggestions of the sublime involved the
exploitation of dramatic lighting, atmospheric conditions, and the spectacular point of
view. The nineteenth century’s typically symmetrical viewpoint can also be traced in the
Svalbard imagery (Figure 3.135). One popular version involved a dominant peak, framed
on either side by two undulating ridges, often with a view to a distant glacier or similar
majestic focal point (Figure 4.2). The viewer, therefore, experienced the sensation of
being suspended in space in front of the motif.
Beginning in England with the naturalistic views of John Constable (1776-1837)
and the visionary panoramas of William Tumer (1775-51), the French Barbizon school
continued the great landscape paintings of the nineteenth century, and Caspar
Friedrich( 1774-1840) further sustained them in Germany. According to the international
approach the representation of humanity in nature was an essential part of portraying the
sublime. However, for English artists such as Turner, the sociology of men, their
occupations, architecture, and daily activities (Rg. 4.11)472 were as noble as the landscape
in which they were depicted. In the same vein, Germany’s Friedrich’s paintings of sailing
ships and towns are part of a network of relationships that simultaneously define natural
and metaphysical realities.The connotations certainly give perspective to the numerous
nineteenth century whaling prints from Svalbard. The sublime is expressed here by the

‘*72 Adams, 1880.
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interrelationship of men working together for survival against nature, presented in the form
of whales, sect, ice, and the legendary arctic sky (Fig. 4.12)473.
The idea that man was but a minuscule part of a larger global and cosmic entity
was the key to the sublime approach in nineteenth century landscape representations. It tied
in with the scientific quest behind Carolus Linnaeus’ development of a biological
taxonomy, first published in the 1730s. It was also enhanced by the environmental
movement of the time, led by men such as the French naturalist Compte George Louis
Buffon( 1707-88), who made Paris’ Jardin du Roi a center for research during the
Enlightenment He also authored the forty- four volume Histoire Naturelle. Philosophers
such as Bemadine de Saint Pierre, who reconciled the natural sciences and a belief in God,
augmented Buffon’s work. The paleontologist Baron Georges Leopold Cuvier ( 1769
1872) pioneered comparative anatomy with his new system of zoological classification
based on structural differences in the skeleton and organs. Charles Darwin’s (1809-82)
revolutionary Origin o f Species, published in 1839, modified further the contemporary
perception of man and his altered place in the natural world.
Seeing natural changes as evolutionary occurrences rather than the results of
catastrophic anomalies became the new way of thinking. France emerged as a leading
center of natural history, advocating empirical observation and analysis of the natural
world. This affected the arts as well, as expeditions hired professional artists to record the
world around them and to present new information to the public. With new income and
opportunity, the artists included a wide variety of landscapes as motifs for future salon
paintings.
In this way, publications, such as the twenty-three volume series Voyages

Pittoresques et Romantiques were produced in the 1820s. Under the patronage of King
473 Francois-Auguste Biard, from d’Aunet 1867.
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Louis Phillipe and the kindred spirit of Jean Jacques Rousseau, who firmly believed that
“nature purified the mind and soul,” French expeditions explored the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres. La Recherche expeditions included Svalbard in this scientific siege
and acknowledged the islands later with two dozen lithographs in the many- volumed,
prominent Atlas Pittoresque in the late 1830s. Well- known artists such as Mayer, Giraud,
Levergne, and also Biard created many of these landscapes, and they appeared as realistic
reproductions, although some carried definite overtones of the sublime.
The sublime style of representation vanished in the late 1850s when the camera
came into vogue. The paintings of the arctic landscapes from the Svalbard archipelago
began to change into a more impressionistic format, presented in works by Schiertz and
Wigdehl (Fig. 4 .13)474 as well as in some of Fridtjof Nansen’s early pastels and
watercolors. A more abstract international art appreciation appears in the post-war years,
culminating in the sophisticated tonality of a new generation of contemporary Scandinavian
artists (Fig. 4 .14)47s. Here the originality and simplicity of the artwork of Kaare Tveter
(Fig. 4 .15)476 presents a milepost in Svalbard’s artistic tradition. His landscapes introduce
a new viewpoint that came with the jet age. By juxtapositioning, the viewer looks from
outer space down on these arctic islands as if in a continuous dialogue with the planet
Garth. Kindred to the minimalism of form and expression displayed in the monumental
works of Maya Lin, the contemporary Svalbard art probes the inner kernel of human
frailty, the sphere of human freedom and global survival.

474 Jenssen, 1979.
475Ellen Linde-Nielsen, courtesy of the artist.
476 Klre Tveter. Courtesy of Longyearbyen Hospital. 19%.
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Figure I. 2
Summer in the Arctic by the Norwegian contemporary artist Harriet Backer. Mosaic
composition, (lOOx 120cm), n.d. (Courtesy of the artist).
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Figure I. 3
The midnight sun can be seen on Spitsbergen from April 20 until August 20. A linocut
by the Polish naturalist and graphic artist Zbigniewa Jpzwika from 1987. (From J0 zwika 1991).
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Map of the Svalbard .Archipelago by the Norwegian Polar Institute.
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Figure I. 5
An oil painting from 1928 of the first church in Longyearbyen by N. Skoglund.
(Courtesy of Det Store Norske Kullkompani, Longyearbyen, 1996).

Figure I. 6
A well known sight from Longyearbyen’s mining operation. A charcoal drawing by
Heidi Urdshals,1991. (Courtesy Det Store Norske Kullkompani, Longyearbyen 1996).
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Rgure I. 7
Gro Rnne, View from the Norwegian Artists's Quarters in New Alesund. Pen and ink
sketch, 1994. (Courtesy of the artist).

Rgure I. 8
Drawing of Willem Barents as he is dying from scurvy in the expedition's emergency
winterquarters on Novaya Zemlya. (Originally after Gerrit de Veer’s account of Barents’s three expeditions
to the Arctic Ocean in 1594-%. From Dow 1925).
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Figure I. 9
An illustration from 1599 that explains how the bear was killed, when the Dutch
explorers discovered Bear Island. Note the sign in the sky in the background. (O rig in ally from De Bry's
India Orientalis, 1599. From Aagaard, 1933).
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Figure I. 10
Map of the Netherlands from 1598. [ (National Museum, Amsterdam).From Hacquebord
and Vroom 1988).
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Figure I. 12
Andree’s balloon station in Virgohamna. His disastrous attempt to reach the North Pole
by balloon was launched from here, July 11,1897. (Originally after a drawing in Spitsbergen Gazette,
7/27, 1897. From Hoel, 1967.)
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Figure I. 13
Oil portrait of Fridtjof Nansen by the Norwegian painter Axel Revold. As the Norwegian
minister to England in 1906-8, Dr. Nansen was also instrumental as a mediator in some of the international
mining disputes on the islands. (From Hoel 196"

Figure I. 14
Docent Adolf Hoel, noted geologist and historian, who dedicated a life time to his pioneer
work on Svalbard. Dr. Hoel was also the founder of the Norwegian Polar Institute and the author of a three
volume history on the archipelago. Oil painting by the Norwegian artist Gunnar Wefring, 1936.
(Courtesy of Longyearbyen’s Museum 1996).
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Figure I. 15
Oil painting of John Munroe
Longyear, iron- ore mine- owner from Marquette,
Michigan who with his wife and four children visited
Svalbard in 1901 as tourists on S/S Augusta . Five
years later the American company, The Arctic Coal
Company, was founded with Longyear as one of the
major stockholders.The company had bought the
mining rights of the existing Norwegian coal company
on Spitsbergen (Trondhjem-Spitsbergen). Longyear,
together with the Bostonian investor, Frederick Ayer,
had also expropriated in their names extensive land
requisitions in other promising mining areas on the
island. Longyear, from whom Longyearbyen got its
name, appeared on Spitsbergen on numerous occasions
until his American mining operation and claims were
sold in 1916 to the Norwegian syndicate, Det Store
Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani A/S.

Figure I. 16
Arctic Dreams is another of Harriet Backer’s bold mosaic compositions (100x80cm) n.d.
(Courtesy of the artist.)
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Rgure I. 18
Dse Storrud’s English Expedition radiates the stillness and the fog, which seem to
permeate this quiet arctic boat scene. Watercolor, (12.\17cm) 1981. (Courtesy of the artist.)
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Rgure 1. 1
Suspense on the pier in a Svalbard mining com m u n ity before the arrival of the first boat
in the spring. Linocut by the Russian artist Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev. (From Iakovlev, 1964).

Rgure 1. 2
The French artists Sebastian Charles Giraud and Francois-Auguste Biard of La Recherche
expedition are portrayed in action by their collegue Berthelemy Lauvergne whose sketch for this lithography
from Smeerenburg fiord also included Leonie d’Aunet in the background, as an expedition member and the
first woman who sat foot on Svalbard in 1839. (From Reymert 1990).
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Figure 1.3
An illustration from the Dutch Captain J. Segersz van der Brugge’s “Joumael” from the
first successful overwintering in 1635. (From Dow, 1925).

Figure I. 4
Dutch ship in the ice near Spitsbergen, Aug. 27,1596. From an engraving in “Barents’s
voyages.” (From Dow 1925).
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Figure 1. 5
Barents’s ship in the ice near Spitsbergen, Aug. 26, 1596. Originally from an engraving
by de Bry, 1601. (From Dow, 1925).

Figure 1.6
A portrayal from the Middle Ages of the rosmarus or walrus, as it was perceived at that
time, harpooned while asleep on the cliffs. (From Pedersen, 1951).
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figure 1.8
A classic whaling print out of a set of sixteen different images created by the Dutch artists
van der Meulen and van der Laan, published before 1725. (From Hacquebord and de Bok, 1980).
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Figure 1. 9
Captain John Phipps with his two ships Carcass and Racehorse and a crew of 170 men
were trapped by the ice at a latitude of 80.5 degrees N. during the summer of 1773, in an attempt to find a
northwest passage. They did not break loose before August, when they returned to England via
Spitsbergen. The expedition members, including the astronomer Israel Lyons, took scientific observations
on their way with the most advanced instruments of that time. (Scoresby, 1820).
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Vu» dii [CMinrama de Bell-Siutd.

figure 1. 10

%

Francois-Auguste Biard, A Panoramic View o f Bell Sund, 1839. (From d’Aunet, 1867).

Figure 1.11
Auguste Mayer rendered a feeling of sublimity in this lithograph as he depicted the serene
surroundings of Bell-Sound where La Recherche was anchored in 1838. (From a postcard series featuring
works from La Recherche expedition).
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Figure 1.12
A lithograph by Barthelemy Lauvergne from Magdelene Bay portraying the science crew
flying a balloon during their stay in 1838. (From La Recherche postcard series).
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Figure 1. 13
A heroic portrait of La Recherche expedition leader, the French physician and naturalist
Paul Gaimard featured here in front of the Perly Gate at the southern tip of Bear Island. The lithograph was
done by Francois-Auguste Briard in 1839. (From Reymert, 1990).
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Figure 1. 14
A portrayal of the Austrian Lieutenant, arctic explorer, and artist Julius von Payer (1841
1915) whose Tegetthoff expedition to Franz Josef Land during the years 1872-74 is very well documented
with his art work.

Figure 1. 15
This descriptive camp illustration, called The First Abandonment o f the Tegetthoff
pertains to the first of their two consecutive ovenvinterings as their ship was caught in the ice east of
Svalbard. "The steamer Tegetthoff was carefully and liberally equipped,” writes William H.D. Adams
about them. "The surgeon was Dr. Kepes, a Hungarian; the pilot. Captain Carlsen, a veteran Arctic
mariner. The crew were chiefly Italian seamen from the Adriatic coast; but,[ sic. says our authority] there
was a great confusion of tongues on board the Tegetthofif—Italian, German, English, Norwegian, and
Slavonic, all were spoken. Captain Carlsen gave his orders in Norwegian, with forcible Italian expressions
occasionally thrown in. Dr. Kepes talked to the crew in Latin and Hungarian: and two men spoke a very
curious dialect, the German of the Tyrol.”(Adams:i?ecenr Polar Voyages, p.601). (From Payer, 1882).
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Figure 1. 16
1919).

Vlichaloff Wigdehl, Three Crowns, Kings Bay. Oil. (95x80 cm.). (From Jenssen,
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Rgure 1. 17

Fridtjof Nansen, Northward, pen and ink. (From Nansen, 1920).

Rgure 1. 18

Fridtjof Nansen, Polar bear . Lithograph. (From Amesen, Nansen som Kunstner, 1940).
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figure 1. 19
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«
H. E. Conway, Wading a Torrent.. Drawing 1896. (From Conway, 1897).

Figure 1. 20
A.D. MacCormick, Gips Bay and Temple Bay from Sassen Bay, Drawing, 1896. (From
Conway, 1897).
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figure 1. 22
Artist unknown, Hamburg Whaling ship in the Arctis. Oil (53x69cm). Ca. 1750-1800.
(From Munzing, 1987)
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figure 1. 23
William Scoresby, Navigation Sketches: Three Crowns and Horn Mountain. Pen and
ink, 1820. (From Scoresby, 1820).

figure 1. 24

L. Bevers, Giles’ Land. Engraving 1860s. (From Nordenski0ld andTorell, 1869).
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Figure 1. 25
Jac. Roelofs, Illustration “Departure” for VaUVal! (van der Brugge’s overwintering 1633
34). Pen and ink. 1930s. (From Roelofs, n.d.).

Figure 1. 26
Jac. Roelofs, Illustration “Welcome” for Val! Val\ (van der Briigge’s overwintering 1633
34). Pen and ink. 1930s. (From Roelofs, n.d.)
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Rgure 1. 27
Artist unknown, Van der Brugge and his crew are left at Smeerenburg for overwintering
1633. Engraving. 1650s. (From Hacquebord and de Bok, 1980).
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Figure 1. 28
Christopher Rave, The Artist Bandaging Dr. Rudiger’s Foot. Drawing. 1912. (From
Rudiger, 1913).
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figure 1. 29

Julius von Payer, The Moon with Its Halo. Engraving 1872. (From von Payer, 1874).

figure 1. 30
1874).

Julius von Payer, An October Night in the Ice. Engraving 1872. (From von Payer,
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Figure 1.31
1874).

Julius von Payer, The Tesetthoff in the Full Moon. Engraving 1872.(From von Payer,

Figure 1.32
Payer, 1874).

Julius von Payer, Approaching the Land by Moonlight.. Engraving 1872. (From von
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Figure 1. 33
Fridtjof Nansen, The Polar Night, 24th November 1893. Watercolour sketch 1893-96.
(From Nansen, 1897).
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figure 1. 36
Christopher Rave, The First Camp during the Return Trek. Drawing 1912. (From
Rudiger, 1913).

figure 1 . 37
Christopher Rave, Illustration from the Schr0 der-Stranz Expedition. Drawing 1912.
(From Henningsen, 1912).
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Figure 1.38

Figure 1. 39

K. Miethe, Friends' Bay. Etching 1925. (From Miethe, 1925).

K. Miethe, Missing Companion. Etching 1925. (From Miethe, 1925).
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figure 1. 41

Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Lino cut. Illustration. (From Iakovlev, 1964).

figure 1.42

Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Lino cut. Illustration (From Iakovlev, 1964).

figure 1.43
Olaf Stor0 , Polar Night. Colored Lithograph 1990. (Courtesy of
Longyearbyen Hospital, 1996).
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igure 1.4 4
An illustration from 12 of January 1570, from Bohmen, Germany, featuring an aurora
that lasted for four hours and described as burning torches with sparkles dripping like blood, lighting up the
village as if it were on fire. The incident was interpreted as a miraculous foreboding from God, that alleged
exoneration. (From Brekke and Egeland, 1979).

Rgure 1. 45
Aurora was often described as armies fighting
great battles in the skies. One such description dates back to
February 14th 937, and has been illustrated later by d’Orderius
Vitalis. (From Brekke and Egeland, 1979).
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figure 1. 46
Examples of some common patterns
associated with the northern lights. (From Brekke and Egeland,
1979).
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Figure 1.47
Francois-Auguste Biard, The Magdalene Fiord in the Northern Light.. Painting. 1841.
(From Reymert, 1990).
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Rgure 1.48

Francois-Auguste Biard, Aurore boreale . Etching. (d’Aunet, 1867).

Figure 1. 49

Francois-Auguste Biard, Aurore boreale.. Etching (d’Aunet, 1867).

Figure 1. 50
Payer, 1874).

Julius von Payer, The Aurora during the Ice Pressure. Engraving. 1872. (From von
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Figure 1. 51

Fridtjof Nansen, Nordlys. Pen and ink. 1911. (From 0stby, 1980).

Figure 1.52

Fridtjof Nansen, Nordlys and Fram. Pen and ink. 1911. (From 0stby, 1980).
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Rgure 1. 53
1964).

Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Svalbard aurora illustration. Lino cut (From Iakovlev,

Rgure 1. 54
1964).

Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Svalbard skier and the aurora. Lino cut. (From Iakovlev,

Rgure 1. 55
Gustav Hagemann, Northern Lights over Glacier,
Polar Birds and Seal slayer. Woodcut (77x109cm) 1966. (From
Hagemann, 1981).
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Figure 1 . 56
Illustration of some arctic
phenomena such as sun dogs and snowcrystals.
Engraving. (From de Veer, 1720), and
a sample of William Scoresby’s recording of
snowcrystals in the Arctic. (From Scoresby, 1820).
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Figure L. 57
Julius von Payer. Parahelia on the Coast ofNovaya Zemlya. Engraving 1872. (From
von Payer, 1874).

Figure 1. 59

Julius von Payer, Sun Rise 1873. Engraving 1873. (From von Payer, 1874).
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Figure 1.61

Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Arctic sunlight Pen and ink. (From Iakovlev, 1964).

Rgure 1. 62

Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Vernal equinox. Pen and ink. (Rom Iakovlev, 196+).
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Figure 1. 63
Christiane Ritter, Spring light hits the roof of a trapper’s lair. Pen and ink ilustration.
(From Ritter, 1954).

figure 1. 64
Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Trapper with dogs in the spring sun. Pen and ink
illustration. (From Iakovlev, 1964).

figure 1. 65
Andrei Alekseevich Iakovlev, Trapper with dog in the spring sun. Pen and inkillustration.(From Iakovlev 1964).
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figure 1. 6 6
A. Midttun, Winter Spitsbergen Landscape. Oil. 1995. (Courtesy of Det Store Norske
Kullkompani, Longyearbyen 1996).

figure I. 67
A. Midttun, Winter Svalbard Landscape. Oil. 1994. (Courtesy of Det Store Norske
Kullkompani. Longyearbyen, 1996).
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Rgure 1 . 6 8
Olaf Stor0 , Rejoice with the Sun. Colored lithograph, n.d. (Courtesy of Svalbard Kro,
Longyearbyen, 1996).
’
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figure 1. 69
Artist unknown. Seagull with spring flowers. Colored drawing. n.d. (Courtesy of
Longyearbyen hospital, 1996).

figure 1 . 70

Heinz K0 hler, Winter Landscape. Oil 1942. (Courtesy of Longyearbyen Museum, 1996).
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figure 1. 71
V. Holen, Child in rubber boots. Oil 1981. (Courtesy of Busen Restaurant.
Longyearbyen, 19%).
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Rgure 1. 72
Artist unknown. Cape Ahlstrand. Color lithograph 1863. (From Malmgren, Nordenskipld
and Quennerstedt, 1863).

Rgure 1. 73
Barthelemy Lauvergne, Landscape. Magdelene Bay. Lithograph 1839. (Courtesy Norsk
Polarinstitutt, Oslo).
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figure 1. 74
1980).

Fridtjof Nansen, Midnight Sun in the Ice. Pen and ink drawing 1912. (From 0stby,
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figure 1. 76

Gustav Hagemann, Spitsbergen woodcut. (63x5lcm) 1928. (From Hagemann, 1981).

figure 1. 77

Gustav Hagemann, Spitsbergen woodcut 2 (61x41cm) 1928. (From Hagemann, 1981).

figure 1. 78

Heinz Kohler, Landscape. Oil 1942 (Courtesy Longyearbyen Museum 1996).
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figure 1. 79
collection).

Hikka Krane, Landscape from Kingsflord. Watercolor. n d. (From Svalbard card

Rgure 1. 80
Shannon Brubeck, Cotton Grass in Advent Valley. Watercolor (22x32 cm) 1994. (From
Svalbard card collection.
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figure 1. 81
Oslo. 1996).

Time Lotte Krogseth, Svalbard Watercolors 1993. (Card collection. Norsk Polarinstitutt

v

figure 1 . 82
Oslo. 1996).

Trioe Lotte Krogseth,

Wmercdon 1993. (Card roILtetion. North Pblaritetlitt.lt.

figure 1.83
Oslo. 1996).
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figure 1. 84
Julius von Payer, Departure o f the Sun in the Second Winter. Engraving 1873.(From
von Payer, 1874).

figure 1. 85
Nansen, 1897).

Fridtjof Nansen, The Waning Polar day, 22nd September 1893. Pastel sketch. (From
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Rgure 1. 8 6
Fridtjof Nansen, Evening among the Drift-Ice, 22nd September 1893. Water color sketch.
(From Nansen, 1897).

Rgure 1. 87

Omar Andreen, Landscape. Watercolor 1982. (Courtesy of the artist).
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figure 1. 8 8

A. Midttun, Landscape. Oil. 1921. (Courtesy Funken Hotel, 1996).

figure 1. 89
1996).

K£re Tveter, Morning, Svalbard. Watercolor (78x102) 1991 (Norwegian artists card series
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figure 1. 90
Kare Tveter, Winter Morning, Svalbard. Watercolor (78x102) 1991. (From Norwegian
artists’s card series, 1996).
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Rgure 2. 1
Day or night, a constant watch from the crows-nest, 100 feet above deck on the masthead,
belonged to the whaling routine. As soon as a column of white mist was observed rising high in the air
among the ice floes, (the vapor of mucus from the breath of a spouting whale), the call went from the
sailor on duty to the crew below, and the shallops were launched quickly. After surfacing, cetaceans can
dive to depths from fifty to one hundred fathoms (300 - 600 feet). Some species can stay below water for
an hour at a time. (A pen and ink drawing by Nansen, 1920.)
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figure 2. 2
Wood-cut by Sven Havsteen-Mikkelsen. (Danish, contemporary) (Illustration from
Nordvejene., 1963)
>
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Tracings of mesolithic rockcarvings from various shores in Norway; ca. 5000 B.C. These are some
of the oldest known depictions of whales. (Photos courtesy of the University Museum of National
Antiquities, Oslo. From Gatenby: Whales. A Celebration , 1983.).
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Rgure 2. 3
Arctic Seascape. 1980 presented by the contemporary British artist Donald Hamilton
Fraser. ( Oil on paper. 40 x 50 cm) (From Gatenby: Whales. A Celebration,. 1983).
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figure 2 .4
A map showing the Spitsbergen archipelago during the early years of whaling in the
eastern Arctic. (Munzing, 1987).
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figure 2. 5
This print of a stranded whale on a Dutch beach is particularly important as a prototype
for both whale print iconography and seventeenth century Dutch landscapes. The original drawing of this
scene was done by Haarlem artist Hendrik Goltzius in 1598. His portrayal of a sperm whale was to be
copied for two hundred years in European stranded whale and natural history prints. The receding shoreline
and perspective became the popular landscape depiction throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
in Dutch prints and paintings. (From Ingalls 1987).
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figure 2 .6
An engraving from 1694 prepared for the English translation of the account of the
German surgeon Friderich Marten’s voyage on a whaling ship to Spitsbergen in 1671. These types of
illustrations had letters engraved into them which referred to an explanatory text in the captions. For
example, the letter “b” , at the foot of the right ridge, refers to the following com m ent: “That night [July
15], we fetched water from the land, near the Cookery of Harlingen [a small Dutch oil processing settlement
in Smeerenburg fiord] out of a hole.” (Ingalls, 1987).
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Figure 2. 7
Shipwreck during violent storms and in the drifting ice was not uncommon even during
summer whaling. However, being trapped in the ice and crushed was the greatest risk. This ominous
English engraving shows a ship’s havoc among the icebergs and a desperate crew, some scrambling for their
supplies, and others on their knees praying for their lives. (From Dow, 1925).
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figure 2. 8
This engraving from 1682, depicting the Dutch overwintering at Novaya Zemlya in 15%,
shows in detail the struggle for survival in the ice pack, as the crew is scrambling to rescue provisions and
their belongings from one of their ships which is being crushed by the ice. The Dutch graphic artist, Jan
Luyken’s harmonious composition carries an educational component, and is at the same time esthetically
pleasing. The print derives from an original illustration in Gerrit de Veer’s account from 1598 of Willem
Barents's three voyages (1594,1595, and 15%) in search of the northwest passage. This print depicts
Barents and his crew, who were iced in and forced to overwinter at Novaya Zemlya, after their discovery of
the Svalbard Archipelago. They were able to sail again on June fourteenth the following summer, but
Barents, who was taken ill, died five days later. They reported the abundance of whales off Spitsbergen;
news that encouraged the Dutch and English whaling a decade later. (Miinzing, 1987).
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Figure 2. 9
The bowhead can be classified as a medium-sized cetacea, compared to the blue whale, the
largest mammal on earth. The latter measures some 100 feet, and weighs up to 120 tons, with a 1300pound heart. Moreover, the oil from the bowhead was not considered as good a quality as that of the sperm
whale. The Bowhead does not have the same type of head cavity as does the sperm whale, which can
contain some 500 gallons of the much sought after spermaceti, an oil from which smokeless candles were
produced. The ambergris, an intestinal concretion found occasionally in the stomachs of the squid-eating
sperm whales only and selling for $200-400 per pound in the nineteenth century, could add $80,000 to a
catch of this particular species, as it was a highly prized base for the most precious perfumes. Like other
whale species, the bowhead whale shares a life span of about forty years, a reproductive cycle which starts
in the females at age fifteen, and a reproduction rate of one calf every second to third year. The bowhead
whale, unlike some of the other species, is often found alone or in pairs, congregated in the fiords and
along the coasts of Svalbard. Known to be slow-moving in comparison to other cetacea, and because of
their tendency to gather in coastal regions, they became relatively easy prey dining the short, seasonal whale
hunts in the Arctic during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
This originally colored engraving was drawn by the French artist L’Abbe Bonnaterre who was
considered a major authority on the natural history of whales in the eighteenth century. His tome on
ichthyology includes also a section on cetacea with twelve engravings of whales and dolphins, showing
types, skeletons and anatomy. The bowhead depicted here is copied from Martens’ version of 1675.
( Colored engraving 113 x 18.1 cm from Bernard G. E. Lacepede, Histoire Naturelle de Lacepede
comprenant les Cetaces\ from Aagaard, 1933).
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figure 2. 10
An international fleet of whaling ships from Denmark, England, and Netheriand is
depicted by an unknown artist in this German painting from 1776. Men engaged in various acivities, such
as killing seals, harpooning whales, and shooting a fox are all drawn in a simple, cartoon-like fashion. The
flying banners in the mastheads signify that the ships are full, and ready to depart, if someone would like to
send a message back home. (Miinzing, 1987).
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figure 2.11
In the beginning of arctic whaling, the blubber was processed ashore. Later, blubber was
processed in 250 gallon try works on deck or on the ice, as the hunts moved farther out to sea. As the
whaling moved farther west and out at sea, the blubber was often stashed in barrels and processed as the ship
returned to its original port In 1721, the Dutch alone sent 258 whaling ship to the Arctic since the whaling
had moved to the Davis Strait, opening up new vast whaling grounds and bringing renewed vitality,
prosperity and interest to the industry.
This image The Boiling o f the Fat out o f the Whale engraved by A. van der Laan is one of a set
of sixteen classic Dutch whaling prints. It is believed that Sieuwert van der Meulen made the original
drawings in 1720. The titles appear both in German and Dutch on the earlier sets. Later English titles are
added to expand their market possibilities. (From Hacquebord and de Bok,1981).
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figure 2. 12
This seventeenth century engraving of Jonah and the whale depicts the biblical story with
a wonderful composition, that radiates drama, suffering and a fear of the unknown. The whale is portrayed
as a monsterous fish. (Miinzing, 1987).
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figure 2. 13
five different cetacea are depicted in this etching from 1660 by the author of a general
natural history book (Dr. I. Johnston, Beschrijning van de Natuur det Vierroetige Dieren [Amsterdam: I.I.
Schipper, 1660.]) The two upper figures are quite realistic, probably as a result of the study of stranded
whales along the Dutch coast. Yet belief in unknown sea monsters still persisted, as seen in the lower
three figures. (Ingalls, 1987).
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Rgure 2. 14
Orcas’s attacks on bowhead whales were recorded in early history by Olaus Magnus in his
Historia de Gentibus Septenrionalibus in 1555, and affirmed later by seasoned whalers. This version is a
copy of a German chromolithograph from around 1880. (Ingalls, 1987).
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figure 2. 15
An enlarged section of an etching by the Dutch artist, van der Laan, which has been
characterized as the grandest, most ambitious of the whale fishery prints. It is a composite of the previous
set of sixteen which van der Laan did together with van der Meulen. The realism in this composition is
striking, as well as the portrayal of the techniques, activity and lively adventure of the hunt. (From
Hacquebord and de Bok, 1980).
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figure 2. 16
The Dutch engraver Jan Luyken is a master of this etching from 1694 which has an
intriguing composition. The whale is still looked upon as a giant fish, or sea monster. ( From Ingalls,
1987).

Rgure 2. 17
This British wood engraving from 1833 shows the harpooning of a whale in the Arctic
Ocean. The scene was published in that year in the Penny Magazine o f the Society fo r the Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge. (From Ingalls 1987).
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Figure 2. 18
Whales and whale hunting scenes from the Arctic Ocean. Colored engraving from ca.
1750. (Miinzing 1987).
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figure 2. 19
This realistic painting by the skilled Dutch artist Abraham Storck (1635- ca. 1700)
depicts in minute detail a Dutch whaling fleet in the Spitsbergen fiord setting The whales are still to be
found close to shore, while the polar bears are typically lurking on the ice. The people are portrayed with
fluidity and action, the bears arc amazingly realistic in their defensive postures, while the nordic light is
reflected in the vessels and the sea. This painting is probably one of the first professional attempts to
depict this arctic scenario in all its grandeur from the sketches and memories of others. It is displayed today
in the National Museum in Rotterdam. (Hacquebord and Vroom, 1987).
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Figure 2. 20
The whale image was incorporated in many of the Basque city emblems. The Catholic
Church within the Basque domain received, according to tradition, a share in every whale they caught.
Conceived as a giant fish for centuries, the whale was also part of the restrictive Catholic edicts.(Spence,
1980).

Figure 2. 21
Examples of the Basques's armory of razor-sharp lances and harpoons. These tools did
not change significantly during 250 years of active whaling.(Miinzing, 1987).
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figure 2. 22
With every muscle tensed for action, this Basque harpoonist concentrates on the first hit.
The cetaceans cannot smell very well, and their eyes, placed far back at the angle of the mouth, do not allow
binocular vision. Their hearing however, is extraordinarily keen, thus the shallops had to be maneuvered
towards the surfacing animal as quietly as possible. The harpoonist in the bow is ready to throw his
weapon as soon as the shallop, with four men rowing and one steering, seems close enough. As soon as the
harpoon digs into the whale, the animal sounds, its body writhing in pain and its tail whipping. The
whaling rope, neatly arranged in the bottom of the shallop to prevent it from entanglin g human limbs or
equipment, races overboard. The friction is likely to create smoke, so the line is wetted down with sea
water. Three ropes of 180 meters each were usually standard equipment in each shallop. At times, more
rope was needed during the chase, and eager hands threw other coils between men and the open boats.
(Jepsen 1994).
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Figure 2. 23
Arctic whalers, seasoned by the ice, wind and sea, were described by Lubbock as
“brawny, hard-muscled, cool-nerved, stiong-heaited men” with a “never-say-die-attitude”. Many never
returned from the voyage, even after the relatively short summer season involved in arctic whaling. A
whipping tail from a sounding whale could cut a shallop to pieces in seconds, while the men, scattered
about in the sea, were likely to drown in the ice-cold water as shown in this color engraving. Dangers o f the
Whale Fishery, designed by James Waddel. All of the men in the boat were saved during this particular
incident except for one, who could not free himself from the shallop. (From Scoresby Vol. 1..1820).

Figure 2. 24
This a copy of the motif shown in Figure 2.22. It is a wood engraving published in the
British Penny Magazine in 1833. It appeared later in numerous history books and periodicals, and was
copied by an American lithography firm, and belongs therefore among the earliest whaling prints in the
U.S. (Ingalls, 1987).
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Figure 2. 25.
(PREVIOUS PAGE) A descriptive explanation of the whaling procedure in the Arctic.
.This British depiction of the European arctic whale fishery originated in 1625 as a vignette framing
Captain Thomas Edge’s map of Spitsbergen. This was one of the first attempts to document the arctic
whaling adventure, rendering these simple images of the captured whale, the following flensing activities,
and the processing of the oil ashore.
Two ships sent by the Muscovy company under the command of Captain Edge and Jonas Poole
arrived at Spitsbergen in 1611. Their discoveries had initiated the whaling industry. About ten years later
the Muscovy Company auctioned off its whaling section in the Arctic due to losses of ships, men and the
competition with the Dutch and the Danes.
The map itself [not depicted here] included information from all the Muscovy Company’s previous
expeditions, including that of Henry Hudson. At the time of its publication, much of the Spitsbergen coast
had been delineated and named. As these vignettes were among the first accurate representations of arctic
whaling available, they were copied many times by others. (First published by Samuel Purchase. From
Yankee Whaling 1959).

Figure 2. 26
The whale is flensed alongside the ship, a task often done by two or three experienced
Basques who would cut the blubber into one-by-one-meter squares which were hoisted ashore or into a boat
to be taken ashore for further processing. The baleen in the foreground has apparently been cut away from
the whale's jaws, and according to custom, it would be left on the beach to dry for a couple of days. The
French whaling at Spitsbergen came to a complete stop in 1755 during their war with England A colony of
Nantucket whalers were invited to settle in Dunkirk- by the French government in 1784, and their whale
fishery came to a new start. This engraving was done by the French artist Denis Diderot (1713-1784) as
part of his monumental Encyclopedic (1751-1780), consisting of 35 volumes of illustrations that had
required 3,132 plates. (An engraving originally from de Page’s Voyage vers le Nord\ from Dow 1925).
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Figure 2. 27
The job of “chopper'’ was often filled by Basque crewmen during the arctic whaling. The
“blanket pieces,” as the one-by-one meter cutouts were called by the Yankee whalers, were divided into
smaller strips called “horse pieces” and then into “bible leaves” (one and one-half inches thick by one foot
square) These were cooled and then cut up into even smaller pieces before they were thrown into large
copper cauldrons placed over burning fires. (From Yankee Whaling ,1959).
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Figure 2. 28
The try works, either placed on deck or ashore, were often made with a base of brick. The
firewood would either be driftwood collected on the beach or firewood and coal which had been brought from
home port. As the fire grew hotter, it was also fueled by bits of blubber. Foam and dirt were skimmed
away from the rendered blubber, and the oil cooled in large vessels with water. A look of pale honeyyellow or at times reddish-brown color, indicated that the oil was ready to be siphoned into casks. To
process two casks an hour was normal procedure This engraving belonged in Duhamel du Monceau's four
volume major work pertaining to the whale industry. Although many of his cetacea plates are copies or
modifications of previous images, and others totally imaginary, his studies are richly illustrated and
considered extremely thorough for its time. (Engraving from 1782 by the French artist H. L. Duhamel du
Monceau. After Miinzing 1987).
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Figure 2. 29
Train oil processing is the subject of this seventeenth century engraving from
Spitsbergen. The whales are towed close to shore, where the try works has been fired up. (Engraving by
H. L. Duhamel du Monceau. 1782. From Aagaard 1933).
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Rgure 2.30. This painting produced by the Dutch artist Abraham Speech in 1634, can be viewed today in
the Swedish Skokloster Museum in Stockholm. The “glacial peak” on the left presumeably the vulcano Mt
Beerenberg on the island of Jan Mayen shows how the depiction of mountains was a totally unfamiliar
subject to Dutch artists at that time. Speeck’s composition of the Dutch land station on Jan Mayen was
obviously copied by Comelis de Man whose painting is dated five years later. (See fig. 231).
(Hacquebord and Vroom, 1988).
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figure 2.31
This painting dated 1639 by Comelis de Man and named, A Dutch Train Oil Works in the
Northern Islands, belongs today to the collection of the National Museum in Amsterdam. (From
Hacquebord and Vroom, 1988).
Situtated on Amsterdam Island in Northwest Spitsbergen, was the Dutch Smeerenburg, literally
translated as Blubbertown, at its largest during the 1630s with eight operational try works and some 16-17
buildings. Land stations were soon abandoned as the whaling took place farther out at sea. Toward the end
of the seventeenth century, an estimated 200 to 300 whaling ships carrrying from 10,000 to 20,000 men
visited the archipelago during the summer whaling season, although by then, Smeerenburg had become a
ghost town.
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Figure 2.32
The skies are essential in most of the prints from this period as an indication of what was
most important at the time, that is the wind. This classic engraving done by the Dutch master Abraham
van Salm served as an illustration in C. G. Zorgdrager’s volumes of 1720, a most thorough and
authoritative description of the early eighteenth century Dutch and German fisheries. The artist has created a
feeling of motion in this composition by using the impact of the elements sky and sea, as well, by
applying the perspective. The vessels are portrayed with the finest details. (From C.G. Zorgdrager, 1720).
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figure 2. 33
The whale’s enormous head was cut off after the flensing and brought ashore with the
high tide. The baleen plates were cut away from the jaw bones. Special iron scrapers were used in cleaning
the stripped-off plates, before the baleen was thoroughly washed with sand. This was a particular industry of
Yorkshire, where cargoes of baleen from the Arctic was processed and made into umbrella ribs, corset
stays, whips, and any number of other objects requiring strength and pliancy. The couple in the foreground
are scraping and separating the individual baleen plates. (From Miinzing 1987).
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Rgure 2. 34
The French artist Denis Diderot (1713-1784) worked for more than twenty years to
produce his monumental Encyclopedic. These engravings from the processing of the baleen are just one
example of the many thousands of illustrations he created. The tools did not change much during the arctic
whaling era, before the twentieth century when the steamship and the harpoon cannon were invented. The
upward curved mouth of the bowhead is here a misinterpretation in Diderot’s otherwise beautiful and
accurate work. Since other artists at the time copied the encyclopedia for facts and included them in their
pictoral creations, there were consequently multiple examples of “smiling bowheads” in the years that
followed. (From Miinzing 1987).
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figure 2.35
Shooting the Harpoon at a Whale, is the title of this English etching dated 1813, from a
colored aquatint by Dubourg after J.H. Clark. The relaxed pace in this portrayal seems more like a Sunday
boating picnic than a hunt for a seventy-ton giant Many of the whaling portrayals were obviously
produced by artists who had never been whale hunting themselves, but who most likely produced artwork
from this era to entertain and to verify company investments and procedures. The grenade harpoon, invented
by the Norwegian whaler Svend Foyn, was first used during the 1860s at a time when mechanized ships
came into vogue.(From Miinzing 1987).

figure 2. 36 .
The shallops were greased underneath in order to turn quickly. Traditionally, the whalers
rowed with their backs towards the whale so as not to panic when the animal breached. In this J.H. Clark
portrayal, the two languid men in tall hats and striped trousers were most likely officers, as it was
customary in later years that these men took the helm and did the final lancing of the dying whale. The
number of whales killed, and by whom, was carefully recorded in the ship’s logbooks. Some nations
rewarded a kill with a monetary bonus, and this, of course, had a positive effect, that improved their
reputation and led to better jobs. (From Miinzing 1987).
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figure 2. 37
The Nantucket Sleigh Ride, the Yankee whaling term for the shallop as it races through
the waves, towed by the harpooned whale, is portrayed here by the American painter Clifford W. Ashley
(collection in the New Bedford Whaling Museum). The final stage of this chase, which could last for
hours, was terminated by the lancing of the animal. Again, it was important to row the boat as close to the
whale as possible. The razor sharp lances were thrust in behind the blow holes or behind the flippers in
order to cut through one of the big arteries. (From Jepsen 1994).
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figure 238
This English portrayal from the collection of the Museums and Art galleries in Hull
gives an overview of a whaling scene in the Arctic Ocean. Pinasses with flapping sails are waiting for the
shallops to return in the background. The whale has been harpooned apparently by a Basque harpoonist
with his countryman at the helm in the shallop in the foreground. Three officers stand ready for the final
lancing, each in a separate vessel, with probably a mate at the helm. The bonus system could vary from
one nation to another. During the eighteenth century, the American Yankee sailors, according to rank and
prestige, were paid by shares in their return cargo. The captain, for instance, might receive the profit from
every second cask of train oil the ship produced, while an ordinary crewman might get that of the 180th
cask. On the other hand, no one was paid anything if the whaling ship returned without a harvest
Returning fully loaded, and earlier than expected could be rewarded with benefits for all. Unlike other
whaling nations, the English did not practice a bonus award system among their crews, and this is said to
have contributed somewhat to the rapid decline in British pelagic whaling in the Arctic. The British
bounced back into the whaling business during the eighteenth century, after the government began to pay
subsidies, or bounty on whales caught, hoping to offset the balance of payments deficit by decreasing the
reliance on imported oil. The whaling, now freed from the highly restrictive joint-stock monopolies,
enjoyed more flexibility and a greater profit potential. Industrialization, mechanization and urbanization
demanded more oil, at a time when the Seven Year's War had temporarily cut off Britain’s supplies. At the
turn to the nineteenth century, the Dutch whaling was already on the decline, clearing the field of Britain’s
major European competitor. This is a colored engraving also produced from the original set of sixteen
(1767-93) by the Dutch artists van der Meulen and van der 1-aan The prints were also published in London.
(From Jcpsen 1994).
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Figure 2. 39
This is a dramatic French version of a Svalbard hunting scene from 1860, depicted in an
originally colored lithograph. Action, motion and energy are contributing to the field of interest in this
intriguing composition that, without doubt, was executed to entertain and enlighten the crowds in the
nineteenth century Parisian art galleries. (From Dow, 1925).
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Figure 2.40
In a relatively short time, the pack ice could crush to pieces even the bigger ships of 200
-400 tons which were often used in the Arctic by the Dutch. Some of these whalers of the seventeenth
century are depicted here in hurried evacuation during such an emergency. This engraving from 1675
illustrated Friderich Martens’s classic journal from his voyage to Spitsbergen in 1671. Martens, a German
physician, renders in his work a detailed description of Spitsbergen’s physical environment, natural history
and whale fishery. (Friedrich Martens, Spitzbergische oder Groenlandische Reise Veschreibung gethan in
Jahr 1671 -1675).
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Figure 2. 41
Fear and confusion are mirrored in the body language of some of these seventeenth
century Dutch sailors stranded in the pack ice in clothing and footwear so totally impractical and inadequate
for arctic conditions. Although the banners are blowing in the wind on the mastheads and Svalbard is
known for its constant windiness, not a single hat has come askew on the sailor’s heads in this depiction. (
The scene is portrayed by the accomplished Dutch marine artist and master of grisaille, Abram van Salm.
From the C.G. Zorgdrager, 1720).
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Figure 2. 42a) and b).
These contemporary drawings of Dutch whalers, according to the archeological
findings of their clothing and other belongings, portray them with the characteristic knitted caps, mended
knickers, and short woolen jackets. (From Hacquebord and de Bok, 1980).
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figure 2. 43
A whaling season of three short summer months was lengthened by the light polar nights.
International crews of men with no past or future were often taken right off the streets, and thrown together
on board the whaling ships. They had to leam to operate as proficient teams within a short period of time
under the leadership and discipline of a small number of officers. The two men on the left are obviously in
charge of this launching operation of the shallops on ice in an eighteenth century engraving from 1784 by
D. de Jong from a Dutch book on whaling. (After Thor B. Arlov, 1988).
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Figure 2.44. a) and b)
The light and the atmospheric effects peculiar to the arctic region was essential
in much of the work of the American artist William Bradford. These two compositions Nipped in the Ice
(1889) and Whaleships Cutting out o f the Ice (1890) are realistic portrayals of the conditions during the
1860s at a time the artist visited the whaling sites on various occasions.(Ingalls, 1987).
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figure 2.45
As the whales slowly disappeared from their migration routes around Spitsbergen,
whaling shifted out to sea, and finally to Davis Strait during the nineteenth century. The pink, a ship of
some 140-400 tons had been the most popular arctic sailing ship in the very beginning of arctic whaling.
At the turn to the seventeenth century, the Dutch whaling companies replaced the pink with the flute of 160
tons, which had a greater holding capacity for cargo than the pink and required a smaller crew of only ten
men. This type of sailing ship was soon adopted as well by the English, Danish-Norwegian, and German
whalers. These ships were reinforced to meet the hardships of the arctic pelagic whaling conditions. The
whaling fleet was often escorted by smaller sailboats. These were sent out from the mother ship to hunt
walrus, to find new hunting grounds, to find escaped, injured whales, and to map unfam ilia r coastal areas
and islands.
The distinctive features of arctic whaling, now in Davis Strait, are all included in W. J. Huggins’
oil painting from 1829, which was turned into an aquatint, engraved by E. Duncan. The artist has
described the whaling operation in detail, including the whalers laundry hung to dry in the riggings, and the
whale jaw bones which are put up to drain. Attached to the main top gallant stay is a Mayday emblem to be
awarded according to custom to the first boy who would climb to the top of the riggings back in Hull,
the sail ship Harmony's home port. (From Yankee Whaling , 1959).
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Figure 2.46
Fear and superstition have always been connected with the whale hunt According to the
Bible, the Israeli prophet Jonah, in 770 B.C., disobeyed God, who had requested that Jonah convert the
heathen town of Niniveh. The prophet fled on a ship, but was thrown overboard during a storm and
subsequently swallowed by a whale. After three days, Jonah was tossed ashore by the whale, and he later
pursued his assigned task of converting Niniveh. Jonah’s misfortune could certainly not have been caused
by the genus Balaena, as a bowhead’s throat is no bigger than a stovepipe. Baleen, which takes the place of
teeth in this species, appears as triangular plates secured in the base of the gum of the upper jaw. It is
composed of agglutinated hairs which diminish in length from the convex (outer) side to the concave (inner)
side, where they form a freely projecting fringe that increases in length as the anim al ages. There may be
hundreds of these plates, three to six feet long according to the species, latticed one behind the other. To
feed , the whale opens its mouth and swims into the shoals of shrimp-like crustaceans known as krill. This
illustration pertaining to the fable, is called Jonah Thrown to the Whales by H.S. Reham (Gatenby, (ed.)
Whales: A Celebration, 1983).
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Rgure 2.47
Jonah, by Peter Paul Rubens. Oil on wood 70 x 70 cm (1618-1619) The predella was
painted in the Church of Notre Dame at Mechlin, France. ( From Gatenby, (ed.)Whales. A Celebration.
1983).
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figure 2.48 a) and b)
The fantasy of a whale swallowing a ship touched upon a kernel of truth. The
sperm whale, in particular, was known to defend itself and to attack even large vessels. Yankee whalers,
who could sail the Seven Seas up to four years at a time in pursuit of the sperm whale, attested to stories of
shallops and crew lost to the jaws of this species. (From Dow, 1925).
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figure 2.49
Stranded Whale at the shore ofZandvoort, is a composition produced by the Dutch artist
H. Goltzius in 1594 four years earlier than his version in fig. 2.5. This particular scene became a
compositional prototype for the next two hundred years in the Dutch views of stranded whales.
Characteristic of such work was the receding lendscape, the portrayal of curious people dressed in fancy
clothes coming to look at the whale, which was always being measured in some way or another. The
occurance of stranded whales was often associated with the concepts of “God’s limitless creativity”, or of
‘God’s anger.” (Miinzing, 1987).
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Rgure 2. 51
This colored engraving from 1725 by the British artist Thomas Baston exemplifies how
pieces of other artists’ work were borrowed and applied in a new context at a time when there were no
specific copyrights. The polar bear scene, the spearing of the whale, the spearing of the walrus, and the
troubled whale, all have been imitated from Dutch prints. See Rgures 2.52 and 2.53. (From Miinzing,
1987).
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figure 2. 52

Spearing of the walrus.

These two prints, are part of a series of sixteen produced by the Dutch graphic artists A. van der
Laan and S. van der Meulen. The series, created around 1720, are considered the classics of whaling prints,
because of their exceptional comprehensiveness, historical accuracy, maritime detail, and artistry, rare in the
history of the pictoral documentation of the industry. These images were often copied by others, and can be
found in the English artist Thomas Bas ton’s colored engraving which was produced five years later. (See
figure 2.51) (From Dow, 1925).

Figure 2. 53

Polar bear scene.
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Rgure 3. 1

Harriet Backer, Arctic Midnight, Mosaic. (Courtesy of the Artist).

Rgure 3. 2

Harriet Backer, Ice . Mosaic. (Courtesy of the artist).
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Rgure 3. 3
Auguste Mayct,Glacier and Mountains near the Observatory. Lithograph 1838.
(Courtesy of the Norwegian Polar Institute’s collections, 1996).

Rgure 3. 4
Auguste Mayer, Corvette La Recherche at Bear Island. Lithograph 1838. (Courtesy of the
Norwegian Polar Institute’s collections Oslo, 1996).

Rgure 3. 5

Lackan. Color lithograph illustration 1868. (From Fries and Nystrpm, 1869).
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Rgure 3. 6
Barthelemy Lauvergne, Magdalene Bay. Lithograph (Courtesy of the Norwegian Polar
Institute’s collections Oslo, 1996).

Rgure 3. 7
Icebound whaling ships. The vessel on the right is being pressed down by the ice and
therefore evacuated. Illustration originally from Friderick Martens’ account of 1671. (From Jepsen, 1994).
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Rgure 3. 8
Torell, 1869).

Expedition life during the nineteenth, century. Engraving. (From Nordenski0 ld and
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Rgure 3. 9

H.E. Conway, The Summit erf Fox Peak. Lithograph 1896 (From Conway, 1897).

Rgure 3. 10

H.E. Conway, On Sticky Keep. Pen and Ink. 1896. (From Conway, 1897).
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Rgure 3.11

Julius von Payer, The First Ice. Engraving. 1872-74. (From von Payer, 1874).

Rgure 3. 12
1874).

Julius von Payer, Ice Pressure in the Polar Night. Engraving 1872-74. (From von Payer,
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Rgure 3. 13
Engraving from 1876 most likely done by one of the navigators on board. (From Wells
and John, 1876).

Rgure 3. 14
1869).

Glacier in the end o f Magdalene Bay. Engraving 1869. (From NordenskiPld and Torell,
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Rgure 3. 15

Rgure 3. 16
1897).
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Eastern part o f Norske 0 ya. Engraving 1869. (From Nordenslripld and Torell, 1869)

H. E. Conway, Drift Ice off Spitsbergen. Lithograph illustration. 1896. (From Conway,
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figure 3. 17

Fridtjof Nansen, Mound o f Ocean Ice. Pen and ink 1912. (Nansen, 1920).

Figure 3. 18

Fridtjof Nansen, Blomstrand Glacier. Pen and ink 1912. (Nansen, 1920).

rz.
figure 3.19

Fridtjof Nansen, Pancake Ice. 1882 (From 0stby, 1980).
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Figure 3. 20

Omar Andreen, King’s Glacier. Water color 1982. (Courtesy of the artist).

Rgure 3.21

Omar Andreen, Sea Scape with Icefloes. Water color n.d. (Courtesy of the artist).
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Rgure 3. 22

Omar Andreen, Blomstrand Glacier. Water color 1982. (Courtesy of the artist.)

Rgure 3. 23
Jan Falkman, Three Crowns. Blomstrand's Bay. Watercolor (32x24.5 cm) 1993.
(Falkman, 1993).
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Rgure 3. 24
A.A. Iakovlev: Dog teams were still popular on the islands in the 1960s.Pen and ink
sketch 1964. (Iakovlev,1964).

Rgure 3. 25

A.A. Iakovlev. A skier’s view point. Pen and ink sketch 1964 .(From Iakovlev, 1964).

Rgure 3. 26

W. A. van der Walle. Pen and ink illustration. 1930s. (Roelofs 1930s).
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Rgure 3. 27

H.E. Conway, On the Way to Sassen Bay. Lithograph 1896.( Conway, 1897).

Rgure 3. 28

Fridtjof Nansen, On the Open Sea.. Pen and ink illustration. 1912 (Nansen, 1920).

Rgure 3. 29

Fridtjof Nansen, In the Sunshine. Pen and ink illustration 1912 (Nansen, 1920).
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Rgure 3. 30

Westerberg, Samee with reindeer. Engraving. 1872. (Kjellman ,1875).

Rgure 3.31

H.E. Conway, After the Day’s March. Pen and ink. 18%. ( Conway, 1897).

Rgure 3. 32

H.E. Conway, f/npadrmg.Lithograph. 1896. ( Conway, 1897).

Rgure 3. 33

H.E. Conway, Good Going. Pen and ink. 1896. ( Conway ,1897).
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Rgure 3. 34

H.E. Conway, Flower Pass . Lithograph 1896. ( Conway, 1897).

Rgure 3 .3 5

H. E. Conway, Advent Point Camp. Pen and ink. 1896. ( Conway,1897).
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Rgure 3.36

H E . Conway, Stuck in a Snow-Bog. Lithograph. 1896. ( Conway, 1897).
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Rgure 3. 37

H.E. Conway, Haircutting. Pen and ink 18%. (Conway, 1897).
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Rgure 3. 38

The Northern Mayor’s Gate, Bear Island. 1861. (Nathorst, 1900).

Rgure 3. 39
1872).

F. Tegetmeyer’s illustration of a hyperite layer from Lee Harbor. (From Heuglin,
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Rgure 3.42
1861).

View from Zecusche Point Engraving from Lamont’s Svalbard voyage 1861. ( Lamont,

Rgure 3. 43
1923).

Erik Werenskiold, Rock formation. Pen and ink illustration 1923. (Wemer Werenskiold,
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Rgure 3.44.
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Omar Andreen, Stuphallet. Watercolor. 1982. (Courtesy of the artist).

Rgure 3.45 Omar Andreen, Zeppelin Mountain and the Brpgger Glacier. Water color. 1983.(Courtesy of the
artist).
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Rgure 3.46

Olaf Stor0 , Mountain Landscape, Summer. n.d.(Courtesy Svalbard Kro, Longyearbyen

Rgure 3.47 Klre Tveter, Svalbard Landscape Watercolor. (From Tveter, Svalbard Bilder, 1986).
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Figure 3.48 Kire Tveter, Winter Landscape, Watercolor 1986.(From. Tveter, Svalbard bilder, 1986).

Figure 3.49
1996).

Olaf Storp, Song of Myself, Color lithograph 1991. (Courtesy Svalbard Kro, Longyearbyen
*
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Rgure 3.50 Auguste Mayer, Sailing ship and Glacier in Bell Sound. Lithograph 1839. (Courtesy
Norwegian Polar Institute’s Collection 1996).

Rgure 3.51 Auguste Mayer, Glacier. Bell Sound, Lithograph 1838.(Courtesy Norwegian Polar Institute's
Collection 1996).
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Rgure 3.52

Fridjhof Nansen, Polar Bears on Svalbard. Pen and ink. (0stby, 1980).

Rgure 3.53 Gunnar Brusewitz, Summer Landscape. Watercolor illustration 1981.
( Brusewitz, 1981).
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Rgure 3.54 Barthelemy Lauvergne, Smeerenburg Bay. Lithograph 1839. (Courtesy Norwegian Polar
Institute Collection 1996).

Rgure 3.55 Barthelemy Lauvergne, Landscape. Magdalene Bay. Lithograph 1838. (Courtesy Norwegian
Polar Institute Collection 19%).
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Rgure 3.56

Glacier at Alkenhom. Engraving. Illustration. 1869. ( Nordenskipld and Torell, 1869).

Rgure 3.58...F. Tegetmeyer, Overview of Swedish Vorland and King Karl’s Land. Engraving 1872.
(Heuglin, 1872).
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Rgure 3.60

Red Beach, Spitsbergen. Engraving 1876. ( Wells and John, 1876.
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Rgure 3.61. Fridtjof Nansen, Waterfill from a fresh water supply on an ice floe. Pen and ink
illustration. 1912. (Nansen, 1920).

figure 3.62 Fridtjof Nansen, Beach and Beach wall at Verlegen Huk. Pen and ink illustration 1912.
(Nansen, 1920).

Figure 3.63

Christiane Ritter, book illustration. Drawing. 1930s. ( Ritter, 1954).
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Rgure 3.66

Zbigniewa J0zwika, lino cut 1989. (Jpzwika 1991).
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Figure 3.68

Zbigniewa Jazwika, Growing of a Stone. Linocut 1987. (J0zwika 1991).
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Rgure 3.69

Zbigniewa J0zwika, Polar Lady. Linocut 1989. (J0 zwika, 1991)
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Rgure 3.71

Kire Tveter, Dawn. Watercolor (73x103cm) 1991.(From Norwegian Artists’ card series).
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Figure 3.74 Francois Auguste Biard, Boat Attacked by Walrus. Engraving. 1839.
( d’Aunet, 1867).
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Rgure 3.76
1868).

E. Westerberg, Russian trapper in winter garment Engraving 1868. (Fries and Nystrpm

Rgure 3.77 Walrus hunter. (From Collection of Cambridge University Museum of Archeology and
Anthropology, England.
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Figure 3.79

W. Meyer, A Svalbard trapper’s winter abode. Engraving. 1872-73. (From Kjellman, 1875).

Figure 3.80 N. Meyer after a sketch from Nordenski0ld, Tobiesen’s cabin on Bear Island.Engraving 1868.
(From Nordenski0 ld, 1868).
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Figure 3.81

Chase of the Walrus. Engraving. Illustration 1861. (From Lamont, 1861).

Figure 3.82

Walruses on the Ice. Engraving 1861. (From Lamont, 1861).
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Rgure 3.83

Early portrayals of walrus. (From Pedersen, 1951).
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Rgure 3.84 Bleau's Atlas version of a walrus 1650. (From Bleau’s Spitzbergia 1650. Norwegian Polar
Institute collections. 1996).

Rgure 3.85 From a Dutch copper engraving portraying the walrus killings in the Arctic around the
sixteenth century. (From Fjprtoft, n.d.).
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Rgure 3.86

Walrus Hunt. Engraving. 1869. (Nordenskidld and Torell 1869).

Rgure 3.88

A.A. Iakovlev. Ink Walrus illustration. 1964. (Iakovlev 1964).
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Rgure 3.89 Seal killing. (Illustration from Cambridge University Museum of Archeology and
Anthropology, England.)

Rgure 3.90 Seal were killed by the thousands with a special stick with an iron hook and a spike in the
end. (Ilustration from Cambridge University Museum of Archeology and Anthropology).
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Rgure 3.91

Young Greenland Seal. Engraving. 1869. (From Nordenskipld and Torell 1869).
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Figure 3.93

Pearson, Seal Shooting. Engraving 1861. (From Lamont, 1861).

Rgure 3.94

Julius von Payer, Seal Hunting. Engraving 1872. (von Payer, 1874).
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Rgure 3.95 Shooting seals. (Illustration from Cambridge University Museum of Archeology and
Anthropology).
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Rgure 3.96

Medinaceli de Bugue, Rowboat in the Ice.Color illustration 1921. (From de Bugue, 1929).

Rgure 3.97

Medinaceli de Bugue, Seal Hunt. Color illustration. 1921. (From de Bugue, 1929).
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figure 3.99 Medinaceli de Bugue, Seal hoisted on board. Color illustration. 1921. (From de Bugue,
1929).
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Rgure 3.100 Medinaceli de Bugue, Dressing the catch. Color illustration. 1921. Rom de Bugue, 1929).

Rgure 3.101

E. Evans, Treacherous Ice. Engraving. 1876. (From Wells and John 1876).
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Rgure 3.102 D. Ljungdahl, Lofoten ’sfore deck. Pen and Ink drawing 1890. (From Klinckowstrem,
1890).

Rgure 3.103 P.Syme, White Whale.Engraving. (From Scoresby, 1820. Vol.II).
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Figure 3.104 D. Ljungdahl, By the Beluga Fishing Hut. Pen and ink illustration 1890. (From
Klinckowstr0 m, 1890).
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Rgure 3.105 D. Ljungdahl, Shark fishing. Advent Bay. Ink illustration. 1890. (From Klinkowstr0 m,
1890).
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Figure 3.106 Polar Bear Hunt. Lithograph 1875. (From Smith, 1875).
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Figure 3.107 Norwegian Stamp from the turn of the century. (Courtesy of collection of Funken Hotel,
Longyearbyen, 19%).
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Figure 3.108 Medinaceli de Bugue, Swimming polarbear. Color illustration 1921. (From de Bugue,
1929).
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Rgure 3.110 Medinaceli de Bugue, Polar Bear hauled on board. Color illustration. 1921. (de Bugue,
1929).
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Figure 3.111 Bear killing by Captain van der Brugge’s crew in Smeerenburg. Engraving from 1633.
(Hacquebord and de Bok 1981).
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Rgure 3.113 Capture of a White Bear. Engraving from Gerrit de Veer, 1598.

Rgure 3.114 Polar Bear Attack from Gerrit de Veer, 1598.
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Rgure 3.115 A. van der Laan, The Ice Bear taken and Killed with Pikes. (From a Series of 16 prints, ca
1720). (From Ingalls, 1987).

Rgure 3.116 Tetroe, The Man under the Bear. Oil Painting. (From Conway, 1906).
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Rgure 3.117 Abraham Hondius, A Whaler in the Ice-pack., Oil painting. (From Conway, 1906).
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Rgure 3.118 Julius von Payer, Encounter with a Polar B ear. 1872. (From von Payer, 1874).

Rgure 3.119 Julius von Payer, Fruitless attempt to rescue Matoschrin. 1872. (From von Payer, 1874).
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Rgure 3.122 Pearson, She Bear and Cubs. Illustration engraving. 1861. (From Lamont, 1861).

—■

Rgure 3.123 Prowling Polar Bear. Illustration engraving from Nordenskipld's 1864 expedition. (From
Store Norske Kullkompani’s collection. Longyearbyen, 19%).
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Figure 3.124

Figure 3.125

Bear Hunt.Etching. Illustration 1880. (From Adams, 1880).

Polar bear emblem. (Illustration from Roth, Berger and Zedlitz, 1902).
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Rgure 3.126 Omar Andreen, Sleeping Bear. Drawing. (Courtesy of the artist).
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Qvennerstedt, 1867.)
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Rgure 3.131 Erik Werenskiold, Tricking the reindeer. Illustration Engraving 1923. (FromW'emer
Werenskiold, 1923).

Rgure 3.132 Reindeer hunt. Engraving 1869. (From N'ordenski0 ld and Torell, 1869).
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Rgure 3.134.
A. A. Iakovlev, Spitsbergen Cliff with Auk Population. Ink illustration 1964. (From
Iakovlev, 1964).
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Rgure 3.135.

E. Evans, Kings Bay. Engraving 1876. (Wells and John, 1876).
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Rgure 3.137.

Puffin. (Mormon articus). Engraving (From Nordenski0 ld and Torell, 1869).
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Rgure 3.140.

Black Legged Kittiwake. (From de Bugue, 1921).

Rgure 3.141.

Kittiwake. (From de Bugue, 1921).
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figure 3.142 Arctic Tern (Sterna paradisea) Color lithograph. (From de Bugue, 1921).
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Rgure 3.143.

Ptarmigan (Lagopus hemileucurus). Engraving 1870. (From Heuglin, 1872).

Rgure 3 .144.

Black Guillemot (Cepphus Gryllc).lllustration. 1898. (From Nathorst, 1900).
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Figure 3.145
The fulmars flocked by the thousands around the whaling vessels. Illustration by A.A.
Iakovlev. Ink drawing 1964. (Iakovlev, 1964).

Figure 3.146.

The Brant or Eder duck. (Branta bemida). (From Heuglin, 1872)
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Rgure 3.147.
“Balsfjording” (Man from Balsfiord in North of Norway.) surrounded by birds’
nesting places at Bear Island.To travel north to Spitsbergen to collect eider down and eggs during the
summer presented a livelihood for some northerner during the nineteenth century and the beginning of
twentieth century. (Engraving from Nordenskiold and Torell, 1869).
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Rgure 3.148

Chr. Kittelsen, Arctic Foxes in Trap. Book ilustration. 1929. (From Sverdrup, 1929)

Rgure 3.149.
1867).

Auguste Francois Biard, Blue Fox on Spitsbergen.. Engraving 1839. (From d’Aunet
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Rgure 4. 1
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Early Danish whalers. Engraving. (From Jepsen, 1994.)
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Rgure 4. 3
the artist).

Bj0rg Brekke, Rosa Delta, Oil on canvas. (89x115 cm) Ny Alesund 1993. (Courtesy of
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Rgure 4. 4Ive Hagen, Textile (90x105cm). Svalbard 1992. Reminiscent of the polygynal forms
seen on the surface of the ground in many places on Svalbard, and due to action of seasonal frost in the
surface soil.( Courtesy of the artist.)
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Rgure 4. 5

Captain’s whaling log from 1838. (From Dow 1925.)
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Rgure 4. 6
Danish, Dutch and English whaling vessels portrayed in the Arctic in an oil painting
from 1776.The artist, unknown, is describing the whalers’ lot with a naive but narrative style that captures
the attention. ((From Miinzing, 1987).
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Rgure 4. 8

Japanese whaling print from 1860. (From Ingalls, 1987.)
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Rgure 4. 9

Elisabeth Braadland. A Trapper’s Grave in Grpnnfiord. (Polarboken, 1933,37).
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figure 4. 10
Auguste Francois Biard, Norwegian Fishermen Surprised by Cold and Starvation. 1839.
((From d’Aunet, 1867.)
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Figure 4. 12

Francois-Auguste Biard, Fight with a Potarbear in Magdalenefiord. 1839.(d’Aunet 1867).
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figure 4. 13

Michaloff Wigdehl, Poin Nils. Oil. (89x72 cm). (From Jenssen 1979).
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figure 4. 14
artist).

Ellen Linde-Nielsen, Svalbard Lys II, Water color (20x15 cm) 1991. (Courtesy of the
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figure 4. 15
The coming of day across the Svalbard archipelago by KSre Tveter. (Courtesy of Svalbard
Hospital, Longyearbyen. 1996).
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Appendix Six —Historical Overview

The recorded history of Svalbard may be divided
roughly into five main chapters:

1.

The W haling Chapter -

1600 - 1850

Exploitation of sea mammals: whales, walrus,
and seals.
2.

The Hunting and Trapping Chapter

1700 -1920

Exploitation of land animals: bears, fox, fish,
and bird products.
3.

The Scientific Siege

4

The M ining Chapter
Exploitation of minerals:coal

5.

The Contemporary Chapter

1800 - 1920

1906 -1996
1970 - 1996

Establishment o f National Parks and refuges,
scheduled air service and development of
tourism.
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